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Abstract
Atmospheric science is the study of a large, complex system which is becoming increas-
ingly important to understand. There are many climate models which aim to contribute
to that understanding by computational simulation of the atmosphere. To generate these
models, and to confirm the accuracy of their outputs, requires the collection of large
amounts of data. These data are typically gathered during campaigns lasting a few weeks,
during which various sources of measurements are used. Some are ground based, others
airborne sondes, but one of the primary sources is from measurement instruments on
board aircraft. Flight planning for the numerous sorties is based on pre-determined
goals with unpredictable influences, such as weather patterns, and the results of some
limited analyses of data from previous sorties. There is little scope for adjusting the
flight parameters during the sortie based on the data received due to the large volumes of
data and difficulty in processing the data online. The introduction of unmanned aircraft
with extended flight durations also requires a team of mission scientists with the added
complications of disseminating observations between shifts.
Earth’s atmosphere is a non-linear system, whereas the data gathered is sampled at
discrete temporal and spatial intervals introducing a source of variance. Clustering data
provides a convenient way of grouping similar data while also acknowledging that, for
each discrete sample, a minor shift in time and/ or space could produce a range of values
which lie within its cluster region. This thesis puts forward a set of requirements to
enable the presentation of cluster analyses to the mission scientist in a convenient and
functional manner. This will enable in-flight decision making as well as rapid feedback
for future flight planning.
Current state of the art clustering algorithms are analysed and a solution to all of
the proposed requirements is not found. New clustering algorithms are developed to
achieve these goals. These novel clustering algorithms are brought together, along with
other visualization techniques, into a software package which is used to demonstrate
how the analyses can provide information to mission scientists in flight. The ability to
carry out offline analyses on historical data, whether to reproduce the online analyses
of the current sortie, or to provide comparative analyses from previous missions, is also
vi
demonstrated. Methods for offline analyses of historical data prior to continuing the
analyses in an online manner are also considered.
The original contributions in this thesis are the development of five new clustering
algorithms which address key challenges: speed and accuracy for typical hyper-elliptical
offline clustering; speed and accuracy for offline arbitrarily shaped clusters; online
dynamic and evolving clustering for arbitrary shaped clusters; transitions between offline
and online techniques and also the application of these techniques to atmospheric science
data analysis.
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Chapter 1
Aims, Objectives and Structure of the
Thesis
1.1 Aims and Objectives
The role of atmospheric science, the data, its analysis and models has achieved great
importance in recent times. Climate change and the future effect on Earth and its future
has focussed much attention on research in this area. There is an on-going, increasing
level of data gathering missions, both airborne and ground based which is resulting in an
ever increasing amount of data to be analysed. Research in this area to date has generated
numerous climate models which are extremely good at predicting typical climate changes.
However, many have weaknesses when anomalous climate behaviour occurs. This thesis
considers that one of the reasons behind this may be the data collection methods used.
Typically these involve working with atmospheric sensors, whether mobile of stationary,
in specific regions where it is predicted that data gathered will be of most use and add
value to the models. The limited flight times, and pre-determined flight plans may result
in fewer anomalous data being collected and limiting the input of anomalies to the
models.
The aim of the research presented here is to investigate data analysis techniques to aid
the collection, and analysis, of data gathered during these missions. The work comprises
two key objectives:
1. Online analysis of data as it is gathered. This will allow targeting of specific data
of interest, e.g. if the mission is to investigate pollution from biomass burning,
then data can be analysed to ensure it relates to biomass burning, rather than
general background data. While data pertaining to the background state is useful
for comparisons, the ratio of target data to background data can be improved.
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2. Offline analysis of the data gathered. If online analysis is used to improve the
data gathered, then it follows that this analysis should be reproducible offline,
post-mission. In this way decisions made can be verified and information of value
can be reproduced in more detail when more time is available.
This research focusses on cluster analysis due to its ability to group data, identify
anomalies and adapt to different situations in ways that other analysis techniques cannot.
Requirements for clustering analysis are proposed and current techniques investigated for
suitability. The specifications are not easily matched, if at all, by current techniques and
so new clustering algorithms are required. These are developed in both online and offline
compatible modes. The algorithms are demonstrated and shown to have the potential
to add value to data gathering missions, offline analysis and ongoing online analysis of
atmospheric data streams.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The thesis is presented in separate Chapters, beginning with the Aims, Objectives and
Thesis Structure provided in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 which presents an overview of
Atmospheric Science and the source of the challenges to be addressed. There follows
a review of current clustering and cluster evaluation techniques in Chapter 3 which
considers how clustering could aid in addressing these challenges and where a summary
of the key types of clustering that may be applicable is presented. Also discussed are
the benefits and limitations of the generic types, and specific clustering techniques,
summarising why they are not suitable for the final solution envisaged here. The offline
techniques developed for this thesis are presented in Chapter 4 where the development
of the preferred algorithms are detailed. The aim of the offline techniques is to develop
suitable offline clustering techniques to allow compatibility in visualization and operation
between offline and online clustering. Chapter 5 develops the online clustering algorithms
which are key to the final online software solution for use by atmospheric scientists,
RASCAL, which is presented in Chapter 6. RASCAL demonstrates how the techniques
can be used in the field to enhance data gathering campaigns. Chapter 6 also briefly
discusses an offline version of RASCAL which allows rapid reproduction of similar
results to the online version. A number of improvements to the online version, based on
feedback from the Atmospheric Science community, have been included in the offline
version.
Chapter 7 presents a summary of the work and its application to the challenges
addressed by this thesis, overall conclusions and suggestions for developing this work in
the future. This is divided into Subsections where 7.1 summarises the direct application
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of the research to the primary goals of the thesis. Section 7.2.1 details the conclusions of
the clustering algorithms developed. The future work discussed in Chapter 7.3 makes
a number of proposals for continuing the research further. Suggestions include future
development of the algorithms themselves and the software developed in this thesis as




This chapter provides a brief overview of the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere
including the layers typically associated with atmospheric science in Section 2.1. We
outline the basic physics of climate change, the resulting economic and health costs,
and outline the role of atmospheric science and its funding in the scientific analysis
of climate change in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes the characteristics of a typical
atmospheric science data gathering campaign and the type and size of data sets such
campaigns produce. Finally Section 2.4 outlines the challenges to be addressed during
this research.
2.1 The Atmosphere of Earth
As the world has come to accept the reality of Climate Change and its current and future
impact on the world the importance of the scientific study of the changes and their effects
has become ever more significant. The atmosphere surrounding the Earth has significant
impact on the global temperatures and the composition of the air that we breathe. The
complex interaction of the chemistry in the various atmospheric layers determine the
radiation reaching and leaving the Earth’s surface, the temperatures of the atmospheric
layers (Global Warming) and the dispersion of pollutants.
The Earth’s atmosphere comprises a mixture of gasses surrounding the planet with
most common being Nitrogen (N2) at 78%, Oxygen (O2) at 21% and various others at
less than 1% including Carbon Dioxide (CO2). Water vapour is also present at varying
levels and also small particles known as 'aerosol particles' from various sources both
natural and anthropogenic [152].
In general the atmosphere is composed of:
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1. Exosphere, the very outer layer of the Earth’s atmosphere consisting mainly of very
low density hydrogen, helium and nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide at lower
levels. The Exosphere merges with outer space where there is no atmosphere.
2. Thermosphere (90 to between 500 and 1,000km), similar in composition to the
Exosphere this region has a temperature inversion, i.e. has a gradual increase in
temperature with height due to the absorption of solar radiation.
3. Mesosphere (50-85km) is difficult to study as it lies above the heights reachable
by aircraft or balloon, but below that of orbital satellites.
4. Stratosphere (10-50km) A temperature inversion appears again here due to the ab-
sorption of solar radiation by Ozone (O3) which is relatively abundant (i.e., several
to a few tens of molecules of ozone per million molecules of air - parts per million
(ppm)). The lack of vertical convection within the stratosphere, and between the
stratosphere and Troposphere, means that air that reaches the stratosphere may
remain years or even decades [113, 146]. Air moving into the stratosphere carries
with it chemicals such as CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) which have a significant
impact on the ozone levels.
5. Troposphere (0-10km) contains most of the mass of the Earth’s atmosphere. Char-
acteristically the temperature drops as the height increases but layers with constant
or increasing temperature with height are not uncommon. Most cloud formations
appear in the troposphere and nearly all weather phenomenon occur here.
6. The Planetary Boundary Layer is the lowest part of the troposphere and is in
contact with the Earth’s surface. This contact allows the surface to affect the
atmosphere - through exchange of heat, momentum, gases, and particles - and so
some atmospheric behaviour is directly influenced by that contact.
In addition to the primary layers there are boundary regions between them. These
boundaries play an important role, affecting the movement of air between the layers.
They are a focus of study for atmospheric scientists, particularly the chemistry transport
across these boundaries and the effects on the primary layers. These boundaries are:
1. Thermopause, the boundary between the thermosphere and the exosphere
2. Mesopause, the boundary between mesosphere and thermosphere.
3. Stratopause, the boundary between the stratosphere and the mesosphere.
4. Tropopause, the boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
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These boundary layers are not fixed and the altitudes vary under different atmospheric
conditions. The tropopause is of particular interest to atmospheric scientist due to the
differing effects of chemistry in the troposphere and stratosphere, e.g. CO2 has a heating
effect in the troposphere, yet a cooling effect in the stratosphere. Similarly ozone, O3 in
the troposphere is considered a pollutant, whereas in the stratosphere it protects Earth
from the harmful effects of ultra-violet rays. The transport of these and other chemicals
across the tropopause is a significant area of study.
The atmospheric layers being considered in this thesis are primarily the Boundary
Layer, Troposphere and Stratosphere together with the tropopause. The Coordinated
Airborne Studies in the Tropics (CAST) project, of which this research is a part, was
specifically targeted to investigate the interactions between these layers in a coordinated
effort to study the atmospheric chemistry and transport between these layers [75].
2.2 Climate Change
Climate change is now considered an accepted theory with far reaching effects. These
effects will vary globally with a range of economic, social and health impacts. The
Projection of Economic impacts of climate change in Sectors of the European Union
based on bottom-up Analysis (PESETA) project report [34] considers many aspects of
possible climate change scenarios across the EEA including he effects on agriculture,
coastal systems, river floods, tourism and health. The findings indicate and annual cost
to the EEA economy to be C20 to C65 billion between scenarios of 2.5oC and 5.4oC
temperature rises.
2.2.1 Economic Costs
The World Development Report 2010 [149] reports that a global temperature change
of 5oC experienced since the last ice age is expected to occur within a century under
current conditions. The long term rise allowed time for adaptation to change, whereas the
rapid change expected in the near future does not and is likely to cause considerable cost,
financially, socially and environmentally. The report indicates that the most vulnerable,
developing countries will bear 75-80% of the costs of climate change and their report
'Economical Adaption to Climate Change' [160] places the cost to these countries at
around $70- 100 billion per year. In the USA The Council of Economic Advisors [40] in
their report 'The Cost of Delaying Action to Stem Climate Change' places the cost of to
the economy of the USA at 0.9% of GDP, or $150 billion dollars for every 1oC increase
in temperature.
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2.2.2 Health Impacts
'Climate Change: The Cost of Inaction and The Cost of Adaption' [156] considers the
health costs to the EEA. Although much of the health impacts for the future are unknown
it suggests that 35,000 excess deaths occurred during the 2003 heatwave compared with
previous similar events. However, overall, and discounting heat waves, the net impact
is predicted to be an increase in heat related mortality balanced by a decrease in cold
mortalities. The PESETA report also indicates a potential cost of several Billion Euro
associated with climate sensitive diseases, allergens and air quality.
2.2.3 The Role of Atmospheric Science
Atmospheric Science has a key role to play in the study of climate change. The Earth’s
atmosphere is a significant part of the global climate and the uptake, transport and
deposition of chemicals and pollutants all have an impact, generating an ever growing
body of research e.g. [24, 31, 151, 73, 60, 38, 76]. The models used to predict the
various scenarios rely on accurate input data and the accuracy of their predictions can
be tested with subsequent monitoring. Such is the importance of these climate models
that comparing the models are constantly compared, evaluated, modified and updated
[94, 91, 21, 11, 79, 12].
With the wide range of potential costs and impact of the modelled scenarios the
importance of atmospheric science in the role of climate science is apparent. The
uncertainties involved in modelling such complex dynamical systems and the sensitivity
to small changes, 'The Butterfly Effect', underline the importance of accurate data. Data
from anomalous events can be of particular interest to adjust models to predict such
unusual, or extreme, events, or to be ignored as genuine 'anomalies' which may be
considered unpredictable.
2.2.4 Climate Science Funding
For the reasons discussed in the previous Subsection, climate research and atmospheric
science research has achieved ever more attention and importance. Since 1992 the Euro-
pean Union (EU) LIFE programme has contributed more than C3.1 billion and supported
over 4,000 projects. Funding for LIFE is set to rise to C864 million for the period
2014-2020 [55]. In the USA, the US Global Change Research Project (USGCRP) budget
has increased from $1,816m in 2008 to $2,658m in 2014 [95] and the National Science
Foundation (NSF) increased the Division of Atmospheric and GeoSpace Sciences (AGS)
funding to to $122m for research in 2014. The UK Natural Environmental Research
Council (NERC) currently has 8142 grants, fellowships and training grants totalling over
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£1.6 billion [122]. Of these NERC funded programmes 1282 are specifically classified
as being atmospheric science with a value of nearly £300 million [121].
2.3 Atmospheric Science Campaigns and Data
The fundamental building blocks of atmospheric science are observations and process-
based models. Observations define past chemical and physical climatologies (e.g. the
IPPC report on climate change [147]). Process-based models fill-in data-gaps (e.g. the
ERA re-analysis project [54]), diagnose probable causes of observed events (e.g. extreme
events like the Boscastle floods [69], or tropical hurricanes [112]), and provide forecasts
of future weather, climate, and atmospheric composition. Most atmospheric observations
are made operationally at a network of ground stations, or using satellites. However, to
diagnose atmospheric processes in more detail than is possible using operational observa-
tions, intensive field campaigns are used. Atmospheric science campaigns typically run
over days, weeks or longer and involve a number of possible sources of data. The include
instruments on board aircraft, ground based instruments, rising sondes and drop-sondes.
Additionally, there are continuous data streams from the standard aircraft instrumentation
providing non-chemistry data such as aircraft position and status. Here we will describe
two example atmospheric science campaigns.
The South AMerican Biomass Burning Analysis (SAMBBA) [110] had specific
objectives to study the pollution and effects of biomass burning in the South American
rainforests. The main SAMBBA findings were reported in a special issue of Atmospheric
Chemistry and Physics [7, 22, 92, 106, 126]. As with all such data sets research and
publication is on-going. The SAMBBA campaign (Sept. - Oct. 2012) made use of the
Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM) BAe-146 aircraft configured
with 52 instruments on board [23]. The flight paths are shown in Figure 2.1a with each
shown in a different colour. We will use the data from this campaign later in the thesis
demonstrating specific example of how the results of this research can add value to these
missions.
The Coordinated Airborne Studies in the Tropics (CAST) [120] project involved 3 air-
craft together with additional sondes to gather data. The aircraft come from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Airborne Tropical TRopopause EXperi-
ment (ATTREX) [116] project, the National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
as part of their CONvective TRansport of Active Species in the Tropics (CONTRAST)
[119] project and FAAM Co-Ordinated Airborne Studies in the Tropics (CAST) [120].
In a unique set of missions designed to sample atmospheric air chemistry throughout the
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(a) SAMBBA Flight paths. (b) CAST Flight paths.
Fig. 2.1 Maps of the flights paths for 2.1a SAMBBA campaign and 2.1b the CAST
campaign. The SAMBBA campaign focussed on higher altitudes up to approximately
8,000m, with some time spent at 1,000m-2,000m. CAST focussed on lower altitudes
around 500m-1,500m with some time spent up to approximately 6,000m
.
full atmospheric range from ground to stratosphere three aircraft with complementing
configurations of instruments on board flew at a range of heights.
• Low altitude sampling was carried out by the FAAM BAe-146 at heights between
0 - 6,000m
• Mid altitude flights were carried out by the NCAR GulfstreamV (GV) flying
between 6,000m - 14,000m
• High altitude flights carried out by NASA’s Northrop Grumman Global Hawk UAV
at altitudes up to 14,000m - 20,000m
These are the target flight altitudes, in practice there was some overlap between the
aircraft flight profiles. The campaign took place in a 6 week period in January and
February 2014 from bases around Guam in the Western Pacific.
The instruments carried by the FAAM BAe-146 aircraft [120] are primarily self-
contained and capture and store the data for download post-flight. Some instruments
currently gather air samples for later analysis so the data is not available in flight.
Final data is not provided until much later after instrument calibration and necessary
adjustments have been made, although 'quicklook' data is often available in real time. In
total there were 28 instruments, 35 including the standard core instrumentation and basic
flight instrumentation.
The NCAR GV aircraft payload [118] consists of 16 scientific instruments. Some
instruments measure multiple chemical species, others measure particle size in a range
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Table 2.1 Examples of typical data rate and dataset sizes for a single, full duration flight
for each aircraft in the CAST campaign.
Platform Instruments Data Streams Samples/flight (×106) Dataset Size
Global Hawk 12 391 42 (30 hrs)[84] 950 MB
GulfStream V 16 352 12.7 (10 hrs) 47 MB
BAe146 28 40 0.72 (5 hrs) 1.6 MB
Totals 56 774 55.32 1 GB
of statistical bins. The total number of potential data streams is 352 in the instrument
configuration deployed during the CAST project.
The NASA GH had a payload of 12 instruments [115] plus standard flight information.
Some of the instruments provide chemistry information on multiple chemical species.
Other instruments measure particle size or concentrations in different ranges. Taken as
separate data sources and not including error flags there were a total of 391 data streams.
As an unmanned vehicle the data from the GH is sent to the ground as data streams
already although it is not processed online.
Typical examples of the volume of data gathered during campaign flights are given in
table 2.1. These figures are based on a 1Hz sampling rate for a typical full flight duration.
In practice flight durations may change and sample rates vary per instrument.
2.4 Atmospheric Science Data Challenges
With most data analysis occurring post-campaign, data pertaining to anomalies or other
data of specific interest may be limited. Processing the data online and in-flight could
improve the data collected by helping focus the data gathering on specific regions of
interest. As discussed in Section 2.3 it can be seen from Table 2.1 that the volume of
data captured and streamed to mission scientist is vast. Faced with this torrent of data
it may often be the case that mission scientists focus on a small subset of the available
data. New techniques and analysis are required to aid mission scientists by providing
online analysis of the data to simplify the decision making process during campaigns.
Additionally, these analysis techniques should be reproducible offline for post-campaign
analysis and re-analysis of historical data.
Here we outline some of the key challenges facing mission scientists and data
gathering campaigns together with the limitations they impose.
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2.4.1 Live Monitoring of Multiple Data Streams
Monitoring of single data streams is most frequently achieved with line plots, often
overlaying multiple lines on the same graph window. Scatter plots have similar issues to
line plots with regard to scaling, but add the difficulties of choosing a suitable marker
size. This has many drawbacks such as:
1. Differing y-axis scales for multiple plots. Providing a single plot window for
multiple data streams may result in a range of y-axis maximum values. The
resulting plot can be confusing with either multiple y-axis scales, or, in extreme
cases, featureless horizontal plot lines at the top and bottom of the graph.
2. Sizes of plot markers. Plot marker size can have a noticeable affect on data
visualization. Large plot marker sizes may hide new data points or give the
appearance of merged regions of data. Small markers may be hard to see and to
distinguish between colours in colour plots.
3. Visualization of historical data. Line plots may be of limited use for extended time
scales. As the data gets compressed into the plot window fine details of anomalies
or 'spikes' may be hard to see, and may even not be present. Scatter plots suffer
from the marker size problem mentioned above.
4. Distinguishing colours or markers. There are limits to the numbers of colours it is
possible to distinguish by the human eye, particularly with many lines, or markers
overlapping.
5. Over plotting of similar data. Both line plots and scatter plots suffer from overwrit-
ing of old data such that the latest line to be drawn, or data to be plotted, overwrites
and obscure underlying information.
2.4.2 Discrete Data Sampling
Although data may be continuous, discrete sampling rates result in point data rather than
data space regions of similar values. This produces line or scatter plots as described in
Section 2.4.1 and datasets of discrete samples. The reality is continuously variable data
such that a small change in sample time and, therefore spatial location, would produce a
similar, but slightly different, reading.
2.4.3 Online Chemistry Analysis
As shown above in Table 2.1 the volume of data produced during a data mission can be
large. With this volume of data analysis becomes time consuming beyond what could
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reasonably described as 'online'. With some grouping, or clustering, of similar data the
volume of data to be analysed may be significantly reduced while still providing some
reasonable approximation.
2.4.4 Online Anomaly Identification
Anomalies can fall into two main categories, although these overlap somewhat, 'local'
and 'global' anomalies. Local anomalies refer to data that is anomalous over a specific
range, typically a temporal range, although the data may not be unusual in general, e.g. a
temperature of 18oC is rather anomalous for December in the UK, but is quite normal
for summer. To continue that example, a temperature of 35oC would be considered a
'global' anomaly as it is an unusually high temperature for the UK at any time of year.
It is therefore necessary to differentiate data drift, gradual expected changes, from data
anomalies. Such temporal separation may be important for the understanding of pollution
which may have both diurnal and seasonal variation [134].
2.4.5 Online Identification of Drift
As mentioned in the previous Section, 2.4.4, differentiating between drift and anomalies
may be important. This is not only true for the identification of anomalies, but also
for identifying general drift and in readings which may be important in themselves. To
continue the example from the previous Subsection it may be significant to notice general
drift in the UK temperature for a given month over several years and to notice that the
drift is independent of any anomalies. However this can equally apply to spatial drift
during flight operations, e.g. moving over different terrain types, or from land to ocean
areas.
2.4.6 Historical and Temporal Separation of Chemistry
Temporal separation of data with similar values is important particularly during airborne
operations. Chemical sources such as short lived halogens from ocean regions [27] rise
and drift through the atmosphere. Tracking these plumes helps understanding of the
decay, transport and dispersion of the chemical species. By identifying similar data at
different points in the flight the plumes can be tracked [143]. Knowing where these data
appear online and in flight could allow flight paths to be altered to improve coverage of
the relevant chemistry.
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2.4.7 Historical Analysis and Presentation of Data to New Opera-
tives
The lengths of flights on data missions are ever increasing such as those of the Global
Hawk at 30 hours, or potential future solar powered aircraft like the Solar Impulse which
offer unlimited flight hours. [1, 144]. These missions require multiple mission scientists
on shifts to cover the full duration of the flight. When new operatives start their shift
presenting them with historical analysis of the flight up to that time is useful to aid
understanding of the data captured. With historical analysis available it is also possible to
compare previous flight data from the campaign, or even data from previous campaigns.
The same reasoning can be applied to data streams gathered over many years and across
many data missions.
2.4.8 In Flight Analysis for Flight Path Adaptation
During many data science campaigns the data found is broadly consistent with that
expected and predicted by weather, climate, or operational pollution forecast models.
In some cases, however, it may be found that significant anomalies are discovered
during post campaign analysis, whether they be anomalous to typical data gathered
so far, variations from predicted model output values or the data specific to the main
investigation of the campaign, such as evidence of biomass burning [143]. Identifying
such data in-flight would enable potential changes to the flight path to capture more of
the anomalous data. This additional data may be of significance in either improving
climate models, providing additional data for the primary investigation or identifying
unexpected chemistry.
2.4.9 Rapid Future Flight Planning
Similar to the way that online analysis can aid in flight route changes, the same can be
said for future flight plans. The on-line information available during a flight, together
with the ability to reproduce the analysis post-flight could provide a useful insight into
the geographical locations of the data of most interest. This information can feed in to
the future flight plans.
2.4.10 Reproducible Analysis Post Sortie
If valuable insight can be gained by rapid, online analysis during data missions then
it reasonable to expect that such rapid data exploration may also be of value offline,
post-campaign. Not only will this allow for ease of reproducing results, but it could also
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facilitate purely exploratory analysis. Pure exploratory analysis has a long history in all
scientific fields but is also well known for providing serendipitous discoveries of great
importance [58, 137].
2.4.11 Summary of Atmospheric Science Challenges
The challenges listed above can be broadly grouped into 4 key areas:
1. Data Collection Improvement by online analysis and identification of data of
interest allowing targeting specific spatial locations providing the most appropriate
data.
2. Online Data Analysis challenges to provide the insight necessary to help improve
the data collection.
3. Post Flight Analysis to reproduce the online analysis when applied to the full flight
dataset.
4. Post Campaign Analysis should reproduce the same results and allow for fast,
detailed analysis of the full campaign datasets.
Chapter 3
Literature Review of Relevant
Clustering Methods and Cluster
Quality Measures
This chapter provides a summary of how clustering techniques could aid in responding
to the Environment Science data challenges proposed in Chapter 2.4. Each challenge is
introduced in Section 3.2 with an overview of how clustering may help and what type of
clustering may be best suited to address each challenge. Current clustering techniques
are discussed in Chapter 3.3 with Sections devoted to: the advantages of hyper-elliptical
versus arbitrarily-shaped clusters, 3.3.1; offline techniques, 3.3.2; online techniques,
3.3.3; and the compatibility between the two, 3.3.5.
The objective of this research was to provide clustering algorithms to address the
specific needs of atmospheric science data gathering missions and post mission analysis.
Section 3.2 summarises the requirements expected of these algorithms and how they
may satisfy the overall objectives. Various review papers [162, 124, 8, 141] summarise
the current state of the art in offline and online clustering and the book 'Data Clustering,
Algorithms and Applications' [2] draws together many sources of techniques and appli-
cations. In general there are a limited number of clustering methods, each of which have
numerous methods of implementation. It is also the case that many algorithms have been
improved upon since first publication, or have multiple variants for specific situations, yet
retain the same underlying principles. It was found that it is these underlying principles
that prevent a total solution to the requirements for our proposal. For example, there
may be algorithms which satisfy the online requirements, and others that satisfy the
offline requirements. However, the two techniques may not be fully compatible, or may
even produce significantly different results in some circumstances. Thus, this section
does not propose to review and analyse each of the many different clustering techniques
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individually, but rather to consider the underlying principles and consider their suitability
in this basis.
3.1 Clustering in General
Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning method for grouping data. Early cluster-
ing algorithms grouped data by a simple similarity measure, i.e. data within a cluster
should be more similar to data within its cluster than to data in other clusters. Many
early techniques required a priori knowledge of the number of clusters to be found. Later
developments found other methods of generating the clusters with different user inputs,
e.g. the typical expected size of a cluster in the data space. These early techniques,
and this cluster definition has significant limitations as to they type of data groups that
could be found, very early techniques discovering hyper-spherical clusters, later methods
extending this to hyper-elliptical clusters. Yet, groups recognisable by humans vary con-
siderably from these simple shapes and later developments allowed the discovery of data
groups of arbitrary shapes. Another development path for clustering algorithms moved
the techniques from the offline realm, where all data is available, to online techniques
where data streams constantly update the available data leading to 'online' and 'evolving'
techniques. These different techniques are discussed in the following Subsections.
It should be noted that no technique claims to be the panacea of clustering algorithms
and different techniques should be applied under different circumstances. A recent
summary of many clustering techniques, together with a range of applications can be
found in [2]. Applications include data streams, document, biological and multimedia
clustering. Within atmospheric science clustering is little used and in the majority of
cases k-means clustering is the most common [33, 87, 28, 70, 56, 103], although other
methods are not unknown such as fuzzy C-means[154] and agglomerative hierarchical
clustering [41, 139]. In many cases in atmospheric science, the aim of the clustering
algorithm is to group the data into a pre-determined number of clusters. As these clusters
may be relative classification techniques are unsuitable and, with k-means being the
widest known clustering algorithm as well as one of the fastest, and eminently suitable
where the number of clusters is known, this could explain its widespread use. However,
such a technique may not be suitable where data exploration and knowledge discovery
are the primary aims of the work and alternatives are explored in the following sections.
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3.2 Clustering as a Response to the Atmospheric Sci-
ence Challenges
This section summarises the proposed responses to the atmospheric science challenges
outlined in the introduction. The challenges are summarised together with a brief outline
of how various clustering technique principles could be employed to meet the challenges.
These form the requirements of the techniques and they are summarised in Table 3.1.
1. Improving the Visualization of Online Data Streams. Clustering techniques
can be used to display the data space regions in which the data has appeared, not
just the exact data points measured. This can be achieved by clustering the data
and/ or using alpha hulls or similar to outline the data region. This requires extra
processing beyond the original clustering technique and this additional process
needs to be repeated with every data sample.
When a single data stream is chosen for visualization from the start then the
technique can be independent of offline techniques. However, if it is expected
that a change of data streams may be warranted for any reason then the clustering
technique should be compatible with an offline clustering technique. In this way
the historical data can be clustered offline before the online method takes over and
updates continuously from that time.
2. Online Anomaly Detection requires an online clustering technique that allows
for drift in the data, yet still displays local anomaly changes. Anomalous data
could expand hyper-elliptical cluster shapes, yet still leave much of the data space
within that cluster empty of data samples. It is possible that new anomalies may
go unnoticed should they appear within that empty cluster space. To avoid this the
cluster shape should accurately cover the recorded data only, i.e. must generate
arbitrarily shaped clusters. Again, as outlined in 1, the techniques should be
compatible with an offline technique.
3. Detection of Data Stream Drift. The drift in collected data over temporal or
spatial variances should be distinguishable from anomalous data. It should also
ensure that data which is locally anomalous, yet may still be within the bounds of
previously collected data, is identified as such. This indicates that a fully evolving
clustering technique should be capable of providing diminishing importance to
ageing data such that, at any given time, the data displayed is relevant to the recent
situation and not influenced by past data, e.g. if data is being collected over tropical
forestation before moving over towns, or sea, the effect of the forestation data
should have diminishing effects on the clustering results.
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4. Temporal and Spatial Separation of Historical Data. To achieve this a cluster-
ing technique should be capable of including spatial or temporal data such that
data can be separated by either. Data that is similar in value, but separated by time
or space should be clearly distinguishable. This is particularly important when
considering such events as pollution sources and their corresponding plumes.
5. Visualization of Historical Data. Offline clustering of historical data should be
fast, as the historical datasets may be large. When applying the offline clustering
techniques it is important to ensure that the clusters, and data space regions in
which they lie, are consistent with any online technique. This ensures that the
visualizations created are consistent.
6. In Flight Analysis for Flight Path Modification. In flight cluster analysis re-
quires an online clustering technique. As outlined before it is important that the
technique is capable of producing arbitrary shapes and responding promptly to
anomaly detection.
7. Rapid Future Flight Planning. Future flight planning can benefit from the results
of any online, in-flight clustering, or from reproducing the analysis offline with
more detailed investigations. The clustering results may add information regarding
the locations of data that is of most interest.
8. Reproducible Analysis Offline, Post Sortie and Post Campaign. Reproducing
any online in-flight analysis offline will allow for more detailed examination of
data. In flight the main user of the analysis is likely to be the mission scientists,
however offline any experts can be easily involved in examining the data, analysing
and identifying data of interest.
3.3 Current Clustering Techniques
This section will discuss the techniques, and resulting clustering, of current clustering
techniques. Based on the responses to atmospheric science challenges many alternative
clustering techniques will be considered and their suitability assessed. Visualizations
are included as an aid to understanding the text. The clustering results they show are not
intended to indicate the best, or worst, possible result of any technique, but merely to
give clarity to the text.
The first Subsection, 3.3.1 will consider the differences and applicability of distance
based hyper-elliptical clusters relative to density-linked arbitrarily shaped clusters. Sub-
section 3.3.2 considers offline techniques of these two types. Following this is Subsection
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Table 3.1 Summary of clustering techniques required to meet the defined atmospheric
science challenges




1 Y Y Y Y
2 Y Y Y Y
3 Y Y Y Y
4 Y Y Y
5 Y Y Y
6 Y Y Y Y
7 Y Y Y
8 Y Y Y Y
3.3.3, an examination of hyper-elliptical and arbitrarily shaped clusters in online, dy-
namic and evolving clustering techniques where different challenges arise from those
of offline techniques. Subsection 3.3.5 reviews the typical results obtained from the
offline techniques and discusses their compatibility with online techniques. Finally we
summarise the techniques and consider a path for applying clustering to the atmospheric
science challenges in Subsection 3.3.6.
3.3.1 Elliptical Versus Arbitrarily Shaped Clusters
Clustering can be grouped into two main types, those that use a purely distance based
measure and produce hyper-elliptical clusters (in terms of the distance measure used), or
those that use density-linked type groupings that produce arbitrarily shaped clusters. It is
acknowledged that where hyper-elliptical cluster encroach on each other’s data space they
may form centroidal voronoi tessellations but throughout this thesis they shall be referred
to as hyper-elliptical clusters and techniques in reference to their cluster membership
functions.
If arbitrarily shaped clusters can, by definition, produce clusters of any shape, then it
follows that hyper-elliptical clusters must be a subset of these arbitrarily shaped clusters.
As a broad mathematical definition of these clusters we have equation 3.1 defining
hyper-elliptical clusters such that each data sample in a cluster xi0, should be closer to its
cluster centre xi than to any other cluster centre x j. Whereas in the case of the arbitrary
shaped cluster we define that each data sample in a cluster, xi0, must be closer to any
other data sample within its cluster, xik, than to any data sample in another cluster, x jk as
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(a) Data (b) K-Means
(c) Mean Shift (d) DBScan
Fig. 3.1 Plot (a) Shows a simulated pollution release, green is surrounding countryside,
black urban area and red is pollution release from the location identified by the asterisk.
Pollution levels are 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. Typical results from clustering tech-
niques are shown in the remaining images. K-Means (b) is unable to create meaningful
results when asked to find 3 clusters. We also see that distance based techniques such as
Mean Shift (c), resulting in hyper-elliptical clusters, may identify the pollution but the
larger regions are broken up and disjointed making it hard to visualise. This is a result of
these types of techniques filling non-hyper-elliptical shapes with partial hyper-ellipses.
In simple cases such as this it is possible to tune the radii along each axis such that
each hyper-ellipse could be 'flat' to improve the results, however this requires a priori
knowledge of the resultant cluster shapes. Arbitrarily shaped cluster resulting from
techniques such as DBScan (d) produce arbitrarily shaped clusters which identify the
regions with much greater accuracy.
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given in equation 3.2.
||xi− xi0||< ||x j− xi0|| (3.1)
||xik− x0||< ||x jk− x0|| (3.2)
Thus, we see that the hyper-elliptical cluster is that subset which defines the data
point to which the sample must be closest.
In practice clusters such as those shown in Figure 3.1 result. Artificial data comprising
of 10,000 data samples is used to represent a typical pollution based scenario as shown
in Figure 3.1a. 'Countryside' is represented by the green data, with a pollution level of
0.1. The black region represents an 'urban' region with pollution levels of 0.2, while
the red data represents a specific 'pollution' release with pollution levels of 0.3. The
data represents a time after the start of the pollution release where the pollution has
drifted and spread somewhat. We can see from these plots that, despite its popularity
in atmospheric science, k-means is unable to create meaningful clusters from the data
and k-medoids produces similar results, Figure 3.1b. Mean shift is capable of separating
out the small pollution region, but the urban and countryside regions are broken up into
multiple clusters, Figure 3.1c. This is an improvement over analysing the raw data, as
we have fewer groups of data, which we have identified as similar. However, when using
arbitrarily shaped cluster techniques such as DBScan, we can see that the each of the
different regions can be clearly identified, Figure 3.1d.
It is worth clarifying that in many cases density based clustering techniques fall in
to the group of distance based techniques and, so, tend to produce clusters of hyper-
elliptical shapes. This is not necessarily the case however, it is just that many density
calculations are themselves distance based. There are, of course, situations where hyper-
elliptical techniques may be more appropriate to use. If the data is known to be, or can
be approximated to, hyper-ellipses then the speed of the hyper-elliptical techniques may
be of considerable advantage. Even on the simple example, shown above, of 10,000
samples of 3 dimensional data we see an approximately 10 fold reduction in clustering
time between DBScan at 2.47s and Mean Shift at 0.23s.
Both distance-based and density-linked arbitrarily shaped clustering techniques are
considered throughout this thesis to compare the differences and trade-off between
accurate data representation and speed.
3.3.2 Offline Clustering Techniques
When considering offline clustering techniques we must first understand both the reasons
and the nature of offline clustering. The primary focus of offline techniques is to form
clusters from a known and finite number of data samples according to some rule of
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Table 3.2 Examples of typical cluster definitions by algorithm basis.
Algorithm Basis Cluster Definition
Connectivity Data within a cluster should be more closely related to nearby data
within the cluster than it is to data in other clusters
Centroid Data within a cluster should be closer to the centroid of that cluster
than to the centroid of another cluster.
Distribution Data belonging to a cluster should most closely form a pre-defined
statistical distribution
Density Data belonging to a cluster should be connected to all other data in
the cluster by regions of a defined density range.
Sub-Space Data may belong to multiple clusters in multiple sub-spaces. The
number of subspaces is 2d for orthogonal sub-spaces and infinite for
non-axis-parallel. Any clustering algorithm is possible within the
subspaces.
similarity. Clusters do not have a single definition and different clustering techniques
may use different definitions to suit their algorithms. Examples of cluster definitions are
given in Table 3.2.
The aim of offline clustering is typically to produce a list of cluster assignations, or
cluster membership likelihoods, for each data sample. In this way the definition of each
cluster may be a large and unwieldy vector list. Cluster results consisting of a full data
sample list are particularly problematic when interfacing with online techniques.
One of the key drivers of online techniques is memory and computational efficiency,
especially for on-going, endless data streams. Storage of the full data stream will require
enormous memory capacity. Additionally, comparing future incoming data to that already
stored will require ever increasing processing time. The next section will discuss on-line
clustering techniques in detail, however it is clear that the results produced by traditional
offline techniques are not directly compatible. Offline clustering results could, possibly,
be converted to a compatible format by grouping and analysing the results with an
interface algorithm. However, this is generally an offline, compatible version of an online
algorithm and will also require additional processing time.
Throughout this subsection examples of typical clustering results will be shown for
synthetic data sets. These datasets are shown in Figure 3.2.
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(a) Gaussian Data (b) Spiral Data without Noise (c) Spiral Data with Noise
Fig. 3.2 Example datasets used to illustrate clustering techniques. (3.2a) consists of 5
clusters of Gaussian distributed data. (3.2b) consists of 3 spirals of data, with no noise.
(3.2c) consists of the same spirals but with random noise across the data space.
Connectivity Clustering
Connectivity based cluster analysis refers to techniques such as Hierarchical clustering
[109] and developments of this technique. It has two forms, 'agglomerative' and 'divisive'.
In agglomerative analysis all the data samples are considered separate clusters initially
and are merged, based on an appropriate distance measure, until only one cluster remains.
The results are often presented in a dendrogram to allow the user to decide the appropriate
cluster split, however, this can be automated to suit a user input for the number of clusters,
or a pre-determined linkage height. Divisive analysis functions in reverse with the initial
state being a single cluster, which is then divided until all data samples are separate.
Typical results for Hierarchical clustering are shown in Figure 3.3 which show
the limitations of the technique. Under certain circumstance Hierarchical clustering
is capable of producing some arbitrarily shaped clusters, e.g. where cluster are well
separated with little or no noise as shown in Figures 3.3b and 3.3c. However, noisy
data can create linkages between natural clusters as seen in Figure 3.3d. Hierarchical
clustering has complexity of O(n3) for agglomerative and O(2n) for divisive clustering
with exhaustive search. This high complexity, combined with high memory requirements,
makes it unsuitable for large datasets even with optimised algorithms such as SLINK
[140] or CLINK [44].
Centroid Clustering
Centroid clustering refers to cluster analysis that groups similar data around a cluster
centre. This cluster centre is a vector in the data space and is not necessarily coincident
with an available data sample. The centre is typically calculated from the data during
the analysis although some techniques can be seeded with initial centres to speed up
calculation. Cluster membership is often 'greedy' with each data sample being assigned
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(a) Dendrogram (b) Gaussian Data
(c) Spiral Data Set without Noise (d) Spiral Data
Fig. 3.3 Typical agglomerative analysis dendrogram (3.3a) based on the Gaussian sample
data indicating linkage heights for 2, 3 and 5 clusters. (3.3b) shows the results on the
Gaussian data. Outliers on the magenta cluster (circled) have distorted the results causing
2 clusters to merge (black) and preventing the successful identification of the 5 clusters.
Figure 3.3c shows successful clustering of arbitrary shapes where no noise is present.
Figure (3.3d) shows the results on the Spiral dataset where noise has produced linkages
'across the gap' resulting in voronoi tessellations where the clusters meet
to a single cluster. However, fuzzy techniques are also available where each data sample
is a assigned a membership likelihood for each available cluster.
The k-means algorithm [105], and the related k-medoids, is perhaps the most widely
known, and widely used in Atmospheric Science. K-means requires the user to define
the number of clusters to place the data into. Without a priori knowledge of the data it is
not possible to define this number. A number of techniques for estimating the number
of clusters, 'k', have been proposed. However they typically rely on repeated iterations
of the algorithm with differing 'k' combined with a measure of the 'best' results, e.g. the
Elbow method, Information Criterion [18], Gap Statistic [150], v-fold Cross Validation
[145] or Silhouette Analysis [62] and many others as described by Arbelaitz [13]. The
iterative nature of these evaluation techniques may be time consuming, particularly with
large data sets and/ or many clusters. There are many variations on the basic k-means
algorithm which try to address these issues, but the need to specify 'k' remains a common
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(a) Gaussian Data Clustered
Well
(b) Gaussian Data with
Erroneous Clustering
(c) Spiral Data is unsuitable
for K-Means
Fig. 3.4 (3.4a) shows the results of K-Means successfully clustering the Gaussian data.
(3.4b) shows how the random seeding of the K-Means algorithm can produce erroneous
results. (3.4c) shows the results on the Spiral dataset demonstrating the limitations of
hyper-elliptical, distance based clustering. The clusters actually form straight edges as
they butt up against each other.
drawback. Fuzzy-C-means [19] is similar in principle to k-means, however, each data
sample is given a 'membership' value for each cluster, rather than being assigned to a
single cluster. Figure 3.4 illustrates some of the short comings of k-means, and other
typical centroid clustering algorithms.
Subtractive clustering, a technique based on mountain clustering [163], does not
require the number of clusters to be predetermined. Rather it uses a radius, within
which to include data samples in the cluster. The centroid of the cluster is calculated by
determining which data sample has the minimum distance to all other data samples. This
data sample and all those within the user-defined radius are considered to be a cluster
and are removed from the data set. The process is repeated until all the data is clustered.
With appropriate radii the technique can discover the correct number of clusters, however
it is susceptible to incorrect radii, i.e. too small a radii and natural clusters will be broken
into smaller clusters, too large a radii and natural clusters may merge.
Distribution Clustering
Distribution based clustering techniques are based on statistical distributions and assume
that the data falls in to such distributions. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [107] are
an implementation of an Expectation Maximization [45] whereby it seeks to maximise
the likelihood of the membership of a data sample to a Gaussian distribution model.
It is an iterative process that adds data, sample by sample to a pre-defined number of
Gaussian distributions. The parameters of the distribution are modified to encompass all
of the assigned data. GMMs suffer from a few sources of potential errors such as random
seeding, data order dependence and incorrect number of distributions defined. As with
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(a) Gaussian Data Clustered Well (b) Gaussian Data with Errors
Fig. 3.5 (3.5a) shows the results of Gaussian Mixed Models (GMM) successfully cluster-
ing the Gaussian data. (3.5b) shows how the GMMs algorithm can produce erroneous
results using the same parameters and data set. Gaussian Mixture Models are unable to
cluster arbitrary, non-gaussian shaped clusters such as the spiral data set.
k-means the a priori knowledge required to define the number of Gaussian distributions
is a limiting factor. Examples of the limitations of GMMs are shown in Figure 3.5.
Density Clustering
Density based clustering refers to techniques that cluster data based on similarity of
data density. The most well known of these techniques is DBScan [53]. DBScan has
limitations in terms of complexity (O(n2)) and its inability to distinguish clusters of
varying density. Many variations have been proposed to overcome these limitations such
as hybrid techniques by Yasser et al. [49] which first uses CLARANS [123] to partition
the data space. VDBScan [97] improves the speed of DBScan by first ordering the data
and only visiting data samples outside of the radius defined by ε , the density radius. A
critical analysis of most variants on DBScan can be found in Ali et al [6].
The demonstration data Gaussian distributions can be clustered as shown in Figure
3.6a, however, lower density regions of a cluster may be labelled as outliers. If the
required density is reduced then lower density regions between clusters may cause them
to merge as shown in Figure 3.6b. Density based clustering techniques are able to
find cluster of arbitrary shapes as illustrated in Figure 3.6c. Note also that the time for
clustering, as shown in the plot title, shows a significant increase over alternative methods
illustrated in this chapter.
Subspace Clustering
Subspace clustering divides the data space into multiple sub-spaces and detects the
clusters in these subspaces. Thus a data sample may be a member of multiple clusters
in multiple sub-spaces. This is particularly useful for high dimensional data where
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(a) Gaussian Data with well
separated clusters, but many
outliers.
(b) Gaussian Data with merged
clusters and fewer outliers.
(c) Spiral Data with good
clusters and outliers identified.
Fig. 3.6 (3.6a) shows the results of DBScan successfully clustering the Gaussian data,
however, to separate the clusters low density portions of each cluster are identified as
outliers. (3.6b) shows the results of reducing the minimum density to reduce the number
of outliers has also merged two clusters. (3.6c) shows DBScan successfully clustering
the spiral data set. All data not within a spiral is identified as an outlier.
the clusters in the full data space may not be of as much interest as those in certain
sub-spaces, e.g. in gene expression mapping a certain gene may be associated with
disease A in combination with one set of genes and disease B in combination with others.
Or where such a dataset contains a value for 'age' this attribute may disperse the data so
they do not form clusters if 'age' is not relevant to the diseases then clusters will only be
present in a subspace if it does not include 'age'.
Subspace clustering falls into two broad groups: Top Down and Bottom up. Top
down approaches such as PROCLUS [4] and FINDIT [159] find clusters in the full data
space, then evaluate the subspaces of each cluster. Bottom up approaches such as Mafia
[68], Clique [5], SubClu [88] and others find clusters in low dimensional subspaces, the
lowest being each data axis, and combining them in higher dimensional subspaces to
form higher dimensional clusters. A review of subspace clustering techniques can be
found in [165, 128].
Subspace clustering is primarily aimed at finding clusters in low-dimensional data
subspaces that may otherwise be too sparse in higher dimensional sub-spaces. Further,
because the data may belong to more than one cluster in different subspaces this intro-
duces additional sources of uncertainty and possible confusion we wish to avoid in this
work. However, in future work subspace clustering may have particular relevance in
rapidly moving between the clustering of different subsets of data. Some techniques
may function well in typical full data space clustering situations. An example of such
results from subspace clustering can be found in Figure 3.7. These examples have been
generated using SubClu and they illustrate the general technique and limitations.
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(a) Gaussian Data with well
separated clusters, but many
outliers.
(b) Gaussian Data with merged
clusters and fewer outliers.
(c) Spiral Data cannot be
clustered.
Fig. 3.7 (3.7a) shows the results of SubClu successfully clustering the Gaussian data,
however, to separate the clusters low density portions of each cluster are identified as
outliers. (3.7b) shows the results of reducing the minimum density to reduce the number
of outliers results in the merging of nearby clusters. (3.7c) illustrates a limitation of
SubClu as each subspace consists of only a single cluster despite clearly separate groups.
3.3.3 Online, Dynamic and Evolving Clustering Terminology
Recent technological advances in many disciplines have seen an increase in the amount
of data being provided in continuous streams of data, i.e. 'on-line data'. These data
streams range from machine condition monitoring and atmospheric science data to social
media analysis. The analysis and clustering of data streams has become increasingly
important [14]. However, condition monitoring can suffer from sensor drift due to ageing,
temperature fluctuations, modifications or upgrades to machine components, changes
in load or type of use. Environmental monitoring will also be affected by sensor drift,
but also seasonal variations and secular trends due to technological, socio-economic or
climate change. While seasonality and other cyclic periodicities can be moved relatively
easily off-line, any attempt to do this online renders the analysis vulnerable to aliasing
changing seasonal cycles into secular changes. Other problem datasets are short-term but
high-dimension and rapidly changing: chemical batch processors [50], environmental
mesocosms [161], or ecological manipulation experiments [125], for instance. Social
media analysis will be affected by the inevitable changes in peoples’ taste, population
changes and many other influences. In examples such as these the assumption of a
stationary data environment is invalid and techniques for data analysis need to be capable
of coping with evolving data streams. It is often the case in such data, particularly
that incorporating spatial or relational information, that clusters of related data will
not be hyper-elliptical and will fall into arbitrarily shaped groupings. The cases for
arbitrary shaped clusters are well established and found in many sources [30, 131, 129]
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. Specifically a case such as that shown in [129] demonstrates the need for evolving
clusters of arbitrary shapes - as the nature of the landscape changes over time, so must
the clusters.
The ability to adapt our analytic to these secular (non-periodic) changes requires not
only a method of reducing the importance of old data but also a way to divide previously
singular clusters of data into multiple clusters. With many previously available techniques
discussed in this section this is achieved, not by dividing the clusters in an online manner,
but rather by re-clustering using an offline clustering technique on demand. With ever-
increasing data sets, i.e. 'Big Data', the need to discard or archive the data after processing
once becomes necessary for both computational and memory efficiency.
Online clustering differs considerably from offline clustering. The aim of online
clustering is to group data into clusters, as defined by Table 3.2, from streams of data.
These streams of data may be open ended resulting in data sets that would be too large to
remain in memory. The data can be discarded completely and / or archived for later use.
Data can be assigned to a cluster as they arrive, and these results stored along with
the data. This, however, has inherent dangers. As clusters change, move and evolve
over time the cluster assignment originally assigned to the data may no longer be correct
at a later point in time. It is easily conceivable that two similar data samples could be
assigned to separate clusters simply due to the temporal difference. In such a case it
should be a matter of record that the cluster assignment was only correct at the time it
was made.
As an alternative, the data space regions covered by the clusters could be evolving
and, when the cluster assignation is required for any data they are checked with the
current cluster status and the assignment made. In this way the cluster assignation is
current and correct with the latest cluster state. This however has the complications in
finding out the historical cluster assignation at the time the data sample was taken and it
is possible that two data samples of similar values find themselves in the same cluster,
when we would prefer them to be separate due to the temporal separation. It is important,
therefore, to select the correct technique for the intended use of the data and clusters.
Online clustering techniques can be broadly categorised by the type and nature of the
data streams they are operating on. There is no formal agreement on the terminology so
this thesis uses perhaps the most common descriptive names for these different types:
'Dynamic Clustering' and 'Evolving Clustering'.
Dynamic Clustering
Where data will arrive into clusters which we wish to keep then we shall refer to this
as "Dynamic Clustering". In this case the clusters, once formed, may move or adjust
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Examples of Limitations to Dynamic Clustering
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 3.8 Plots of clustering results for two dynamic clustering techniques, the top row
is ELM, bottom row DEC, showing different techniques for dealing with unrestrained
cluster growth. The plots show clustering of 2 groups of people running three laps of
an oval track. ELM places a user-defined hard limit on the cluster radius resulting in
multiple clusters. When people arrive at a location where data has previously been
clustered, they join that cluster. DEC does not have a limit for the cluster radius and so
they continue to grow until they meet. At this time the people from one cluster move
into the other cluster.
their size and position to better group the data. In some cases clusters may merge as data
arrives in the spaces between them. Dynamic clustering has no 'ageing' parameter and
so clusters, once formed, remain indefinitely. In this thesis we will refer to data streams
with such natural clusters as 'Dynamic Data Streams', i.e. as the natural clusters may
move or change size, but are not analogous to biological evolution in that the clusters do
not die and are not born into new generations. It doesn’t require much imagination to
conceive of a situation in which the data space become completely full with both data
and their respective clusters. This is particularly true of dynamic systems in which the
data can vary across the full range of their respective limits.
Consider an example such as two groups of students arriving at a sports running track.
They form groups at opposing side of the track. As more people arrive the groups get
larger and the cluster centre and radii (or equivalent) are dynamically adjusted. However,
if the students then start to run around the track and the cluster parameters continue their
dynamic adjustments then, without some appropriate limitations, the cluster centres and
radii (or equivalent) are adjusted until the clusters all overlap and merge into one. With
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Fig. 3.9 Plots of DenStream clustering of the two clusters moving around the race track.
With a value of ε = 0.1 at some times the clusters are divided, 3.9c, 3.9d, 3.9f giving
rise to the overall assignments shown in 3.9h. While not perfect, the clustering creates a
more temporally accurate result than the Dynamic clustering.
limitations in place to prevent this then either multiple clusters occur, Figures 3.8a-3.8c,
or the clusters grow until they meet, Figures 3.8d-3.8f.
Evolving Clustering
An alternative type of data stream is one where data, and their respective natural clusters,
can 'arrive and leave', whether by data becoming old and no longer relevant or objects
associated with the data no longer existing. In this thesis we will call these 'Evolving
Data Streams' as the clusters may evolve, move, die or be born - analogous to biological
evolution. To continue the analogy above, if the students gathered into groups on the
running track and then started to run around it then a dynamic clustering technique
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Fig. 3.10 Plots of various types of clustering results for fully evolving clustering. The
top row shows the data space occupied by the cluster definitions with the transparency
proportional to the age of the data. The second row shows the recent data, within the
decay period. Row three shows the final cluster assignment of the data. The red and
green clusters are inter-mingled showing how the separate clusters have occupied the
same data space at different times. Fully evolving clustering can ensure that the data is
correctly assigned to the same cluster over time.
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produces the type of results in Figure 3.8. However if the technique has some time
parameter that allows for a decay in old data then the clusters can fully evolve such that
at any given time the clusters have evolved from their original state into a new, updated
state. This would allow the clusters to follow the groups of students around the track and
keep them separate. DenStream [26], as shown in Figure 3.9 can achieve this to some
degree with appropriate tuning of parameters. The ideal solution is that shown in Figure
3.10 where we see that the red and green clusters are traced as separate clusters, even
when they occupy similar data space, due to the temporal difference of when they occupy
that data space, i.e. all the green data is always associated with all other green data and
never with the red data and vice versa.
Evolving data streams are particularly relevant in situations where historical data has
a reduced effect on recent events. Such situations occur in financial transactions, machine
condition monitoring and, of particular relevance here, environmental monitoring as
discussed at the start of this chapter.
3.3.4 Online Clustering Techniques
Online clustering techniques fall into two main classes, 'single-stage' and 'multi-stage'.
Single-stage techniques complete the cluster updates in a single pass as the data arrives
whereas multi-stage techniques use (typically) a two step algorithm whereby 'micro-
clusters' (mC) are updated online as the data arrives and 'macro-clusters' (MC) are created
from agglomerations of these micro-clusters.
Single stage techniques are invariably distance based, producing hyper-spherical, or
hyper-elliptical, clusters in the data space. ELM [47] and DEC [15] are both single stage
techniques however they differ in their approach to limiting cluster growth. ELM uses
a bandwidth parameter which limits the cluster radius to a maximum value resulting
in the clusters shown in Figure 3.8a-3.8c. The data in each cluster is indeed similar to
each other, however the arbitrary boundary may result in the division of natural clusters.
DEC does have an ageing parameter which reduces the importance of old data and old
clusters. However the clusters are not removed completely such that, if a recent data
moves into the data space occupied by an old cluster, then the new data becomes part
of the older cluster. Thus DEC is somewhat of a halfway stage between dynamic and
evolving clustering.
Most popular, and successful, online clustering techniques for evolving data streams
are two stage hybrid processes, i.e. some form of Micro-Cluster (mC) is maintained
online and a separate, offline, technique is used to group the mC together to form Macro-
Clusters (MC). The details of these mC and the methods for creating them are well
summarized in [141] with each technique claiming improvements in one area or another.
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Another variation is that of the grid based techniques such as Clique [5], DStream [32],
MR-Stream [155]. These use a grid based technique to divide the data space up into an
ever finer set of hyper-cubic segments and place the incoming data into these.
It is, however, the second, offline, step that presents the greatest variations between,
and limitations of, these techniques. Techniques such as Birch [167], CluStream [3] and
variants [135] and [98], DGClust [61], use k-means in their processing. The result is
that all the MC are hyper-spherical in nature and they also require a priori information
regarding the number of expected clusters. ClusTree [93], DStream [32] and Denstream
[26] make use of DBScan [53], while DSClu [114] uses a very similar approach, and so
are capable of finding MCs of arbitrary shape.
The secondary, offline, stage is somewhat of a bottleneck for these techniques. While
the online maintenance of the micro-clusters may be extremely fast the time penalty of
the offline stage may limit the final MC stage to being either periodic, or on demand.
3.3.5 Compatibility Between Offline and Online Techniques
For the proposed solutions of the Atmospheric Science challenges, in particular that
outlined in Section 1 it is a requirement to find compatible offline and online clustering
techniques. This will allow a fast offline technique to rapidly cluster historical data in
such a way that allows an online technique to take the clustering results and continue. The
inherent difference between offline and online techniques, i.e. offline results provide all
the data with cluster assignment, whereas online techniques provide data space regions,
means that offline and online techniques are not directly compatible. It would therefore
be required to develop an interface between the methods, or to develop new techniques
which are compatible.
The rest of this thesis presents the work carried out to create a suite of clustering
techniques that satisfy all the criteria required of the Atmospheric Science challenges,
together with the development software used to demonstrate the validity of the approaches
in a data gathering mission environment.
3.3.6 Summary of Current Clustering Techniques
A brief summary of the range of clustering techniques is given in Tables 3.3 (Offline)
and 3.4 (Online). The example techniques are by no means exhaustive but represent
the most popular and commonly cited techniques in each category. Many incremental
improvements have been made, and continue to be made, for each technique. In particular
some changes to the underlying techniques may improve the performances in particular
environments, however the general principles remain.
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Table 3.3 Summary of Offline Cluster Algorithm Types.








Distribution GMM Data List Hyper-Ellipse
Density DBScan (and vari-
ants), CLARANS
Data List Arbitrary
Subspace SubClu, Clique, Pro-
clus, Findit, Mafia
Data List in various formats Hyper-Elliptical
Table 3.4 Summary of Online Cluster Algorithm Types.
Stages MC Stage Examples Results Cluster Shape
1 Centroid Elm, DEC Data List, Centroid
+ Radii
Hyper-Ellipse
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The ability of density linked clustering techniques to produce clusters of arbitrary
shape suggest that the aim of the work here should be towards developing techniques of
this type. However, those online techniques that use this form of clustering are not, in
fact, fully online but rather incremental, i.e. offline second stages working on a window
of micro-clusters that are maintained online.
One of the key pieces of information is that the distinct differences in the goals
of Offline versus Online clustering have resulted in fundamental differences in the
underlying methods and in the way the base clustering techniques report their results.
These differences suggest that there are currently no compatible technique that allow
instantaneous switching between Offline and Online clustering in the way we desire.
The goal of this thesis is to present suitable clustering techniques for the range of
Atmospheric Science Challenges presented in Section 2.4. Section 3.3 outlines the
requirements which are summarised in Table 3.1. While there are techniques available
which can address many of these requirements, none are capable of solving them all.
Perhaps the most difficult challenge is that of the compatibility between online and
offline techniques and their cluster descriptions. This is, perhaps, most significant when
considering the possibility of switching between offline and online clustering during a
mission. Allowing clustering of recent historical data from the streams, followed by
on-going online clustering, provides a more suitable environments for clustering of a
high number of data streams. The alternative to such switching would be to continuously
cluster every possible combination of data streams, something that is impractical where
there are hundreds of data sources. It is the desire for compatible online and offline
clustering that has driven the development of the new algorithms contained in the
following chapters.
3.3.7 Applications of Clustering
Clustering algorithms have been applied across a range of different applications. Gener-
ally, the cluster analysis tends to be applied to offline datasets, or online data streams, but
not any form of mixing between the two. Within atmospheric science offline techniques
have been applied to atmospheric circulation, [33], analysis of ozone observations [103],
hazard assessment, [28] and emissions characterization [41]. On-line, or real-time, meth-
ods have been applied to natural hazard monitoring [66, 142] and pollution threshold data
for public health alerts [111, 72, 17]. Due to recent technological advances the analysis
and clustering of data streams has become increasingly important [14]. Many of these
data streams are sensitive to drift, e.g. sensor ageing in condition monitoring, climate
change, societal changes in population, peoples taste etc. in social media analysis. These
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temporal variations demonstrate the case for online analysis to be evolving, rather than
simply dynamic.
High dimensional data streams such as chemical batch processors [50], environmental
mesocosms [161], or ecological manipulation experiments [125] also indicate that it
may not always be practical to apply cluster analysis to every available combination of
data sources within a data stream. In this case it may be advantageous to analyse a few,
indicative, data sources until a trigger event occurs. At this time analysis of alternative
data sources becomes necessary. As online cluster analysis operates on data samples
as they arrive there is a delay between starting to analyse data and meaningful results
becoming available. In such a case it would be beneficial to be able to analyse 'recent
'historical data offline, before continuing to update the results in an online manner.
In many data streams the assumption of a stationary data environment cannot be
justified and analytical techniques should be able to adapt the results to cope with the
evolution of the data. Frequently, in cases with evolving data streams, in particular those
with a spatial or temporal factors, clusters will not be found to be hyper-elliptical and
may inhabit the data space such that any hyper-ellipses enclosing the data would overlap.
Distance based cluster membership techniques are unable to cope with such cases and
algorithms that provide arbitrarily shaped clusters are needed. The case for arbitrary
shaped clusters are well established and found in many sources [30, 131, 129].
There are no currently available clustering solutions that address all of the require-
ments set out in this thesis. Previous applications of clustering have been applied to
online analysis or offline analysis, but not combined, and many of these techniques
are limited, e.g. to hyper-elliptical shapes etc. This thesis presents novel clustering
algorithms which satisfy:
1. Offline clustering requiring minimal, intuitive parameters
2. Offline clustering requiring no user input
3. Online clustering for dynamic data streams, not limited to hyper-elliptical clusters
4. Online clustering for evolving data streams, not limited to hyper-elliptical clusters
5. Online and offline clustering algorithms providing compatible arbitrarily shaped
clusters, allowing the reproduction of online analysis in an offline mode for subsets
of a data stream.
6. Online and offline clustering algorithms whereby the compatibility of the arbitrarily
shaped clusters allows for offline clustering of historical data, prior to on-going
updating of the clusters on-line.
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These new algorithms allow for the development of clustering based analysis software
for use with atmospheric science data, whether online or offline.
3.4 Cluster Quality Measures
Cluster quality measures fall in to three main categories: internal; external and relative.
A number of review papers summarise the various common methods [100, 13, 16, 136]
and this section provides an overview of the most popular methods and the selection of
the methods used throughout this thesis. The internal and external measures discussed
are summarised in Table 3.5. Relative measures are not discussed separately as they
consist of repeated applications of internal or external measures and comparing the result
in order to provide a comparison between results rather than an absolute measure.
3.4.1 Internal Measures
Internal measures of cluster quality such as Dunn Index [46], Calinski Harabasz [25],
Davies-Bouldin Index [43] and Silhouette [138] use some metric of the resultant clusters
partitioned by the algorithm. Typically these metric are some way of measuring how
similar data is within a cluster and how different it is from data in other clusters. While
these measures work well with compact, well-separated clusters they are less clear when
used on clusters from noisy data or where there are no clear distinction between natural
clusters, e.g. the type of data resulting form the mixing of fluids. Generally, these are
unsuitable for arbitrarily shaped clusters, especially where any other clusters intersect
the hyper-ellipse generated by any distance based similarity measure.
3.4.2 External Measures
External measures compare the results of a clustering algorithm with an external 'ground
truth'. The ground truth is an accepted result considered to be correct, whether by
experimentation, known facts or expert opinion. This is especially useful when dealing
with synthetic data sets where the clusters have been pre-determined. When dealing
with real data opinions may differ as to the what constitutes the ground truth, resulting
in differing results. Common external measures include Rand Index [133], Adjusted
Rand Index [153] (Rand index corrected for chance grouping), Jaccard Index [83] and
the Fowlkes-Mallows Index [59].
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Table 3.5 Common Cluster Quality Analysis Techniques
Name Type Equation Variables







δ (Ci,C j) inter-cluster
distance metric, m the
number of clusters, δk
mean distance between
data in cluster k









) N number of clusters, S
in cluster separation, M
between cluster separa-
tion
Silhouette [138] Internal s(i) = b(i)−a(i)max{a(i),b(i)} a in cluster dissimilar-
ity, b dissimilarity to
nearest neighbouring
cluster
Rand Index [133] External R = a+bn
2
a the number of data
in the same cluster, b
the number of data in
different clusters, when
comparing algorithm
results and ground truth
Jaccard [83] External J(A,B) = |A
⋂
B|
|A⋃B| A,B are clusters being
compared





T P+FN T P true positives, FP
false positives, FN false
negatives
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3.4.3 Quality Measures Used in this Thesis
Throughout this thesis cluster quality is evaluated using 2 techniques, Purity and Accuracy.
Purity is used primarily for comparison to other algorithms where they have used this
measure. It is an inherently unsatisfactory method as it is easily fooled, e.g. a high purity
score is obtained by placing each data sample into its own cluster. Given that one of the
primary aims of clustering is to place all similar data into the same group, it could be
argued that a good purity score may be indicative of poor clustering in some cases.
The accuracy measure used in this thesis is an external measure comparing the cluster










where Ndi is the number of samples in dominant natural cluster d, Ni is the number of
samples in cluster i and Ns is the total number of samples. The 'dominant natural cluster
'is the natural cluster into which the majority of the algorithm derived cluster data falls,
i.e. the natural cluster that the algorithm cluster is closest to matching.
The basis for this calculation is a modification of the Jaccard index such that it
provides an overall value for all the resulting clusters. To compare with the Jaccard
equation in Table 3.5 we see that:
Ndi
Ni
is equivalent to |A⋂B|
We divide this value by the number of data in the algorithm generated cluster only.
This calculates the fraction of assigned data in the algorithm cluster that have been
correctly assigned to the equivalent natural cluster. By summing these values for all the
clusters, including the 'cluster' of outliers where appropriate, we have an overall value for
the number of data that have been accurately placed into appropriate clusters. Dividing
this result by the total number of data samples gives the overall value for the fraction of
the data that have been accurately placed in appropriate clusters where 0 < Accuracy≤ 1
with Accuracy→ 0 being few data correctly assigned and Accuracy = 1 being perfectly
matching clusters and outliers. It is this ability to allow for a cluster of outliers and
arbitrarily shaped clusters which is the primary reason for adopting this external measure.
In such cases data that are correctly labelled as a single cluster may not be more similar
to each other than to data in other clusters, as required by internal measures.
To illustrate the utility of this measure, let us consider the raw data shown in Figure
3.11a. The cluster results are shown for DBScan, 3.11b, K-Means with k=3, 3.11c
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Examples of Successful Evolving Clustering
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3.11 Example of clustering results on arbitrarily shaped natural clusters. DBScan
(3.11b) most closely matches the natural clusters, K-Means with k=3 (3.11c) is very poor,
while K-Means with k=40 (3.11d) divides the natural clusters excessively.








Better is: Larger Smaller Closer to 1 Closer to 1 Closer to 1
DBScan 6.2 583.5 -0.142 1 0.999
K-Means (k=3) 9461.0 0.93 0.501 0.336 0.336
K-Means (k=40) 20168.4 0.61 0.625 1 0.093
and K-Means with k=40, 3.11d. It can be clearly seen that DBScan provides cluster
results that more closely match the natural clusters. K-Means with k=3, fails to provide
meaningful clusters. K-Means with k=40 sub-divides each natural cluster in to many
clusters, which may also be considered a poor result. Internal measures will typically
score K-Means with k=40 as the best of the results, yet it is the DBScan results that most
closely match the natural clusters. The results of some common measures are given in
Table 3.6. Purity identifies both DBScan and K-Means with k=40 as being good results.
However, the purity measure makes no allowance for the number of divisions of a natural
cluster, only whether the data in each cluster belongs to a single natural cluster. The
Modified Jaccard index used here considers only the cluster with the closest match to a
natural cluster and, so, correctly identifies the cluster quality as a reflection of how well
they match the natural clusters.
Chapter 4
Development and Application of
Offline Clustering Techniques
4.1 Overview of Clustering Requirements
This chapter presents new offline clustering techniques developed to solve the atmo-
spheric science Data Challenges outlined in chapter 2. The combination of techniques
aims to provide a suite of compatible clustering algorithms which meet these challenges
and overcome the difficulties associated with current techniques described in chapter 3.
During the journey to the final suite of algorithms clustering solutions suitable for other
cluster analysis scenarios have also been developed. In particular, DDC (chapter 4.2) is a
precursor to the DDCAS (chapter 4.4) technique. DDC is, however, an offline clustering
algorithm in its own right, demonstrating high speed and accuracy, and was also extended
into DDCAR (chapter 4.3) as a parameter free clustering algorithm. Similarly, CODAS
(chapter 5.2) is also the basic first step from which CEDAS (chapter 5.3) was developed,
although both techniques may be utilized in the proposed RASCAL software (chapter 6)
depending on the circumstances and type of analysis required.
This chapter describes the offline techniques, the reasons behind their development
and a summary of the benefits of each technique together with how they fit into the
overall goals of the thesis. The online techniques are described in chapter 5.
4.1.1 Implementation and Testing of the Developed Algorithms
All of the following algorithms where created and tested using Matlab®, starting from
version 2012a. They have all been subsequently tested under subsequent versions up to
2016b. All testing was run under Windows 7 on a Dell® Optiplex®9010 with an Intel®
CoreTM i7-3770 CPU at 3.40GHz and 8GB of memory.
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The code has all been written for clarity, rather than optimised for speed, and did
not require background tasks to be stopped. Where the tests are made for comparisons
to alternative technique the aim was to demonstrate that these new techniques have
comparable accuracy and speed and are, therefore, valid methods with no significant
penalties or restrictions except where mentioned.
The algorithms are tested in such a way as to demonstrate their abilities as well as
their limitations. The algorithms have been implemented using the Euclidean distance
measure. They will function with any distance measure suitable for specific instances,
however, the Euclidean measure proves adequate for providing easy visualization and
demonstrating the principles of the techniques. When working with data of different
scales we normalise the data, based on a priori knowledge of the range, or utilising expert
knowledge to assess the relevant importance of the distances between data samples.
4.2 A Fast, Offline Data Density Based
Clustering Technique (DDC)
This section is based on the paper "Data Density Based Clustering" presented at the
Computational Intelligence UKCI 2014 conference. [80]. The work is primarily that of
the author with the aid of comments from the co-authors.
4.2.1 Reasons for Developing DDC
Clustering algorithms have long been considered useful methods of extracting infor-
mation from large datasets, especially those with high dimensionality that are hard to
visualize. As we enter the world of 'big data' the speed, efficiency, accuracy and auton-
omy of the methods becomes ever more important. As the size of data sets, in terms
of both number of samples and data dimensions, grow small differences in algorithm
efficiency start to become more significant. By minimizing the number of calculations
required to calculate the density Data Density Based Clustering (DDC) [80] is seen to be
computationally efficient and, therefore, of particular use in the realm of 'big data'. It
can be reasoned that in such large datasets it is impractical to expect the user to know
the number of clusters expected in the data. Indeed, it can be argued that one of the
main reasons behind the use of clustering in data mining is the discovery of such hidden
information as the number of natural clusters.
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4.2.2 Principles of the Algorithm
Returning to first principles of some of the earliest clustering techniques we consider K-
means [105], Subtractive clustering (based on the Mountain Method [164]), Hierarchical
and, generally, grid based methods. It is known that k-means requires the number of
clusters to be pre-determined and that Subtractive clustering requires repeated visits to
every data sample in the data set, although it can discover the number of clusters. Thus
these techniques and others based on them may be discounted. Hierarchical clustering
[109] and other linkage techniques [140, 44] have a tendency to high memory or storage
requirements while grid based methods also require a secondary process.
In Subtractive clustering the value of the 'potential' for a data sample is the sum
of the distances from this data sample to all other data. In subtractive clustering this
is re-calculated after each iteration. However, if a technique similar in operation to
subtractive clustering could be achieved without the need to repeatedly re-visit every
data sample and calculate the potential then the required number of clusters could be
generated without the same time penalty. To this end Recursive Density Estimation
(RDE) [9] is employed to recursively update the data sample with the highest potential.
By combining this data sample with a user defined radius and learning parameter we can
accurately find an appropriate number of clusters.
This clustering technique, being based on the data density, was termed Data Density
based Clustering (DDC) [80]. The basic algorithm, calculating the potential of each
data sample to be the cluster centre, and clustering the data within a user specified
radius, functions in a similar manner to Subtractive clustering and suffers from the same
sensitivity to the user defined initial radius and likelihood of divided natural clusters. To
overcome this, additional steps are included to refine the clusters and improve the cluster
quality and accuracy. These steps allow a larger than expected initial radius which is
then adapted to better match the data within the cluster.
4.2.3 DDC Algorithm
The full mathematical steps for the algorithm are given in Appendix A and a descriptive
overview is provided here.
To initiate the clustering process a user defined parameter, the initial radius r0 is
required. The initial radius can be a vector of radii for each data dimension or a scaler, in
which case the radii are equal. In the case of a vector the initial cluster definition may be
hyper-elliptical. In the case of a scalar the initial cluster will be a hyper-sphere, however,
when the algorithm adjusts the radii to match the data these may alter to becoming hyper-
elliptical. Then the Global Mean, µ0, Global Scalar Product, X0, and Global Density, Di,
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Algorithm 1: DDC Algorithm
Input: {Data}, r0
while {Data} ̸= /0 do
Find global densest sample from data set and assign as cluster centre
Assign data to cluster centre
Remove outliers
Find local densest sample and assign as cluster centre
Assign data to new centre
Remove outliers
Adjust radii to match data
Remove assigned data from {Data}
end
Merge clusters whose centre lies within another cluster
are calculated using equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 respectively, where N is the number of



















The Global Density of each data sample is, therefore, a measure of the combined
distances to every other data sample. The data sample with the highest Global Density
is temporarily assigned as the cluster centre and all data within the cluster ellipse are











Any data samples whose distance from the cluster centre > 3σ are considered outliers
and removed from the cluster.
It is often the case that the globally densest data sample may be on, or near, the edge
of a natural cluster. The positioning of the cluster centre is refined by finding the Locally








(xi ∈ {C j}) (4.5)











∥∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ0∥∥2+X0−∥∥(xi ∈ {C j})∥∥2 (4.7)
Again data samples which lie outside, Di > 3σ , distance from the cluster centre are
considered outliers and removed from the cluster. The clustering of the data is now
considered to be complete and we adjust the radii of the cluster to match the included
data. It is possible to further refine the cluster by repeated application of these steps,
however, the additional processing time for rapidly diminishing returns indicated that a
single iteration is sufficient in all the cases tested here.
This is the core algorithm of DDC and will accurately cluster data which forms
natural clusters of a similar size and shape. However, where natural cluster sizes vary,
and in particular where smaller clusters are in close proximity, choosing initial radii
big enough to cover the larger clusters will merge the smaller clusters. The alternative,
selecting small enough radii to separate the small clusters will divide the larger natural
cluster. However, it is a feature of DDC that, should a larger natural cluster become
divided into smaller DDC clusters, then these cluster centres may lie within the hyper-
ellipse of others. Exploiting this feature to create a 'merge' function combines these
sub-clusters towards the full natural cluster.
This is visualised in Figure 4.1. We show an example data set in Figure 4.1a with
natural clusters numbered. Selecting radii appropriate for the largest cluster, 5, provides
reasonable results for that cluster. However, where there are smaller natural clusters in
close proximity, 1, 2 and 3, it is seen that cluster 2 overlaps into the others producing
the poor results shown in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c. Selecting radii more appropriate for
these smaller natural clusters may result in the larger natural clusters becoming divided,
again with poor results, Figure 4.1d. However, merging clusters whose centres lie within
nearby clusters produces the superior results shown in Figure 4.1e.
4.2.4 Testing DDC by Clustering of Synthetic Data
The first step in testing the DDC algorithm is clustering on synthetic data, created
along the same lines as the algorithm, i.e. Gaussian distribution around a central point
distributed along varied hyper-elliptical, axis-orthogonal axes. Such a dataset is that
generated to produce the examples shown in Figure 4.1 and discussed in Section 4.2.3
above. The dataset presents particular difficulties in the varied sizes of the natural clusters,
but especially in the proximity of natural clusters 1, 2 and 3.
To test the algorithm further and to demonstrate its limits the dataset DS2, shown
in Figure 4.2 is used. The raw data is shown in the first image, 4.2a and is particularly
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(a) Data (b) Large radii, un-merged
(c) Large radii, merged (d) Small radii, un-merged
(e) Small radii, merged
Fig. 4.1 Visualizations of the discussion in Subsection 4.2.3. Figure 4.1a shows the data
with the natural cluster numbered. Figure 4.1b shows the results of un-merged clustering
with radii suitable for natural cluster 5. Figure 4.1c shows the clusters merged both
illustrating how the clusters overlap nearby natural clusters if the radii are too large.
Figure 4.1d shows how small radii divide larger natural clusters. However, merging the
clusters produced by smaller radii produces superior results as shown in Figure 4.1e
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(a) Data (b) All Clusters
(c) Main Clusters (d) Outlier Clusters
(e) Main Clusters Merged
Fig. 4.2 Visualizations of the discussion in Subsection 4.2.4. Figure 4.2a shows the
raw data set. Figure 4.2b shows the results of un-merged clustering with all data and
clusters shown. Figure 4.2c shows only the clusters with >25 members. Figure 4.1d
shows how DDC is capable of separating and identifying small groups of outlier data,
where other techniques simply discard outliers. Merging the main clusters shows that
even a simple merging routine can start to produce more meaningful results from even
the most awkward shapes, Figure 4.2e
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(a) K-Means (b) K-Means (c) K-Means
(d) DBScan (e) DBScan
Fig. 4.3 Visualizations of the discussion in Subsection 4.2.4. Figure 4.3a shows K-Means
successfully clustering the Gaussian data, however this proved unreliable and frequently
gave results as seen in 4.3b. Figure 4.3c shows K-Means is unable to make any sense of
arbitrarily shaped clusters. Figure 4.3d shows DBScan successfully finding the Gaussian
natural clusters, however a large number of outliers results form the high density required
to prevent merging. DBScan excels at clustering arbitrary shaped data, Figure 4.3e,
where the cluster quality more than outweighs the time penalty.
unsuitable for a technique intended to discover hyper-elliptical, axis-orthogonal clusters
only. Indeed, the results shown in Figure 4.2c seem messy and not particularly useful.
It must be remembered though that DDC clusters all the data and so this figure shows
every data sample, even if it is a lone member of a cluster. Figure 4.2d shows the clusters
and data with those clusters with less than 25 members removed. It can now be seen that
the main natural cluster shapes are well represented, even if they are divided as would be
expected. Additionally, because DDC clusters all the data, where other techniques, e.g.
even DBScan [53], discard outliers, it is possible to interrogate the results and show only
the outliers, defined as 'small clusters' (<25 members in this example), we can in fact
identify the outliers in their respective clusters as shown in Figure 4.2d.
Figure 4.2e shows these same results, but with merging implemented. It can be seen
that the merging reduces the number of clusters and, in some cases, groups entire natural
clusters successfully. It is a property of the merging technique used that it is designed to
still create hyper-elliptical clusters and it is this that perhaps most limits its usefulness
for the intended atmospheric science procedures. It is, however, the first indication that
DDC is a step along the path to the goal of arbitrary shaped clusters. To quantify the
results we measured the cluster purity according to Equation 4.8 and cluster accuracy
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according to Equation 4.9. The purity gives an indication of the similarity of the data in
each cluster and whether it belongs together, or should have been assigned to a different
cluster. The purity value is easily skewed, as with any mean calculation, by a having a
large number of small clusters with high purity and a low number of large clusters with
low purity. So an accuracy measure is also provided which gives an overall picture of the









Where Ni is the number of samples in cluster i, Ndi is the number of samples in cluster i









where Ndi is the number of samples in dominant natural cluster d, Ni is the number of
samples in cluster i and Ns is the total number of samples.
The results are given in Table 4.1 and we see that DDC compares well, approaching
the speed of K-Means, with the cluster purity and accuracy of both K-Means and DBScan.
However, the number of clusters is a significant factor and the ability of DBScan to
produce arbitrarily shaped clusters means it excels on the DS2 data set. The ability of
DDC to cluster all the data, without forcing it into inappropriate clusters like K-Means,
results in the ability to identify and distinguish outlier groups, as shown in Figure 4.2d,
and is a significant advantage.
Neither the Gaussian cloud nor DS2 dataset are especially large so these datasets
may not be particularly good indicators of the algorithm speed, however, with a mean
clustering speed of around 0.004ms, un-merged, and 0.021ms, merged, per sample for
the Gaussian data and 0.077ms, merged, and 0.034ms, merged, per sample for the DS2
data set it demonstrates a speed comparable to k-means at 0.001ms/sample and far
better than DBScan at 0.45ms/sample. However k-means, with the original technique of
random seeding, was unable to reliably form the correct natural clusters for the Gaussian
data as shown in Figures 4.3a, 4.3b and failed completely on the DS2 data, Figure
4.3c. DBScan also proves difficult to tune the parameters and find reasonable results.
The close proximity of the natural clusters resulting in similar local densities between
and within the clusters resulting in a high number of samples labelled as 'outliers' as
shown in Figure 4.3d, however, when tuned the results were repeatable and reproducible.
DBScan is considerably better when used on data set DS2, the type of arbitrarily shaped
natural clusters it is designed to work on, this is shown in Figure 4.3e. Where faster
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Table 4.1 Purity, Speed and Accuracy comparisons between DDC and alternative tech-
niques.
Data Set Technique
Purity (%) Accuracy Time / sample
Min Max Mean (%) (ms)
Gaussian
DDC Merged 99.75 100 99.9 99.9 0.017
DDC Un-Merged 87.94 100 99.44 99.37 0.004
K-Means Good 99.29 100 99.78 99.78 0.001
K-Means Poor 50.03 100 89.89 79.95 0.001
DBScan 99.91 100 99.97 99.97 0.46
Mean Shift 99.15 99.98 99.79 99.79 0.008
ELM 99.66 99.98 99.86 99.85 0.05
DS2
DDC Merged 66.67 100 99.07 99.17 0.077
DDC Un-Merged 56.82 100 99.05 99.33 0.034
K-Means 51.44 95.68 67.24 66.92 0.013
DBScan 95.22 100 99.3 99.63 0.197
Mean Shift 78.17 100 97.48 97.27 0.014
ELM 82.87 100 97.03 96.92 0.067
techniques are unable to cluster the arbitrarily shaped groupings of the DS2 data set,
DBScan produces extremely good results.
4.2.5 Grouping Users of Household Power by DDC
DDC is intended to be a fast, offline clustering technique capable of dealing with large
datasets with a high number of samples and a high number of dimensions without
significant time penalty. It should, therefore, be suitable of creating reasonable results
from a large data set such as the Individual Household Electric Power Consumption
dataset [63] available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [86]. This dataset
contains 2,075,259 measurements gathered between December 2006 and November 2010
(47 months) and has 9 attributes, each of which has been normalised to the range 0-1:
1. date: Date in format dd/mm/yyyy
2. time: time in format hh : mm : ss
3. global active power: household global minute-averaged active power (in kilowatt)
4. global reactive power: household global minute-averaged reactive power (in kilo-
watt)
5. voltage: minute-averaged voltage (in volt)
6. global intensity: household global minute-averaged current intensity (in ampere)
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(a) Full Data (b) 10% Data Showing Range
(c) Representative Data Showing Distribution (d) Outlier Clusters
(e) K-Means, 12 Clusters (f) K-Means, 37 clusters
Fig. 4.4 Visualizations of the Individual Household Electric Power Consumption dataset
[63] clustering results. Figure 4.4a shows the full plot of all the clustered data (>2m
samples). The memory requirements for the plot are such that the remaining plots use a
randomly selected representative number of each cluster only. Figure 4.4b shows 10% of
each cluster showing the typical range of data. Figure 4.4c also shows a random 10%
but limited to a minimum of 100 and maximum of 5,000 samples to shows the typical
distribution of the data. Figure 4.4d shows only the small, 'outlier' clusters with <500
members, which identifies where power usage is un-typical. Also shown are results for
k-means clustering. Similar numbers of clusters were selected as shown in Table 4.3,
however this did not isolate the outliers and divided natural cluster regions.
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7. sub-metering 1: energy sub-metering No. 1 (in watt-hour of active energy).
It corresponds to the kitchen, containing mainly a dishwasher, an oven and a
microwave (hot plates are not electric but gas powered).
8. sub-metering 2: energy sub-metering No. 2 (in watt-hour of active energy). It
corresponds to the laundry room, containing a washing-machine, a tumble-drier, a
refrigerator and a light.
9. sub-metering 3: energy sub-metering No. 3 (in watt-hour of active energy). It
corresponds to an electric water-heater and an air-conditioner.
To demonstrate the efficacy of DDC we shall consider the case of clustering the
power usage data into 3 sets along each axis, representing 'High', 'Medium' and 'Low'
usage in each household location, i.e. 'Laundry Room', 'Kitchen' and 'Hot Water/ Air
Con'. We shall define 'unusual' clusters as being those with less than 500 occurrences
over the 4 year period and the clusters will be left un-merged to indicate the results
from the base algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 4.4. There is a total of 12
main clusters containing 2,047,313 data samples, approx 99.9% of the input data. The
remaining data is contained in 15 'Outlier' clusters, i.e. those containing less than 500
samples.
It can be seen that the majority of household power usage data lies in the blue region,
i.e. very low use in all 3 measures. When we consider that people spend, on average
around 8 hours a day both asleep or out at work this is not surprising. The next largest
cluster shows an increased use of 'Hot Water / Air Con' with low use of Kitchen and
Laundry Room, the sort of data associated with typical home use. As would be expected
the use of Kitchen and Laundry show fewer data samples which, considering these are
typically short duration activities is again, not surprising.
Also of interest is the information that can be gleaned from the outlier clusters. The
two largest show high use of Hot Water / Air Con while another larger cluster shows
high energy use in the Kitchen. These could indicate readings of particular value as they
may be due to unusual weather conditions and / or inefficient equipment.
For comparative purposes, K-Means and DBScan were tested across the same data.
DBScan was unable to complete the process over a 24 hour period. K-means produces
similar results to DDC shown in Figures 4.4e and 4.4f. DDC was tested with a range of
different initial radii and the clustering rate and number of clusters generated recorded,
as shown in Table 4.2. A range of 'k ' were used to match K-Means outputs to those of
DDC both clusters and clusters including outlier clusters as shown in Table 4.3. K-Means
consistently divided natural cluster regions and exposed, perhaps, its greatest weakness
of forcing data into nearby, inappropriate clusters. So, although K-Means was similar in
run time to DDC it fails to identify outliers in a meaningful way.
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Table 4.2 DDC clustering results for various initial radii, on the Household Power
dataset.
Time / Sample
Initial Sample Rate Total Total Outlier
Radius (×10−6s) (×103s−1) Clustered Clusters Outliers Clusters
0.60 0.651 1536 2048786 6 494 17
0.55 0.652 1532 2048795 6 485 16
0.50 0.712 1403 2048361 7 919 24
0.45 0.763 1310 2048431 8 849 26
0.40 0.969 1031 2048583 15 697 39
0.35 1.072 932 2048407 18 873 52
0.30 1.155 865 2048408 19 872 64
0.25 1.416 706 2048436 32 844 82
0.20 1.856 539 2048158 37 1122 130






















6 1.099 909 23 4.859 205
6 1.554 643 22 4.341 230
7 1.371 729 31 7.102 140
8 2.087 479 34 8.330 120
15 4.908 204 54 2.841 35
18 3.899 256 70 2.802 35
19 4.815 208 83 3.688 27
32 8.580 117 114 6.575 15
37 1.145 873 167 120 8
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4.2.6 Analysis of the DDC Method
DDC is a high speed and accurate clustering technique, primarily for hyper-elliptical
clustering. It demonstrates useful characteristics such as not requiring a priori knowledge
of the data and expected number of clusters. The cluster radii automatically adapt to suit
the data distribution improving the cluster accuracy and reducing the amount of empty
data space influenced by generated clusters. It isolates and clusters separate groups of
outliers aiding the identification of data that is erroneous or anomalous for different
reasons.
4.3 Fully Autonomous Clustering, Data Density Based
Clustering with Automatic Radii (DDCAR)
This section is based on the paper "A fully autonomous data density based clustering
algorithm" presented at the 2014 IEEE symposium on Evolving and Autonomous Learn-
ing Systems at the Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence conference. [80].
The work is primarily that of the author with the aid of comments from the co-authors.
In Section 4.2 it was shown that data could be clustered using the RDE equations,
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. It can be seen that the calculation for the density of each data sample
includes a term that is inversely proportional to the distance from the global mean. If
it is accepted that natural clusters must, by definition, be separated by regions of lower
density, then it follows that the change in density between adjacent data samples must
increase in these sparse regions. Using this principle the initial radius, r0, required for
DDC can be automatically estimated.
This section describes the principles and operation behind the proposed technique for
this radius estimation. This technique has been termed Data Density based Clustering
with Automated Radii, DDCAR [80].
4.3.1 Principles of Automatic Radius Estimation
This proposed extension to Data Density based Clustering (DDC) utilizes the clustering
methodology of DDC but uses a calculation based on the data density to estimate the
initial radii. Where a cluster can be defined as a group of data samples in close proximity
the separation of the clusters can equally be defined as a region where the data samples
are not in close proximity. The radii estimations are based on identifying the differences
between in-cluster data (close proximity) and between-cluster data (sparse proximity).
The density of any sample is a function of its distance from the global mean. By extension,
it is also a function of its distance from the 'densest sample'. By ordering the data samples
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(a) Evenly Spread Data (b) Density, green line, and density drop, red
line, between data
(c) Data with gaps introduced to form clusters (d) Density of data in clusters
(e) Smoothed density drop (f) Possible radii
Fig. 4.5 Visualizations of the DDCAR radii estimation process. Figure 4.5a shows
random, even spread data and Figure 4.5b the data density and density drop between
these data. Due to the approximately even spread of the data the density drop between
data samples, the red line, is stable and of a low value. Figure 4.5c introduces gaps in the
data to create natural clusters. The density of these data is shown in Figure 4.5d where
we can see the larger drop as we leave the central cluster. To avoid the radii estimation
being triggered by in-cluster variations we smooth the data density drops as shown in
Figure 4.5e. Where the density drop crosses the mean we can choose either the data
sample before, or after the crossing point to give two option of radii which are shown in
Figure 4.5f.
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in descending order of density they are, therefore, ordered by distance from the densest
sample. It follows that samples within a cluster will have small density changes between
neighbours and those in the regions between will have larger changes.
Consider an increasing radius from the densest sample. Each data point encountered
at r2 will have slightly lower density than those encountered at r1 so long as we stay
within the same cluster as the densest sample. As we leave the cluster the data becomes
more sparse and the density drops increase as the distance between r1 and r2 increases.
When the radius has increased to the size where it encounters samples from another
cluster the density drops will decrease again.
The plots shown in Figure 4.5 will serve as a simple example to explain the process
for estimating the radius of a single data dimension, the 'x-axis ' in this case. This
process has to be repeated for each data dimension to provide radii estimation of the full
hyper-ellipse for DDC. Figure 4.5a shows some evenly spread data and the density and
ordered density drops between the data are shown in Figure 4.5b. As expected there is
a small and consistent drop in the densities. However, when gaps are introduced in the
data to form natural clusters as shown in Figure 4.5c this introduces a larger, sudden drop
between data as shown in Figure 4.5d. If the density drops are smoothed over n data
samples then we have the smoothed graph of Figure 4.5e. The point at which the density
drop crosses the mean density drop indicates two possible options to use for the initial
radii in the x-axis, i.e. the data sample before, or after, this crossing. The radius to either
data sample can be used, as shown in Figure 4.5f, or some combination of the two.
4.3.2 DDCAR Algorithm
The algorithm presented here is only concerned with the radius estimation. The radii that
result are used to feed directly into the DDC algorithm described in Section 4.2. The
detailed mathematical steps used for this algorithm are given in Appendix B while this
Subsection provides a descriptive overview.
Algorithm 2: DDCAR Radius Estimation Algorithm
Input: {Data}, r0
forall Data Dimensions do
Calculate data densities using single dimension data only
Order data by descending density
Smooth density values
Find first datum where density drop > mean density drop
Calculate radius from data sample(s)
end
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The radius estimation requires the full data set for the RDE [9] calculations. The
RDE calculations used here are the same as Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 except that
these are carried out on each dimensional component of the data individually. Thus the
calculations for the mean, scalar product and density are along a single dimension only.
The data samples are ordered by descending value of their densities and the mean density
drop, δ , is calculated using Equation 4.10 where N is the number of data samples, Di is














(Di−Di−1) i > n (4.11)
The effect of in-cluster density variations may create an early trigger for the radius
estimation while the density-drop is still small. Included in the DDCAR radius estimation
algorithm is a parameter n, called the 'smoothing factor', which defines the number of
data density drops used to smooth out in-cluster density variations. It will be shown
that the DDCAR algorithm is robust to variations in n such that it can be left unaltered
and not considered a user parameter. The smoothing factor reduces the effect of small,
in-cluster density drop variations by delaying any trigger until a series of larger, out-of-
cluster density drops occur. The smoothed density drop value,δin, for each data sample is
calculated using Equation 4.11. The first data sample for which the smoothed density
drop is above the mean density drop is then found. This provides two potential values
for calculating the radius, those of the distance to the data sample before or after this
crossing point. Here the greater of the two distances was used. This process is repeated
for each data dimension and the vector of radii produced is then used to initiate the DDC
algorithm and cluster as normal.
4.3.3 Clustering of Synthetic Data Sets Using DDCAR
The prime focus of testing DDCAR is the comparison of clustering results with DDC
supplied with manually selected radii. The results shown in Figure 4.6 indicate that the
radii estimation are reasonable. The algorithm overall produces better results in the case
of normally distributed data and the merge function is the root cause of most of the errors,
merging natural clusters that are in extremely close proximity. Overall, the results shown
in Table 4.4 show that the clusters produced without merging are of good quality. The
main limitation is that of the number of clusters that an arbitrarily shaped natural cluster
may be divided into, which is to be expected given the DDC algorithm basis.
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(a) Gaussian 1 Merged (b) Gaussian 1 Un-Merged
(c) Gaussian 2 Merged (d) Gaussian 2 Un-Merged
(e) DS2 Merged (f) DS2 Un-Merged
Fig. 4.6 Visualizations of the DDCAR test results shown in Table 4.4. Figures 4.6a
and 4.6b show similar results to those of DDC with manual radii entry. Figure 4.6c is
generally quite good, however the merging function has combined two natural clusters
in close proximity. Figure 4.6d show the un-merged clusters have not combined the
two natural cluster demonstrating that the merge function is the root cause of this error.
Figure 4.6e again indicates the errors introduced by the merge function where 4.6f shows
the un-merged clusters proving reasonable results, albeit with a high number of clusters.
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Table 4.4 Purity, Speed and Accuracy for DDCAR.
Data Set Technique
Purity (%) Accuracy Time /
Min Max Mean (%) sample (ms)
Gaussian
DDC Merged 99.79 100 99.95 99.89 0.025
DDC Un-Merged 50 100 99.08 99.89 0.012
Gaussian2
DDC Merged 50 100 93.64 85.59 0.011
DDC Un-Merged 85.71 100 99.54 99.78 0.007
DS2
DDC Merged 80.1 100 95.49 69.37 0.187
DDC Un-Merged 50 100 98.69 99.23 0.069
(a) Gaussian 1 Merged (b) Gaussian 1 Un-Merged
Fig. 4.7 Testing the effects of the smoothing factor on DDCAR. Figure 4.7a shows how
the estimated radii are stable across a wide range of smoothing factor. Figure 4.7b shows
the resulting accuracy of the clustering.
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Increasing the value of n has a significant effect on the cluster accuracy up to values
around 9 and from values of 13 to 90 is consistently over 97%. Although there may be
a variation in the estimated radius the nature of the DDC algorithm, and its robustness
to initial radii variations, is such that the final clustering results show minimal variation.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.7 where the accuracy of the results remains constant. There
is an unexplained peak in cluster numbers, as indicated however, overall, the technique is
robust to variations in the smoothing factor indicating that this is not a parameter that
needs to be altered between different data sets and so DDCAR can still be considered to
be parameter free.
These results are indicative that such a route of automated radii estimation is worth
pursuing, particularly in cases where hyper-elliptical clusters are suitable.
4.3.4 Comparison of DDCAR and DDC on Household Power Usage
Data
To confirm the efficacy of the automated radii estimation of DDCAR the results of the
clustering for the Household Power data set are compared with those for DDC. Plots
of the clusters are shown in Figure 4.8. It is not expected that the results should be
identical - DDC has user defined radii, whereas DDCAR generates data-based radii -
however it serves to give an indication as to whether the clusters produced by DDCAR
are reasonable.
Plots of the clustering results for both DDC and DDCAR are shown in Figure 4.8 and
initial visual examination suggests the results are reasonable and the clusters produced
by DDCAR are subsets of each of the clusters produced by DDC. This would suggests
that the density variations within the data are such that the natural clusters may actually
be smaller than those originally produced by DDC. If this is the case, then the clusters
produced by DDCAR should have high purity and accuracy when compared with the
DDC results, i.e. if every DDCAR cluster is a genuine subset of a DDC cluster. The
cluster purity details are given in Table 4.5, and, in summary, the average purity is 95.09%
and the accuracy is 99.27%. Thus we can confidently state that the DDCAR results
are valid. It could even be argued that the clusters produced by DDCAR may be more
accurate and appropriate than those of DDC, primarily because the data-driven nature of
DDCAR has divided the DDC clusters at regions of low density.
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(a) DDC Results (b) DDCAR Results
(c) DDC Outliers (d) DDCAR Outliers
Fig. 4.8 Testing the effects of the smoothing factor on DDCAR. Figure 4.7a shows how
the estimated radii are fairly stable across a wide range of smoothing factor. Figure 4.7b
shows the resulting accuracy of the clustering.
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Table 4.5 Comparison of DDCAR Results with DDC.
DDCAR Cluster Number of Samples DDC Dominant Cluster Purity (%)
1 1278276 1 100.00
2 34016 1 84.52
3 27117 3 99.50
4 365 3 90.35
5 9341 1 100.00
6 4598 3 83.94
7 3455 1 61.16
8 1555 3 100.00
9 583841 2 99.67
10 15051 3 99.01
11 16559 5 100.00
12 11442 3 86.49
13 2708 4 100.00
14 630 8 100.00
15 15150 6 95.92
16 1090 7 100.00
17 1334 8 100.00
18 795 3 100.00
19 1963 1 100.00
20 1285 3 100.00
21 700 11 98.59
22 13354 4 98.23
23 513 5 100.00
24 726 8 100.00
25 2881 4 83.39
26 706 10 91.69
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(a) HIPPO Flight Paths (b) DDCAR Clustering across all flights.
(c) North South profile of DDCAR (d) Close up of flight path crossing Australia
Fig. 4.9 Images relating to Subsection 4.3.5. Figure 4.9a shows the flight path overviews
on a world map, pole to pole between 100o and 230o of longitude. Figure 4.9b is a
3D plot of the cluster results only. Figure 4.9c shows the cross sectional view of the
cluster results looking east to west, i.e. the north, south profile with south to the left.
This illustrates the variation in altitude at which the clustering identifies the different
atmospheric regions. Figure 4.9d show a close up view of the flight over Australia where
the cluster results identify pollution from urban conurbations and, circled, the large
mining complex at Mount Isa.
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4.3.5 DDCAR Analysis of HIPPO Data and Autonomous Identifica-
tion of Australian Mining Complex
The HIAPER Pole to Pole Observation (HIPPO) was a project over 3 years, ending in
2011. the goal of the project was to monitor various atmospheric chemical species with
a view to understanding the global carbon cycle, especially sources and sinks of CO2,
CH4 and CO, and other carbon cycle related gasses. Datasets are freely available from
[157] and it is a subset of the data from all flights merged as 'HIPPO Merged 10-second
Meteorology, Atmospheric Chemistry, and Aerosol Data' that is used here [158]. The full
data set contains readings from up to 300 instruments and was chosen to test the speed
of DDCAR across large datasets. However, a small subset was chosen, to satisfy the
memory capacity of the host PC, using only ozone, O3 and water vapour, H2O to create
the results presented here.
The flight paths of the HIAPER aircraft is shown in Figure 4.9a, the flight traversing
the farthest to the west being of particular interest. It is a feature of Earth’s troposphere
that as the altitude increases O3 increases and H2O decreases. In this region, with the
gradual variations in O3 and H2O combined with regular spaced sampling there is little
change and we see single clusters covering a large range of altitude. The results do
show consistency in high, medium and low altitude data values being clustered together.
However, at the boundary layer differences in terrain and land use may have significant
localized impact and so we see variation in the clusters at low altitude. Also, at higher
altitudes, particularly crossing the Tropopause, will produce noticeable change in the data.
This can be seen in Figure 4.9b however the 3D nature of the plot makes interpretation
a little difficult. Figure 4.9c shows the North-South plane, i.e. looking East to West,
and allows for a clearer description. The main higher altitude Troposphere is shown
in orange, however there are clearly new clusters formed in two distinct high altitude
regions,at both the North and South poles. Examinations of the flight altitude show that
it is likely to have been crossing the tropopause at these locations as, typically, the height
of the Tropopause is lower at the poles.
It is the 4th image, Figure 4.9d that most clearly demonstrates the power of fully
autonomous clustering. There is a green cluster formed in the South-East, around
the major cities of Sydney and Melbourne, which is to be expected. There is also an
unexpected cluster formed in the middle of Australia, in the deep outback. This turns
out to be in the location of Mount Isa, a small town with a population of around 22,000
residents. However, it is also home to one of the worlds largest mining sites, mining
for copper, zinc, lead and silver. It has its own smelting operations and a 302MW gas
powered electricity generation plant on site as well. So although only O3 and H2O
are used in this test it is possible to autonomously discover sources of heavy pollution,
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(a) K-Means (b) Mean Shift
(c) Hierarchical (d) Hierarchical Without Noise
Fig. 4.10 Plots of various distance based clustering techniques applied to concentric
circles of data. Because all 3 clusters have a common centroid they are unable to separate
the natural cluster correctly. Hierarchical clustering can separate the concentric circles
with no noise present, Figure 4.10d, as the linkages to the closest data samples moves
around the circle and not across the noise in the gaps.
evidence of the value of DDCAR mining data and discovering information in large
datasets entirely autonomously. The changes in O3 in particular could be attributed to
nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds creating Ozone, or to Ozone titration
by nitric oxide. Having discovered the pollution source autonomously, the information
can be made available for the relevant experts in their fields to discover the causes, and
solutions.
4.4 Data Density Based Clustering for Arbitrary Shapes
Clustering techniques have moved on from the simplistic, distance based measures
for cluster assignment. While there are many techniques that lay claim to 'making
no assumptions' about the natural cluster shape assigning data to a cluster centre by a
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distance metric alone cannot avoid producing clusters of hyper-elliptical, or in really
simplistic cases, hyper-spherical clusters. Simply creating a large enough ellipse to
contain a concave natural cluster and claiming that the technique can function is easily
dismissed. A simple and basic test is concentric, circular natural clusters such as shown
in Figure 4.10. Any technique that works on a purely distance based measure will fail by
either dividing the natural clusters or by merging portions of each.
Hierarchical clustering, however, connects the data differently, by merging the nearest
data samples. With noise present the linkages may cross the gaps on the low density data
between the circles resulting in Figure 4.10c. Without the presence of noise the merging
continues around the circles as shown in Figure 4.10d. It is this type of connectivity that
forms the basis of DBScan and its variants and the DDCAS technique presented here.
By ignoring connections to data samples with low local density 'crossing the gap' by
the noise is avoided. Both techniques employ methods of determining that the linkage
should ignore the noise data due to their low local density. The need for arbitrarily
shaped clusters has been well documented and many examples of such are easily found,
especially dynamical systems, rotating systems, electrical systems, hysteresis loops etc.
The main technique for discovering arbitrarily shaped clusters is DBScan [53],
however it is relatively slow. DBScan functions by using two user defined values ε
and D, the minimum local density. Each data sample is visited and, if the number of
data samples within the radius, defined by ε , is above the threshold, D, then the data
sample is considered dense. All data samples within that radius are then visited and also
checked. In this way a list of connected dense samples are built up and these constitute a
cluster. The technique requires visiting every data sample in a dataset and this is the key
reason for the slow operation. Reliance on a single minimum density value also creates
difficulties dealing with clusters of varying density.
One of the key speed advantages of DDC is that it does not require visiting every
data sample to perform its calculations. As described in chapter 4.2 using a smaller
initial radii r0 to initialise DDC may result in divided natural clusters. These smaller
clusters can be likened to micro-clusters, mC, and can be joined to form macro-clusters,
MC. With this in mind an improvement to DDC is described here which retains much
of the advantages of DDC, but uses smaller r0 to generate a larger number of small mC
which can then be merged. The technique was named Data Density based Clustering for
Arbitrary Shapes, DDCAS.
4.4.1 Principles and operation of DDCAS algorithm
The full mathematical steps for the algorithm are given in Appendix C and a descriptive
overview is provided here.
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Algorithm 3: DDCAS Algorithm
Input: {Data}, r0, Tmin
while {Data} ̸= /0 do
Find global densest sample from data set and assign as temporary mC centre
Assign data to temporary mC centre
Remove outliers
Set the mC radius to the mean distance to the assigned data
Find local densest sample and assign as mC centre
Assign data to mC centre
Remove outliers ||xi−mC j||> 3σ
Remove assigned data from {Data}
end
Label all mC with less than Tmin samples as outliers
Merge clusters whose centre lies within another cluster
The primary functionality of DDCAS remains the same as DDC, i.e. we define a
candidate mC centre as the densest remaining data sample among the un-clustered data.
In DDCAS we have no use for the actual densities and do not calculate them, but rather
acknowledge that the data sample with highest density is that closest to the mean. This
data sample is assigned as the temporary mC centre and all the data samples within the
distance r0 are temporarily assigned to the mC. Data samples outside of ||xi−mC j||> 3σ
of the distances from the mean are discarded and the mC radius set to the mean distance
to the clustered data. The local mean of the assigned data is then calculated and used
as the final mC centre. Data samples within r0 of this centre are assigned and outliers
discarded.
To check whether the mC is part of a natural cluster, or of dense noise, the minimum
support threshold value, Tmin, is used. Any mC with fewer data samples than Tmin is
considered to be an outlier mC and will not be considered for merging into a macro-
cluster MC. This process is repeated until all data are assigned to a mC. This assigns all
the data to a mC and also retains the information as to those outliers which are similar.
The final stage is to merge mC that overlap, i.e. whose centres are closer than the
sum of their radii. Rather than combining all the mC data somehow, each mC is assigned
a MC membership number.
4.4.2 Clustering of Synthetic Data Sets Using DDCAS
To examine the capabilities of DDCAS we compare it to the most widely known alterna-
tive technique for clustering arbitrary shapes, DBScan. We run each technique across 3
different synthetic datasets, shown in Figure 4.11a to 4.11c. The results are visualized
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(a) Gaussian Data (b) DS2 Data (c) Chain link data
(d) DDCAS Gaussian Clusters (e) DDCAS DS2 Clusters
(f) DDCAS Chain Link Clus-
ters
(g) DBScan Gaussian Clusters (h) DBSCan DS2 Clusters
(i) DBScan Chain Link Clus-
ters
Fig. 4.11 Image for the DDCAS comparisons with DBScan. Figures 4.11a to 4.11c
shows the raw data sets coloured by class. Figures 4.11f to 4.11f show the clustering
results for DDCAS while Figures 4.11g to 4.11i show the results for DBScan. For a
detailed analysis see Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 Purity, Speed and Accuracy comparisons between DDCAS and DBScan.
Data Set Technique
Purity (%) Accuracy Time / sample
Min Max Mean (%) (ms)
Gaussian
DDCAS 91.67 100 99.97 99.98 0.04
DBScan 99.96 100 100 99.99 0.52
DS2
DDCAS 94.88 100 99.35 99.66 0.05
DBScan 95.22 100 99.3 99.63 0.27
Chain Link
DDCAS 100 100 100 100 0.10
DBScan 100 100 100 100 0.53
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(a) Gaussian mC (b) DS2 mC (c) Chain link mC
Fig. 4.12 Image for the DDCAS mC plots. The Figures show plots of the mC only which
clearly summarises the data locations with less information.
in Figure 4.11d to 4.11f for DDCAS and Figures 4.11g to 4.11i for DBScan. Detailed
comparison of the results are given in Table 4.6.
The quality of the clustering results is similar across all 3 datasets for both techniques,
with both techniques being marginally better in some cases. It is the speed where the
greatest difference appears with DDCAS being considerably faster in all cases. It is also
of significant interest that the parameters were much easier and more intuitive to adjust
for DDCAS than DBScan. With DDCAS, if the Initial Radius is too large, or too small,
then a plot of the micro-clusters indicates the source of the errors, whereas DBScan
provides no indication of why the results are not as expected.
The display of DDCAS mC have additional uses. We show plots of the mC resulting
from each of the previous tests in Figure 4.12. Here we can see the regions in data space
that contain the data. With each mC potentially representing a large number of data
samples these plots can provide rapid visualization of data compared to plotting every
data sample.
4.4.3 Identification of Anomalies in Atmospheric Data Using DD-
CAS
To test the usefulness of DDCAS in a real data environment it was tested on data known
to have anomalies of particular interest. The data comes from flight B735 of the South
American Biomass Burning Analysis (SAMBBA) [110] data gathering campaign. The
flight showed some unusual behaviour in O3 and here we investigate other chemical
species around the same time as these anomalies. The two chemicals of particular interest
here are Acetaldehyde and Acetone. The nature of the data at three different times during
the flights is shown in Figures 4.13a, 4.13b and 4.13c. It can be seen that the data is
typically contained within a clear data region for the majority of the early flight. After
approximately 1,400 data samples however, higher readings of Acetaldehyde start to
occur without a matching change in Acetone. Dashed black ellipses superimposed on the
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(a) Data after 1200 samples. (b) Data after 2000 samples. (c) Data after 2175 samples.
(d) mC after 1200 samples. (e) mC after 2000 samples. (f) mC after 2175 samples.
(g) Clustered data after 1200
samples.
(h) Clustered data after 2000
samples.
(i) Clustered data after 2175
samples.
Fig. 4.13 Results of DDCAS clustering at 3 different times during the SAMBBA B735
flight. The dashed black ellipse indicates the bounding region of the red cluster were it
grouped by an elliptical distance based technique. By the third time period in Figures
4.13a, 4.13e and 4.13i the green anomalous data would not have been visible were it not
for the arbitrarily shaped cluster definitions of DDCAS.
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images indicate how a hyper-elliptical, distance based clustering technique may adapt to
include these data and, indeed, leave out the high values as separated anomalies initially.
Figures 4.13f and 4.13i indicate the values of arbitrarily shaped clusters produced by
DDCAS. The green cluster of data that is slightly anomalous again from the main cluster
would not show in a hyper-elliptical technique, but is shown by DDCAS. It is also seen
that the anomalous data that initially appeared to be 'growing' across from the lower right
of the original cluster now appears to be extending downwards from the top right of
the initial cluster. This demonstrates how arbitrarily shaped clustering techniques can
provide additional insight into data that may not otherwise be available.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to attach meaning and atmospheric chemistry
analysis to these results. These data do allow a demonstration of the value of arbitrarily
shaped clusters in revealing information that may not be available from other techniques
and also demonstrates that DDCAS is capable of functioning on atmospheric science
data.
4.5 Summary of Proposed Offline Clustering
Techniques
This chapter has described the development of a number of offline clustering techniques.
This section will summarise the techniques’ capabilities and limitations and describe how
the techniques fit in to the overall picture of solving the atmospheric science challenges
formulated in chapter 2.4 and the solutions proposed in chapter 3, Section 3.2 and
summarised in Table 4.7. Not all of the techniques developed are part of the proposed
solutions, but they were part of the path to developing those that are.
To clarify the goals of the research into offline clustering techniques Table 4.7 shows
how the offline clustering algorithm DDCAS will be used, and how, in the RASCAL
software proposed in chapter 6. Absent from the table are DDC and DDCAR; DDC is
the first step towards DDCAS and DDCAR was a branch from the main thrust of the
research to investigate the potential for parameter-free clustering. It is seen that DDCAS
provides a solution for many of the offline challenges, the exception being challenge 4,
where temporal separation of the data is required. This could be achieved by windowing
the data but a better solution is preferred for real time, discrete temporal differentiation.
DDC provides a fast, density based technique for finding a suitable number of clusters
in a dataset. It requires no prior knowledge of the number of clusters, or of the relative
densities of the natural clusters or the data between them. It is robust to a wide variation
in initial cluster radii due to the adaptive nature of the radii during the clustering process.
However, being a distance based clustering technique (density is distance based) the
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Table 4.7 Summary of offline clustering techniques used to meet the defined atmospheric
science challenges.
Challenge Online Offline On \Offline Arbitrary Shapes Technique
1 Y Y Y
2 Y Y Y DDCAS
3 Y Y Y
4 Y Y Y
5 Y Y DDCAS
6 Y Y Y
7 Y Y DDCAS
8 Y Y Y DDCAS
cluster shapes are limited to hyper-elliptical clusters, relative to the distance measure
used. Within this limitation it is comparable to any other techniques in terms of speed
and accuracy. The desire for arbitrary shaped clusters means that DDC itself is unsuitable
for meeting the atmospheric science challenges, however, it is an important first step in
the development of DDCAS.
DDCAR uses a similar density measure to DDC to provide an initial estimation of the
cluster radii. Although not fully explored the work demonstrated here indicates a robust
and fully autonomous clustering process. Although still subject to the same limitations
as DDC in the form presented here the ability to cluster data with no prior knowledge, or
user input, is a marked step forward in machine learning. DDCAR was a side-track from
the main algorithm development and so plays no part in meeting the atmospheric science
challenges. The possibility of developing a fully autonomous clustering technique meant
that this was an important piece of work for general application.
DDCAS uses a similar technique to DDC to discover clusters. Utilising a small initial
radius divides natural clusters into many small micro-clusters. Joining these micro-cluster
results in macro-cluster of arbitrary shape. The limitations of the technique are:
1. the initial radius should be no larger than the minimum gap between macro-clusters.
If the radius is too large, then a micro-cluster may span the gap, erroneously joining
macro-clusters. In many case this is intuitive, a user will have an idea of how
separate data should be to be considered part of a separate cluster.
2. There must be no 'dense paths of noise' between macro-clusters, i.e. if there is
even a small chain of noise above the support threshold joining two macro-cluster
then they will be merged. This is actually a feature of the technique, and all
other 'density-linked' types of clustering, but it does suggest that there will be
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circumstances under which it is not suitable for use, e.g. where background noise
is of a similar local density to the natural clusters.
DDCAS has an application to the atmospheric science solutions. Later, in chapter 6.7
results of DDCAS will be compared with those of the online techniques, CODAS, chapter
5.2, and CEDAS, chapter 5.3. The technique is able to re-produce the online clustering
results of CODAS and CEDAS in a fast, offline technique that allows for post-flight or
post-campaign analysis with similar results.
A secondary aim of DDCAS is to allow for fast offline clustering of historical data
which allows the results to be used by an online technique. This will be discussed in
further detail later when the online algorithms CODAS, chapter 5.2, and CEDAS, chapter
5.3, are presented.
Chapter 5
Development and Application of
Online Clustering Techniques
5.1 Overview of Clustering Requirements
This chapter presents new online clustering techniques developed to solve the atmo-
spheric science data challenges outlined in chapter 2, summarised in table 3.1. The
combination of offline (see chapter 4) and these online techniques aims to provide a
suite of compatible clustering algorithms which meet these challenges and overcome the
difficulties associated with previous techniques described in chapter 3.
In this chapter the techniques called Clustering of online Data into Arbitrary Shapes
(CODAS) and Clustering of Evolving Data-streams into Arbitrary Shapes (CEDAS) are
developed. It is important to understand the differences between what is described here
as an 'online data stream' and an 'evolving data stream' and the techniques described as
'Dynamic' and 'Evolving' clustering. The terminology and reasoning behind the different
terms is explored in chapter 3.3.3 and, briefly, consider:
1. Online Data Streams are data that fall into a set of natural clusters. They are
online, because the data arrive sequentially and may arrive at any time, in any order.
Thus, the information that is used to summarise the clusters, e.g. the cluster centre
and radius of influence, may adjust over over time, but the clusters will remain.
Clustering of this type of data stream uses Dynamic Clustering. The clustering is
referred to as 'dynamic' because a cluster may move or adjust its size and shape.
2. Evolving Data Streams are data that belong to natural clusters that evolve. These
are termed evolving because not only do the data arrive sequentially, as per online
streams, but older data becomes no longer relevant so at different times the clusters
may be in a different location, have a different centre and / or different radii
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of influence or may even no longer exist or new cluster come into existence.
Clustering of this type of data requires the use of Evolving Clustering. The
clustering techniques are referred to as evolving because the clusters may appear,
merge, divide, and disappear as well as change size and shape.
This chapter describes the online techniques only, the reasons behind their develop-
ment and a summary of the benefits of each technique and how they fit in to the overall
picture.
5.1.1 Implementation and Testing of the Developed Algorithms
The system used to develop and test the online clustering algorithms is identical to that
used for the offline system. Details of the system can be found in Section 4.1.1.
5.2 Development of Clustering for Online Non-Evolving
Data Stream (CODAS)
This section is based on the paper "A new online clustering approach for data in arbitrary
shaped clusters" presented at the 2015 IEEE 2nd International Conference on Cybernetics.
[81]. The work is primarily that of the author with the aid of comments from the co-
authors.
5.2.1 Reasons for Developing CODAS
In modern times there has been an ever increasing number of situations providing streams
of data. Data streams may be defined as "a stream of data samples arriving in a time
dependent manner in an unpredictable order". The need to make sense of the data in
real time and in an adaptable real-time environment requires different techniques in data
analysis from offline data. Not only are offline methods unsuitable for data streams,
storage of the large volumes of data created by these streams is impractical. For the
purposes of this thesis the definition of 'online clustering' shall be "clustering of data
from data streams such that the cluster information is continually updated as new data
arrives and such that past data is not required and can be discarded or archived". In
Clustering of Online Data-streams into Arbitrary Shapes (CODAS) these concerns are
addressed by dynamically adjusting the micro-clusters as new data are presented and by
removing the need to store the data.
Alternative online data stream clustering techniques such as ELM [47] and DEC
[15] provide real time dynamic clustering of data streams. Both of these techniques
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operate on data streams in real time but are limited to hyper-ellipsoidal cluster shapes.
The basis for ELM is to store the local mean as a cluster centre and to adjust the cluster
centre and radii as more data arrives. DEC maintains a list of core and non-core clusters
defined by the weight of the cluster. The weight decays over time or is increased as new
data samples join the cluster. In this way core clusters may decay to non-core, non-core
clusters may disappear or increase their weight to become core clusters or new, non-core,
clusters may be created. In both techniques the clusters created are hyper-ellipsoidal.
In the case of concave cluster shapes DEC may create many smaller hyper-ellipsoidal
clusters or one large cluster encapsulating all the data.
SPARCL [30], Chameleon [89] and DBScan [26] are all techniques for clustering
arbitrary shapes offline. Sparcl utilises a two layer approach whereby k-means [105]
clustering is used to create a large number of micro-cluster centres. These micro-cluster
centres are then further clustered using a hierarchical approach to join these micro-
clusters. Chameleon and DBScan are techniques that successfully cluster arbitrary
shapes however both work offline and so require the full data set. An incremental
version of DBScan [26] was proposed which allows for incremental modification of the
dataset. However after each increment the micro-cluster connections are made or broken
according to the changes and so the whole dataset is required to be available for each
increment.
A method known as DenStream was proposed in [26], based on a previous CluStream
algorithm [3]. A set of core- and potential-micro clusters are maintained on-line, however
the second stage creation of macro-cluster is offline. Each micro-cluster is created from
a stored set of data with a decaying weight. By decaying the data samples those with a
weight below a threshold are discarded and the memory requirement is limited somewhat,
however the need to keep some sub-section of the data in memory blurs the definition of
online clustering. While the original CluStream used k-means clustering for the second
stage and so produced hyper-elliptical clusters, DenStream utilizes DBScan so producing
arbitrarily shaped clusters. However, as seen in chapter 4 DBScan is significantly slower
than K-Means. As a result, while the micro-clusters are maintained in an on-line fashion
the process of combining the micro-clusters into final clusters is an off-line approach
carried out on demand.
5.2.2 Principles of the CODAS Algorithm
Many clustering techniques for arbitrary shapes designate data samples as 'core' or 'non-
core'. However, this requires storage of the data samples and ever increasing storage
capacity which is to be avoided in on-line clustering. CODAS stores only the information
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related to the micro-clusters and each micro-cluster has a 'core' and 'non-core' region,
although to distinguish them the terms 'kernel' and 'shell' regions are used here.
In general, CODAS is a data driven approach to divide the data space into kernel
and shell regions. Each micro-cluster consists of a shell region of radius r0 and a kernel
region being 0.5r0. This defines the shells as being the edge region of a cluster whereas
the kernels form the main body of a cluster. Any micro-cluster above a given density
threshold is considered for macro-cluster membership while those below the threshold
are considered outliers. Micro-clusters with no intersections also form macro-clusters.
Micro-clusters with kernel regions that intersect another micro-cluster shell region form
a single, larger macro-cluster. Shell regions are considered to be edges of macro-clusters.
New data from the data stream will fall into one of 3 regions:
1. empty space where it will form a new, non-core-micro-cluster, i.e. not populous
enough to be considered for merging.
2. micro-cluster shell region where it will be assigned to the cluster, the cluster count
updated and the micro-cluster centre recursively updated to the mean of its samples.
By only moving the micro-cluster centre if the data is in the outer shell this prevents
a single micro-cluster following drifting data indefinitely, stopping the movement
when the data fills the micro-cluster. (Restricting the centre update to when data
samples arrive on the kernel and not the shell has the same affect.)
3. micro-cluster kernel region where it will be assigned to the micro-cluster and the
cluster count updated
The micro-cluster that has been modified, or created, by this process is then checked
to see if the local density is above the threshold. If it is, then it is checked for new
intersections with other micro-clusters. If new intersections have been made then all the
linked micro-clusters are assigned to the same macro-cluster. If a micro-cluster centre
has been adjusted to the extent that an intersection with another micro-cluster is lost
then the separated micro-clusters are also re-checked for macro-cluster membership.
This maintains arbitrarily shaped data space regions of macro-clusters online. With
this approach at any given time a data sample can be checked for its macro-cluster
membership, any new sample is immediately clustered and outliers are identified as
members of outlier-micro-clusters.
The second stage combines micro-clusters that overlap into macro-clusters. In this
way, arbitrary shaped macro-clusters can be produced. To simplify the calculations
required for joining the micro-clusters they are limited to hyper-spheres. Thus, they
overlap if the sum of the radii is greater than the distance between the centres. In fact,
not all overlapping clusters are combined, but only those for which the micro-cluster
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(a) Micro-cluster kernel and shell regions (b) Combined micro-clusters
Fig. 5.1 Illustration of kernel micro-cluster regions showing 5.1a micro-cluster radius in
magenta and, micro-cluster kernel radius in blue 5.1b micro-clusters combined to the
macro-clusters, the grey shaded micro-cluster kernel did not overlap another micro-cluster
and so is not included in the macro-cluster.
kernel intersects another micro-cluster shell. This is similar in principle, and practice, to
the merging for DDCAS. Section 4.4.1 provides a description and visualization of the
reasons for this and so it is not repeated here. To summarise, consider a micro-cluster
kernel region to be part of a macro-cluster and the outer shell region to be the edge of
the macro-cluster of which it is a part. If it is found that another micro-cluster kernel
is within the shell then that part of the shell is now no longer considered to be the edge.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
5.2.3 CODAS Algorithm Description
The mathematical description of the algorithm for CODAS is provided in Appendix D
and this section provides a descriptive overview. The algorithm updates all the clustering
results for a single data sample. For a data-stream this algorithm function is called on
arrival of any new data sample. The algorithm is split into an initialization section and
the 3 key functions which will be described separately:
1. Assigning new data to a micro-cluster
2. Updating the micro-cluster intersections
3. Updating the macro-cluster assignments
The following sub-sections describe each of these functions and use the following:
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{Cµ} - the set of micro-cluster centres
{Cr} - the set of micro-cluster radii
{Cn} - the set of the number of micro-cluster members
{CM} -the set of the micro-cluster macro-cluster assignation
r0 - micro-cluster radius
x - data sample
specific micro-cluster information is indicated by an index value, e.g. {Cµ}(i) refers to
the centre of micro-cluster i.
Initialization
Algorithm 4: CODAS: Initialization
Input: (x),r0






On the first function call the algorithm requires the values of r0, the micro-cluster
radius, and x, the new data sample. As there are no micro-clusters the first one is created
and consists of the micro-cluster centre, Cµ , radius, Cr, number of micro-cluster members,
Cn and the number of the macro-number cluster to which it belongs, CM. The index (1)
refers to the micro-cluster number.
Assign Data to Micro-Cluster
If there are micro-clusters already established then the main algorithm function is called
and requires the data sample, x, micro-cluster radius, r0 and the information for all current
micro-clusters. The distance from the data sample to the nearest micro-cluster centre is
calculated and, if the sample lies within that micro-cluster radius then the micro-cluster
information is updated if not then a new micro-cluster is created. When updating the
micro-cluster information the count of the number of data samples it contains is updated,
but the cluster centre is only recursively updated to the mean if the data sample lies in
the shell region. If the data lies in the core region it is considered to be well represented
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Algorithm 5: CODAS: Assign Data to Micro-Custer
Input: (x),ro,Cµ ,Cr,Cn,CM
Find nearest micro-cluster centre to (x)
if Data is within the micro-cluster then
Update micro-cluster
if Data is in shell region then





by the current centre and the micro-cluster centre is not changed. This has the effect of
preventing the micro-cluster indefinitely following a drift in data.
Update Macro Clusters
This section of the algorithm is only required if a micro-cluster has been modified or
created and is above the minimum threshold to be considered part of a cluster rather than
noise or outliers.
Algorithm 6: CODAS: Update macro-clusters
if a micro-cluster has changed and is above the minimum threshold then
Find all the previous intersections
Find all current intersects
if Micro-cluster intersects have changed then
Find new intersections
Update all intersection macro-cluster number
else if the changed micro-cluster has no intersections then




Find any orphaned micro-clusters
Assign new macro-cluster number
The algorithm compares the previous micro-cluster intersections with those of the
updated micro-cluster, if there is no change then no further action is required. If there is
a change then the newly intersecting micro-clusters are all assigned to the same macro-
cluster. At the same time any micro-clusters that used to intersect, but no longer do,
are assigned along with their intersects, to a different macro-cluster. If the change is
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Table 5.1 CODAS Dimension Test Example
Sub Clus-
ter
x y Dim3 Dim4 Dim5 Dim6 Dim7 Dim8
1 9.6447 -3.5968 0.6677 0.3340 0.3332 0.3332 0.3331 0.3333
1 9.6447 -3.5968 0.6674 0.3340 0.3332 0.3332 0.3331 0.3333
2 9.6447 -3.5968 0.3331 0.6673 0.3332 0.3332 0.3331 0.3333
2 9.6447 -3.5968 0.3330 0.6677 0.3332 0.3332 0.3331 0.3333
an orphaned, or newly formed micro-cluster, above the required threshold, but has no
intersections, then this is assigned to its own macro-cluster.
5.2.4 CODAS Complexity and Data Dimensionality Penalty
The CODAS algorithm complexity is examined in relation to two parameters, the number
of samples and number of dimensions of the data space. The number of micro-clusters is
represented by N and the number of data space dimensions by D.
In the case of increasing number of samples the cluster results are available after each
sample. The means a linear complexity of O(1).
For increasing dimensionality it is a key feature of CODAS that the calculations
involved have low complexity. There are two key calculations. When checking the
membership of the new sample to any current micro-cluster the Euclidean distance is
calculated, with complexity O(ND). After the sample is assigned to a micro-cluster the
distances between the new or updated micro-cluster centre and all other micro-cluster
centres is calculated with a complexity of O(N). The resulting complexity is therefore
O(2ND). This low complexity results in an algorithm that is not only fast, but has a low
time penalty for increasing dimensionality.
The effect of dimensionality on CODAS is tested by taking the spiral dataset and
dividing each natural cluster through a varying number of additional dimensions. To
isolate the variance to that caused by dimensionality alone the same data samples are
used, but are spatially separated by adjusting a single dimension to create new natural
clusters across the data space.
An example is given in Table 5.1. The four data samples given were originally
coincident in (x,y) and would be part of the same natural cluster. By adding 6 data
dimensions of identical value this become 8 dimensional data. Adjusting the values
in dimension 3 and 4, shown shaded, the data sample are now separated across these
dimensions. Thus the number of micro-clusters, data samples and calculations remains
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Table 5.2 Multi-Dimensional Speed Test Results
Number of Mean Run Time (s)
Dimensions CODAS ELM DEC DBScan
2 1.3840 0.2558 0.4877 0.1400
5 3.6688 1.2200 7.6866 2.3300
8 3.8411 1.2800 7.8800 3.0500
17 4.0803 1.3533 10.2033 4.9966
32 4.3686 1.8366 14.5333 20.5133
62 4.9401 2.6300 26.2400 54.2966
92 5.4787 3.2733 49.2633 73.9933
Order of curve
fit
0.02x 0.024x 7e0.02x x4
R2 value 0.9915 0.9941 0.998 0.9998
Projected time
for 200 dim (s)
7.68 5.93 102×103 1.7×103
the same and the only change to have an affect on the algorithm operation time is the data
dimensionality, and separation of the data and micro-clusters across those dimensions.
The results for these tests are given in Table 5.2. Although DBScan is not an online
technique these results give an indication of the time penalty that would be expected for
techniques such as DenStream that utilise DBScan as part of their algorithm. To estimate
the time penalty for higher dimensionality data space a best fit line was generated, with
R2 values as shown in Figure 5.2a, and the estimated time for 200 dimensional data is
given based on this projection. The time penalty for DEC and DBScan is seen to be
considerable as dimensionality increases. ELM is slightly faster than CODAS, however
it should be remembered that ELM produces hyper-elliptical clusters only.
5.2.5 Testing CODAS by Clustering of Synthetic Data
The CEDAS algorithm was first tested on the synthetic data sets used previously, Gaus-
sian, Spiral, Chain and DS2. The Gaussian dataset is a relatively straightforward test,
the only difficulty being the close proximity of some of the natural clusters. The Spiral
and Chain datasets test the robustness to noise, with the chain dataset adding the diffi-
culty of 3 dimensions and natural cluster that cannot be discovered by purely distance
based techniques. The DS2 data set provides particularly difficult natural clusters with
varying density and close proximity. The natural order of the provided data set is such
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(a) Comparative times (b) 92 Dimensional Data
Fig. 5.2 Figure 5.2a plots the run times for various techniques on higher dimensional
data. Only ELM compares favourably, but it is limited to hyper-elliptical clusters only.
Figure 5.2b shows the cluster results of CODAS projected back onto the x-y plane. Each
coloured cluster is separated across 92 dimensions.
Table 5.3 CODAS synthetic data set test results.




Gaussian 900 94.74 100 99.73 99.97
CODAS Spiral 1,000 100 100 100 100
Chain 700 100 100 100 100
DS2 3,300 100 100 100 100
Gaussian n/a 99.95 100 99.99 99.98
DBScan Spiral n/a 87.1 90.8 88.9 89.47
Chain n/a 100 100 100 100
DS2 n/a 95 100 99.3 98
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(a) Randomised Data Order 1 (b) Randomised Data Order 2 (c) Randomised Data Order 3
Fig. 5.3 These plots show the different clusters formed, after the same number of samples,
for different, randomised, order of data. The cluster purity and accuracy are the same in
all cases.
that the data appears predictably in order of each natural cluster, i.e. the data for each
natural cluster appear sequentially. To fully test the algorithm and ensure it can deal with
unpredictable data the data set order is randomised using Matlab’s ’randperm’ function.
Examples of the results are presented in Table 5.3. The results show that CODAS can
achieve a similar quality of results from a data stream as DBScan achieves in offline
mode with the full datasets available. In the case of noisy data such as the Spiral data
CODAS can outperform DBScan as it is more robust to dense noise.
CODAS is, as might be expected, order dependent. The micro-cluster creation and
adjustment both depend on the data order and results may differ if the data order is
randomised. Typical variations in the results after the same number of samples are
shown in Figure 5.3 - the colour of the clusters is of no particular significance here.
Although the clusters are forming in a different manner the purity and accuracy of the
clusters formed remains constant. The order dependency has prevented some of the
micro-clusters merging to form the full natural cluster, however, each macro-cluster
formed is a subset of the natural cluster resulting in the high levels of purity and accuracy.
5.2.6 Visualization of Atmospheric Science Data Streams Using CO-
DAS
To test CODAS on real data streams the algorithm is applied to the B735 flight data used
for testing DDCAS in chapter 4.4.3. The data is presented to the CODAS algorithm
sequentially in the order the data was captured during the data gathering mission. An
initial radius of 0.3 was used and a minimum threshold for merging micro-cluster set at
Tmin=5. A minimum threshold value is suggested by examining the initial data stream
and estimating the rate of change of data values for typically 'normal' data. Using a value
of 5 allows for data to the edge of a natural cluster, or rapidly changing data values to
remain as outlier micro-clusters due to their lower local density.
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(a) 1,200 Data Samples (b) 2,000 Data Samples (c) 2,175 Data Samples
Fig. 5.4 These plots show the different clusters formed, after the same number of samples,
for different, randomised, order of data. The cluster purity and accuracy are the same in
all cases.
The clustering has been paused after the same number of valid data samples as used
for the DDCAS demonstration in chapter 4.4.3. For clarity the micro-clusters have been
coloured such that the macro-cluster where typical data appears is blue and any outlier
clusters that are not merged are coloured red. The transparency of each micro-cluster
is inversely proportional to the number of data samples it contains. The results are
shown in Figure 5.4. The blue micro-clusters have low transparency indicating many
data samples in these regions. The red micro-clusters typically have higher transparency
as they contain fewer data.
The plot shown in Figure 5.4a shows the results after 1,200 data samples. The main
bulk of the data is in the blue macro-cluster with a few outliers on the fringes. By 2,000
data samples, Figure 5.4b, the anomalies spread out from the main data space region. By
2,175 data samples a secondary series of anomalous data 'fills in' the space to the top
right of the main cluster. These results match with those obtained using DDCAS and
provide a clear visual indication of the presence of anomalies as they occur.
The ability of CODAS to continually update the micro- and macro-clusters allows for
anomalies to be identified immediately they occur. The delay expected from hybrid on/
off-line techniques is not present. The clustering information returned by CODAS follows
the same structure as DDCAS allowing the results to be interchangeable. This should lead
on to the ability to cluster historical data using DDCAS followed by online clustering,
as more data arrives, using CODAS. The key difference between the two is the cluster
radius. DDCAS uses an adjustable radius to allow better, more detailed coverage of
complex shapes whereas CODAS utilises a static radius to avoid inappropriate reduction
of the micro-cluster radius, i.e. if CODAS utilised an adjustable radius there is a danger
that micro-clusters will reduce in size to the extent that data originally assigned to a
micro-cluster will fall outside of its influence over time.
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5.2.7 Summary of the Benefits and Limitations of CODAS
CODAS is a fully online technique for clustering data streams into arbitrarily shaped
clusters. By continually updating the macro-cluster assignations of the micro-clusters the
clustering results are available online, an advantage over hybrid on/ offline techniques.
The natural clusters that data falls into must be somewhat fixed in nature as, although
macro-clusters may adjust size, shape and position, macro-cluster changes are only
achieved by the addition of micro-clusters. As there is no technique in the algorithm
for reducing the relevance of older data the resulting macro-clusters have no way of
following data drift or shift such as those identified and discussed in [102, 101]. As a
result, once anomalous data has been identified, a repeat of similar anomalies at a later
time will fall into micro-clusters that are already present and so will not be identified as
anomalies. To overcome this issue a means of ageing the micro-clusters is required and
this is addressed in the next Section, 5.3.
5.3 Development of Clustering for Online Evolving
Data Streams (CEDAS)
This section is based on the paper "Fully online clustering of evolving data streams into
arbitrarily shaped clusters" submitted to Information Sciences, July 2016. The work is
primarily that of the author with the aid of comments and feedback from the co-authors.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, 5.2 there has been an increase in data availabil-
ity in continuous data streams and clustering of this data has many advantages in data
analysis. It is often the case that these data streams are not stationary, but evolve over
time, and also that the clusters are not regular shapes but form arbitrary shapes in the
data space. Previous techniques for clustering such data streams are either hybrid online
/ offline methods, windowed offline methods, or find only hyper-elliptical clusters.
This section presents a fully online technique for Clustering Evolving Data-streams
into Arbitrary Shaped clusters (CEDAS). It is a two stage technique that is accurate, robust
to noise, computationally and memory efficient, with a low time penalty as the number of
data dimensions increases. The first stage of the technique produces micro-clusters and
the second stage combines these micro-clusters into macro-clusters. Dimensional stability
and high speed is achieved through keeping the calculations both simple and minimal
using hyper-spherical micro-clusters. By maintaining a graph structure, where the micro-
clusters are the nodes and the edges are its pairs with intersecting micro-clusters, the
calculations required for macro-cluster maintenance are minimised. The micro-clusters
themselves are described in such a way that there is no calculation required for the
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kernel and shell regions and no separate definition of outlier (non-core) micro-clusters is
necessary.
The abilities of the proposed technique to join and separate macro-clusters as they
evolve in a fully online manner is demonstrated. There are no other fully online tech-
niques that cluster data streams into arbitrarily shaped clusters that the author is aware
of and so the technique is compared with popular online / offline hybrid alternatives for
accuracy, purity and speed. The technique is then applied to real atmospheric science
data streams and used to discover short term, long term and seasonal drift and the effects
on anomaly detection.
As well as having favourable computational characteristics, the technique can add
analytic value over hyper-elliptical methods by characterising the cluster hyper-shape
using Euclidean or fractal shape factors. Because the technique records macro-clusters
as graphs, further analytic value accrues from the possibilities of characterising the order,
degree, and completeness of the cluster-graphs as they evolve over time.
5.3.1 Reasons for Developing CEDAS
The reasons for developing the CEDAS algorithm are explained in Section 3.3.3 earlier.
The evolution of natural cluster over time provide specific challenges that traditional
online, or dynamic, clustering algorithms are unable to meet. In particular, the inability
of many of these algorithms to generate arbitrarily shaped clusters, or to present these
clusters in a fully online manner without windowing or a secondary offline stage, requires
a new method of analysis. CEDAS is such an algorithm, operating on each data sample
as it arrives and generating the arbitrarily shaped clusters immediately.
5.3.2 Principles of the CEDAS Algorithm
The CEDAS technique presented in this chapter has two distinct stages. The first adds
data to current micro-clusters and adjusts their information, or creates new micro-clusters
when data samples occur in un-clustered data space. The radius of the micro-clusters, r0,
is fixed and should be as small as is practical. In this newly proposed method a simple
linear ageing process is used which reduces the 'energy' of a micro-cluster and allows
unused micro-clusters to be removed completely. Alternative ageing processes could
be used including those exponential types that may leave micro-clusters present, with
insignificant energy, but allow them to be 're-born' and become relevant in the future
with further data. The micro-cluster energy is fully renewed every time they receive new
data but, again, other processes for the energy recovery of a micro-cluster could be used.
When no data is received the micro-clusters lose some energy, gradually fading out. If
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(a) Data and micro-clusters. (b) Graph structure.
Fig. 5.5 Example of the CEDAS algorithm micro-clusters and graph structure. The data
together with two macro-clusters in red and green are shown in Figure 5.5a. Figure 5.5b
shows the cluster graph structure with the nodes of the sub-graphs coloured according to
the macro-clusters.
no data is received for a long time the micro-cluster energy will reach zero and they are
are no longer recorded.
The second stage searches for overlapping micro-clusters. The micro-clusters are
defined as having a kernel region r ≤ 0.5r0 and a shell region r > 0.5r0. By only
connecting those micro-clusters whose kernel regions overlap into another micro-cluster
shell edge micro-clusters are automatically determined. Micro-clusters which do not
have at least the user-specified local density, i.e. the minimum number of samples within
the radius, remain as separate outlier micro-clusters. Each macro-cluster consists of
the graph of intersecting micro-clusters; the adjacency relations for each micro-cluster
are stored as a property of that micro-cluster. For convenience, the micro-clusters in
adjacency relations (i.e. intersecting micro-clusters) are referred to as 'edges'. Those
micro-clusters with no edges define graphs of order 1 without edges (i.e. without
intersections) and constitute a macro-cluster graph by themselves. Using this graph
structure reduces the calculations required to separate clusters if a micro-cluster dies and
breaks a chain graph resulting in two groups of micro-clusters no longer being connected.
Figure 5.5 shows a simple example. Two macro-clusters are shown with their respective
micro-clusters numbered. Figure 5.5b shows the corresponding graph structure. The two
sub-graphs have their nodes coloured according to the macro-cluster they represent. The
edges between the nodes show which micro-clusters intersect to create the macro-cluster
agglomeration.
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5.3.3 CEDAS Algorithm Overview
Traditional offline clustering techniques for arbitrary shapes may categorize data samples
as 'core' or 'non-core'. However, this requires storage of the data samples and ever-
increasing storage capacity which is prohibitive for online clustering. CEDAS stores
only the information related to the micro-clusters and a graph structure recording the
micro-cluster connections.
The following terminology is defined for the CEDAS approach:
1. Cluster Graph: the structure that defines which micro-clusters join to form which
macro-clusters. This is stored by recording the intersects of each micro-cluster in
'Edge', together with the appropriate macro-cluster assignation in 'Macro'.
2. Local density: the number of samples per micro-cluster
3. Macro-cluster: a cluster consisting of a number of intersecting micro-clusters.
4. Micro-cluster: a micro-cluster with a local density above the threshold.
5. Outlier-micro-cluster: a micro cluster with local density below the threshold.
6. Sample: any data point in 'D ' dimensions.
7. Threshold: the minimum number of samples within the micro-cluster radius of any
sample to form a micro-cluster.
In general, CEDAS is a data-driven approach to divide the data space into kernel and
shell regions based on a user defined radius, r0. Each micro-cluster consists of a shell
annulus region between radii r02 and r0 and a kernel region being r ≤ r02 . Any micro-
cluster above a given density threshold is considered for macro-cluster membership.
Micro-clusters with kernel regions that intersect another micro-cluster shell region form
macro-clusters. Micro-clusters above the threshold but with no intersections are also
considered to be macro-clusters. Shell regions are considered to be edges of macro-
clusters.
New data from the data stream will fall in to one of 3 regions:
1. empty space, where it will form a new, outlier-micro-cluster
2. a micro-cluster shell region, where it will be assigned to the cluster, the cluster
count updated and the micro-cluster centre recursively updated to the mean of its
samples.
3. a micro-cluster kernel region, where it will be assigned to the micro-cluster and
the cluster count updated
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The micro-cluster that has been modified, or created, by this process is then checked
to see if the local density is above the threshold. If this is the case then this micro-cluster
is checked for new intersections with other micro-clusters. If new intersections have
been made then all the micro-clusters are linked and assigned to the same macro-cluster.
This ensures that all linked micro-clusters have the same macro-cluster reference and
maintains arbitrarily shaped data space regions of macro-clusters in a fully online manner.
With this approach at any given time a data sample can be checked for its macro-
cluster membership, any new sample is immediately clustered and outliers are identified
as members of outlier micro-clusters. It is the graph structure for storing the micro-cluster
intersections that forms the basis of the advance from CODAS to CEDAS as this allows
rapid merging and division of macro-clusters.
5.3.4 CEDAS Algorithm Description
There are 4 distinct steps for the full algorithm including initialisation and a Step0 is





4. Update Cluster Graph
The full mathematical sequence for the algorithm is given in Appendix E and a detailed
description of each of the key algorithm steps is provided here. The algorithm runs these
sections sequentially for each data sample, if required. Not every section is required each
time and the conditions for running each section are described.
Parameter Selection
CEDAS requires a number of parameters to function, Decay, radius and Minimum
Density Threshold. The values for these parameters are application dependent and
suitable values can be selected as follows:
1. Decay: the decay is directly related to the length of time over which the data is
to be examined, e.g. at a sample rate of 1Hz, to examine the data over a 28 day
period the Decay would be 2,419,200, at 0.1Hz for 7 days, 60,480.
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(a) Raw Data With
Natural Clusters
(b) Radius equal to the
cluster gap
(c) Radius Greater
than the cluster gap
(d) Radius Much less
than the cluster gap
Fig. 5.6 Demonstration of varying CEDAS radius selection. Figure 5.6a shows raw data
with noise and natural clusters. Figure 5.6b shows the cluster results with radius equal to
the minimum gap between the clusters, Figure 5.6c shows the results of having a larger
radius than the minimum gap and Figure 5.6d shows the effect of a much smaller radius.
Thus radius is set by the user and should be less than the maximum dis-similarity data
can have and still be considered a part of the same cluster.
2. radius: the radius of the micro-cluster is selected based on expert knowledge of the
application. With any set of data there are distances between data samples. There
is a maximum distance between data beyond which an expert will consider that the
data belongs to a different cluster and this value is the maximum allowable radius,
i.e. the radius should be set to the minimum allowable gap between macro-clusters.
Using a radius below this value has little effect on the overall macro-cluster beyond
compiling them from a greater number of micro-clusters and smoothing the edge
of the macro-cluster. There is an effective lower limit to the radius below which it
will not contain enough data samples for a micro-cluster to form. Visual examples
are shown in Figure 5.6 where figure 5.6b shows successful clustering with the
radius equal to the minimum gap between natural clusters, Figure 5.6c shows how
increasing this value determines that two of the clusters are not different enough to
be considered separate and become merged. Figure 5.6d shows how reducing the
radius to half of the minimum gap has little effect on the macro-cluster results.
3. MinimumDensityT hreshold is required to differentiate clusters from background
noise and / or outlier data. The value should be set based on expert knowledge as
to the level of data required to be considered valid, natural clusters.
Initialization
This creates a structure to store the information related to each micro-cluster and takes
place with the first data sample. The 'Centre ' defines the location of the micro-cluster
in data space. 'Count ' stores the total number of data samples that have been allocated
to the micro-cluster. The value of 'Count ' is recorded to allow recursive updates to the
micro-cluster centre. 'Macro ' is a reference to the macro-cluster to which this micro-
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Algorithm 7: CEDAS: Initialization
Input: x, r0






Set number of micro-clusters to 1
Set modified micro-cluster number, for use updating the graph structure.
cluster belongs. The value of 'Macro ' is the same for all micro-clusters in the 'Edge
' list. 'Energy ' is a value used to determine the length of time since a micro-cluster
received new data. The decay algorithm reduces this value and is discussed later. 'Edge
' is a list of intersecting micro-clusters, if a micro-cluster has no Edge list then it is a
macro-cluster by itself. In graph theory terminology the micro-cluster number paired
with each intersect constitutes an 'edge'of the form {mCc,mCi}, where the first term is
the current micro-cluster and the second term is the intersecting micro-cluster.
Update Micro-Cluster
This part of the algorithm updates the micro-clusters when a new data sample arrives.
Algorithm 8: CEDAS: Update Micro-Cluster
Input: x,C,r0
find distance to nearest micro-cluster centre, dmin
if dmin < r0 then
reset micro-cluster Energy to 1
increment number of samples contained in micro-cluster
if data is within micro-cluster shell then





The algorithm checks whether the new data sample belongs to any current micro-
cluster. If it does not then a new micro-cluster is created. If the data sample is within a
current micro-cluster then the Energy of that micro-cluster is re-set to 1 and the number
of data samples it contains is incremented. A further check is made to find if the sample
lies within the kernel or shell of the micro-cluster. If it is in the shell region then the
centre of the micro-cluster is recursively updated to the mean of the data samples in the
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shell. Only updating the centre if the data lies within the shell has the effect of preventing
a single micro-cluster endlessly following drifting data by limiting its movement. (The
same effect is also achieved by only updating the centre if the sample lies in the kernel.)
Kill Micro-Cluster
This part of the algorithm reduces the energy of the micro-clusters and removes them if
the energy has fallen below zero.
Algorithm 9: CEDAS: Kill Micro-Cluster
Input: C,Decay
Reduce all C(Energy) by Decay
if Any C(Energy)< 0 then
Remove micro-cluster
Remove all edges containing the micro-cluster
Decrement the number of micro-clusters
end
First all the micro-cluster energies are reduced by the decay amount. Then, if any
micro-cluster energies are below zero they are removed and all edges that refer to this
micro-cluster are removed and the total number of micro-clusters is reduced.
Update Micro-Cluster Graph
Algorithm 10: CEDAS: Update Graph
if A micro-cluster has been modified then
if the micro-cluster edge list has changed then
Set a new macro-cluster number throughout the graph
end
end
if Any micro-clusters have died then
Set new macro-number for the graphs of its edges
end
This section only makes any changes if either:
1. a new cluster has been created and reached the minimum density threshold
2. a cluster centre location has been modified
3. a cluster has died and been removed.
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First the changes are made to any micro-cluster that has been modified by either
having its centre location moved or by virtue of being a micro-cluster that has newly
reached the threshold. In either case the graph edges for that micro-cluster may have
changed. If the edge list has changed then the new graph has its macro-cluster number
set to a new value.
The changes made by any micro-cluster that have died out are then addressed. Any
micro-clusters that the dead micro-cluster used to have an edge with have their graphs
updated with a new macro-cluster number.
5.3.5 Testing CEDAS by Clustering of Synthetic Data Streams
The following sections analyse the performance of the CEDAS algorithm and presents
the results and discussion across a range of experiments. In Subsection 5.3.6 the ability
of CEDAS to accurately deal with data drift, cluster separation, cluster merging and
noise over time is validated. The speed and accuracy is then compared with alternative
techniques CluStream, DenStream and MR-Stream across high dimensionality data in
Subsection 5.3.7. In Subsection 5.3.8 CEDAS is compared again to these techniques with
regard to complexity, processing speed, cluster quality and memory efficiency. Finally in
Subsection 5.3.9 the CEDAS algorithm is applied to a real data stream from the London
Air Quality monitoring system to demonstrate how evolving clustering can aid data
mining of data streams containing short term drift, long term drift and short and long
term anomalies.
5.3.6 CEDAS Functionality with Cluster Separation, Cluster Merg-
ing, Drift and Noise
A 3D data stream consisting of 2 Mackey-Glass time series is presented as a data
stream. The data stream is a pair of solutions of the Mackey-Glass non-linear time delay





1+ x(t− τ)10−bx(t) (5.1)
For each data stream the equation is solved twice, once for the x values and again for the
y values using the parameters for a and b given in Table 5.4.
The equation is solved numerically at discrete time steps using the 4th order Runge-
Kutta method using different values for a and b to create x and y values as shown in
Figure 5.7a. For each time step 10 random data samples were created around the core
value to provide a data stream of 40,020 samples illustrated in Figure 5.7b. Early in
the data the values of both data streams are coincident. They later separate and come
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(a) Chaotic Mackey Glass data path (b) Random data around the chaotic path
Fig. 5.7 Illustration of the Mackey-Glass data sets, a) the chaotic path b) the data stream
created around that path. The two Mackey-Glass streams are shown in red and green.
When considering the data over the previous 'N ' samples the data may form separate
streams, two clusters, or streams that are joined at some point, a single cluster.
together at various times. It would be expected that 'recent' data will produce a changing
number of macro-clusters, as the data streams separate and rejoin, and that an online,
evolving clustering technique will detect these changes as they occur. A further data set
was created by the addition of 10% random noise samples creating a dataset of 44,022
samples. These data are used to test the robustness of CEDAS to detecting the clusters
in a noisy environment. By presenting the data sequentially a continually evolving data
stream is generated, rather than a data stream of similar values with sporadic variation,
such as the KDDCup data set below. This tests the ability of the algorithm to add, merge
and separate macro-clusters in a continuously evolving environment.
To validate the correct functionality of CEDAS the algorithm was applied to the
Mackey-Glass data streams using Decay = 1,000 samples, Radius = 0.05 and
MinimumT hreshold = 15. The decay is a suitable time period for investigation such that
the macro-clusters will be large enough to visualise, and the two Mackey-Glass data
Table 5.4 Values for a and b used to
solve the Mackey-Glass equations for
the test data streams.
Stream X-Data Y-Data
a b a b
1 (Red) 0.2 0.1 0.25 0.11
2 (Green) 0.18 0.12 0.22 0.10
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streams will be merged and separated for sufficient time to indicate the correct operation
of CEDAS. The radius is selected such that the 'width' of the data streams is encapsulated
minimising the plotting time for multiple micro-cluster spheres. The minimum cluster
size is such that it is larger than the expected density of the noisy data ensuring that the
noise remains as outliers.
The data is presented to the CEDAS algorithm one sample at a time to imitate an
online data stream and the results plotted at each time step to create a video of the
results. The CEDAS algorithm was used to detect and report in the plot title the following
information:
1. Definite Clusters: these were defined as clusters containing > 15 data samples and
> 1 micro-cluster. These are settings specific to the investigation to interpret the
algorithm results and are not algorithm parameters.
2. Outlier Clusters: these were defined as containing > 15 data samples all contained
in 1 micro-cluster. These are also specific to interpretation of the results and not
algorithm parameters.
3. Last Change: the time period at which the last change in the number of Definite
Clusters occurred. This information was recorded to allow the state at that time to
be reproduced.
Cluster Separation and Merging
Using the clean Mackey-Glass data stream the sample number at which a change in the
number of macro-clusters was detected was stored. After the analysis data is plotted and
coloured differently each time the number of macro clusters changed. This is shown in
Figure 5.8a.
After the initial settling period (red), it is seen that at each colour change the number
of clusters in the data contained in the preceding decay period has changed. For example,
in the green period the data was contained in a single cluster. At the time the colour
changes to black, the data in the previous 1,000 samples had just separated to 2 separate
macro-clusters. When the colour changes to magenta, now the previous 1,000 samples
create 1 macro-cluster. The colours of the data do not represent the clusters themselves,
but represent the period preceding the time at which the number of macro-clusters
changes.
The Effects of Noise
To test the effects of noise on CEDAS the Mackey-Glass dataset is used with a random
noise sample added every 5 data samples as described above. The random nature of the
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(a) Without Noise (b) With Noise
Fig. 5.8 CEDAS Auto Change Detection, changes in colour represent changes in the
number of clusters. Thus in figure 5.8a while the data is coloured green previous 'N
' samples form a single cluster, joined at the beginning. At the point the data colour
changes to black, the data in the previous 'N ' samples has separated into two clusters. It
should be noted that the colours of the data are not the clusters themselves, but represent
the time periods during which the data forms different numbers of clusters. The changes
detected without noise are also detected with noise with the additional changes caused
by temporary separate micro-clusters before they rejoin the main clusters.
noise will have some effect on the initial positions of micro-clusters if the noise falls
within them. This increases the likelihood of an initial micro-cluster separating from the
main macro-cluster group. If this occurs then the number of macro-clusters may change
briefly. This would give the appearance of false positives when compared with the results
from dataset without noise. These additional clusters are, in fact, present at that time and
it is accepted that the noise has changed the clustering.
The results are shown in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b. Figure 5.8b illustrates that trigger
points c,e, f ,g,h,o have been created by the noise and could easily be discounted based
on the number of samples, if required. The trigger points without noise can be matched to
those with noise as shown in table 5.5. These are discussed in the following Subsections.
False Positives
With any evolving technique, apparent changes at some point in time may turn out to be
irrelevant at a later time. An example of such soon-to-be-irrelevant data anomalies are
those that result from the added noise. Rather than calling these 'false positives', they
could be considered as 'temporary or short-term true positives'. In the event these are
caused by temporary misplacement of micro-clusters caused by noise, which are rapidly
re-absorbed into the macro-cluster, then these addition clusters will have an unusually
short lifespan, i.e. considerably shorter than the set decay period. In this way any triggers
that are within a user-defined short time span from a previous trigger could be discounted
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Table 5.5 Comparison of trigger points with and without noise. The trigger points in
brackets with noise are short term and caused by the effect of noise in moving the
micro-cluster positions briefly.
Trigger Points
Group Without Noise With Noise
1 a a
2 b b (c)







10 j (o) p
if required. However, this is not always desirable, as even short term anomalies may be
of interest. They may, for example, indicate the start of a general drift or shift in the data.
False Negatives
With appropriate settings for decay time and micro-cluster radius, i.e. ones that match
the users definition of what constitutes a cluster, false negatives do not occur. At any time
that the number of data samples within the given radius are present, then a micro-cluster
above the minimum threshold occurs, and therefore a macro-cluster will be present. It
follows then that the algorithm cannot deny the presence of a cluster where one exists. It
must be remembered that a different decay time will create different times for cluster
separation. This is not indicative of false negatives, but rather a deliberate function of the
technique to consider clusters based on data within a defined time frame.
True Positives
As demonstrated, all changes to clusters are correctly detected. With the noisy dataset
some temporary true positives may occur, as discussed, but CEDAS has successfully
detected the same true positives as with the clean dataset as shown in table 5.5.
True Negatives
Taking the definition of a ' true negative' to be that ' no changes in macro-clusters are
detected when there are none' then this occurs with every sample that does not create
new clusters.
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Fig. 5.9 Plot of mean processing time per sample in seconds for varying data dimension-
ality. Each line represents the processing time for different decay periods which create a
proportional increase in micro-clusters, e.g. the top, red line represents the processing
time per sample for a decay period of 2,500 samples for data with dimensions from 1 to
5,000.
5.3.7 High Dimensional Data Test
The dataset used in this section comprises three helical data streams, two of which join
mid-way through the test while the other stays separate. These data streams are moved
through a range of multiple dimensions to examine the time variance of the analysis with
higher dimensional data. The data was analysed using CEDAS with a range of values for
Decay and settings of InitialRadius = 0.05 and MinimumT hreshold = 4. As the aim of
this experiment is to test the speed penalty across high dimensional data and not to test
the efficacy, a-priori knowledge of the data streams was used to ensure valid clustering
occurs. Decay was set at a reasonable number of samples to ensure macro-clusters of a
suitable size to demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique. The radius is set smaller
than the width of the helices to ensure multiple micro-clusters at all times, and below the
minimum expected gap between natural clusters. The minimum threshold was set to 4 to
restrict micro-clusters from forming on the very edge of the natural clusters. The data
set is then moved into higher dimensional data space by adding additional dimensional
data coordinates. By projecting the data back into 3 dimensions the clustered data can be
plotted and the results of cluster membership checked while increasing the complexity
of the clustering calculations.
Speed and Dimensionality Comparison
By utilising hyper-spheres for micro-clusters the cluster joining technique checking for
micro-cluster overlap is much simpler than, e.g. hyper-ellipsoidal micro-clusters. Micro-
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison of the processing time per sample with the decay time showing a
linear relationship between processing speed and decay time. For the data used in this
example the decay time is directly proportional to the number of micro-clusters. Where
a longer decay time does not result in additional micro-clusters, then the time per sample
remains constant. In practice the processing time will lie somewhere between the two.
clusters are joined if the edge of the core hypersphere intersects another hyper-sphere
shell. This requires only a comparison between the Euclidean distance between cluster
centres and the sum of the micro-cluster radii. Therefore, the only calculation that is
dimensionally dependent is the Euclidean distance with complexity O(D) where 'D ' is
the number of dimensions. The relationship between the number of data dimensions and
processing time per sample is linear.
With each new data sample being assigned to a single micro-cluster it is only neces-
sary to check the intersections for that micro-cluster and then only if the micro-cluster
centre has been modified, a new micro-cluster has been created, or a micro-cluster has
been removed. This further reduces the required number of calculations. The radii of
the micro-clusters is constant and so the only calculation is to compare the Euclidean
distance between the changed micro-cluster and all others with 1.5r0.
The relationship between the number of data dimensions, decay period and calculation
time is plotted in Figure 5.9. In the case of an evolving data stream with continuous drift
the decay time is also proportional to the number of micro-clusters. To investigate the
relationship between decay time, and so the number of micro-clusters, and run time per
sample CEDAS is tested for varying numbers of data dimensions from 3 to 2,500 for a
range of decay periods. The processing time per sample is plotted in each case and the
best fit polynomial line of degree 2 is found. A linear relationship is found between the
decay period and the number of data dimensions as shown in Figure 5.10. These results
concur with the predicted linear time penalty for both the number of dimensions and the
number of micro-clusters.
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By comparison, Figure 5.11 shows the relationship between processing time and
dimensionality with the same data set for comparison with both DenStream [26] and
CluStream [3]. The Massive Online Analysis [20] implementation running on R3.2.2 in
RStudio 0.98.1102 was used, analysing the same helical high dimensional dataset as for
CEDAS. CluStream was also limited to a maximum of 100 micro-clusters. For both of
these techniques, two tests were run using a decay time of 1,000 samples:
1. Both DenStream and CluStream without carrying out the 2nd stage re-clustering
until the end of the data stream.
2. An approximation of a fully online technique by carrying out the 2nd stage cluster-
ing technique at frequent intervals - every 100 samples for DenStream and every
10 samples for CluStream.
For the DenStream 2nd stage re-clustering DBScan [53] was used as implemented in
the 'R' package by Hahsler [74] to allow for arbitrary shaped macro-clusters to form in a
similar manner to CEDAS. The results shown in Figures 5.11a and 5.11b are for test 1 and
the results shown in Figure 5.11c and 5.11d are for test 2. Without 2nd stage re-clustering
both DenStream and CluStream are faster than CEDAS for low dimensionality data.
The break-even point is approximately 12D for CluStream and 220D for DenStream.
When the second stage re-clustering of the micro-clusters is done frequently enough to
approximate fully online analysis there is significant time penalty for both DenStream
and CluStream. In both cases CEDAS is noticeably faster than both DenStream and
CluStream and suffers significantly less time penalty for increasing data dimensionality.
5.3.8 Using CEDAS to Identify Computer Network Intrusion At-
tacks
To further test the CEDAS algorithm in a different environment the KKDCup99 [77]
dataset was used as a data stream by presenting the data to the algorithm sequentially. The
data set consists of approximately 5 million samples in the full data set, 500,000 samples
in the 10% reduced set, simulating network intrusion attacks on a military installation.
The dataset has 42 features and information to classify the data into 22 attack types in
addition to the normal network traffic. This data is used to determine the cluster purity
and memory use for comparison with alternative techniques and also to validate the
clustering results in relation to the number of attack types which occur in a time period.
Speed and Cluster Quality
The KDDCup99 data stream is a popular dataset for testing evolving clustering algorithms
such as eClass [10] and it is used here to allow direct comparisons with D-Stream and
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(a) Without Re-Clustering Low Dimension-
ality
(b) Without Reclustering High Dimension-
ality
(c) With Re-Clustering, Low Dimensional-
ity
(d) With Re-Clustering High Dimensional-
ity
Fig. 5.11 Typical analysis time per sample for DenStream, CluStream and CEDAS across
various dimensional data. a) and b) show CluStream and DenStream without 2nd stage
re-clustering until the end of the data stream. c) and d) show DenStream and CluStream
with frequent 2nd stage re-clustering. In all plots CEDAS is shown in green. DenStream
and CluStream have a faster 1st stage clustering, but for fully online clustering CEDAS
is shown to be faster.
MR-Stream purity results provided by Wan et al [155]. Two sets of results are presented.
The first is the same analysis used by Wan et al. of creating 500 time intervals spaced
at 1K samples and placing these into groups of 25 and taking the mean cluster purity
over these groups of 25. Taking the mean of a set of results can disguise individual poor
results and so the cluster purity for CEDAS at each of the 500 time intervals is also
provided. These results are shown in Figure 5.12.
It should be noted that the mean cluster purity alone, as defined by equation 5.2, may
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(a) D-Stream, MR-Stream Purity (b) CEDAS Purity at 25 Steps
(c) CEDAS Purity at All Steps (d) CEDAS Accuracy
Fig. 5.12 (a) Plot of mean cluster purity (taken from [155]), (b) Mean cluster purity for
CEDAS by the same measure as Wan et al. [155]. (c) Cluster purity at each time step
showing instances of reduced mean purity. (d) CEDAS accuracy measure.
Here Ci is the number of samples in a cluster, CDi is the number of these samples
assigned to the dominant class and N is the number of clusters. In cases where a high
number of samples are contained in one cluster with low purity, yet few samples are
contained in a high number of clusters with high purity the result is a high mean purity
even though most samples are incorrectly assigned. Equally, the reverse is true when
few clusters are present, if 99% of the data is correctly assigned in one cluster and two
sample are contained in a second, one of which is mis-assigned the mean purity looks
poor. In Wan et al. the relevance of this measure is further reduced by taking the mean of
these means and so the purity measure is included here for comparison to Wan et al. only
and not to attach any particular significance to the result. The cluster accuracy measure
as defined in equation 5.3 is presented in Figure 5.12d which is a measure of the number
of clustered samples that have been correctly assigned to the dominant class. By using
both the purity and accuracy measures the quality of the clustering can be stated with
greater confidence.
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(a) Processing Speed for MR-Stream (b) Processing Speed for CEDAS
Fig. 5.13 Figure 5.13a shows plots of the processing for MR-Stream for various grid
depths (from [155]). Figure 5.13b show the processing time for CEDAS to the same
scale.
The results of the quality analyses are shown in 5.12. Figure 5.12a shows the results
provide by Wan et al. for the mean purity over 25 time steps for both D-Stream and
MR-Stream. Figure 5.12b shows the same analysis for CEDAS. Also shown are the
mean purity at all steps, Figure 5.12c, and the cluster accuracy for CEDAS, Figure 5.12d.
Although the purity at time period 145 is 73%, the mean over the 25 time periods this
is 96%. Using the two time periods selected by Wan et al, 27 and 52, the CEDAS purity
was 96% and 99.85% compared with MR-Stream at 97.5% and 92% respectively. It is
interesting to note that at time periods 26 and 28 CEDAS purity is 100% suggesting that
CEDAS adapts quickly to this variation. Using the 25 time periods measure favoured by
Wan et al. the CEDAS mean purity exceeds that of MR-Stream. When considering the
accuracy measure at the time periods 27 and 52 the accuracy measurements are 98.5%
and 99.98% respectively. This indicates that nearly all the samples are correctly assigned
to the dominant clusters, but the purity is reduced due to few incorrectly assigned samples
in clusters with few members. The accuracy of CEDAS remains close to 100% at all
times except for 3 single occasions where it drops to around 90% and 2 at around 95%.
The processing times for the MR-Stream is provided in Figure 5.13a and the equiva-
lent measure for CEDAS is shown in Figure 5.13b. These graphs show the accumulated
processing time at stages throughout the data stream. CEDAS is noticeably faster as well
as producing clusters of a higher purity and greater accuracy.
Having established via the purity and accuracy measures that the clusters are mean-
ingful it is useful to see if they demonstrate any results of interest. To do this the number
of clusters in a time period are compared with the number of classes given in the data.
The plot of these is given in Figure 5.14 where it can be seen that each time there is a rise
in the number of classes, i.e. attacks, the number of clusters also rises. Given that these
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Fig. 5.14 Plot of the number of classes of attack and the number of clusters found by
CEDAS in each time period. The number of clusters is proportional to the number of
classes throughout.
clusters have high purity, and the accuracy of clustering is also high, these additional
clusters must contain attack vectors unique to each type of attack. There are 50 time
periods with attack vectors present and these are detected 100%. As discussed above,
occasional separated micro-clusters are a feature of evolving techniques and providing
they are short-lived and re-absorbed into the main clusters they can be ignored with
reasonable confidence. When the number grows beyond 1 sample per cluster, however,
they may be indicative of possible attacks. Thus with a threshold of 1 then 20 false
positives occur. However increasing the threshold to 2 to allow for occasional separated
micro-clusters reduces this Figure to 4, and a threshold of 3 reduces this to a single
instance. This compares favourably with a mean number of clusters per attack of 8.2.
Memory Efficiency
To demonstrate the efficient memory use of CEDAS, the storage required by MR-
Stream and DenStream with that required by CEDAS is compared when clustering
the KDDCup99 datastream. The results presented by Wan et al. for MR-Stream are
shown in Figure 5.15a and, when the data stream is evolving and has variety, MR-Stream
reaches figures in the thousands of nodes with a peak approaching 12,000. By contrast,
the number of micro-clusters required by DenStream and CEDAS for the same data
stream are shown in Figure 5.15b. DenStream has a mean value of 181 and maximum
of 839 whereas CEDAS has a mean of 20 and peaks at 137. This demonstrates the
significant memory saving of micro-clusters over grid based techniques. Even allowing
for the CEDAS cluster description consisting of 5 values there is significant saving over
MR-Stream.
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(a) Memory Usage for MR-Stream (b) Memory Usage for CEDAS, DenStream
Fig. 5.15 Plot of the number of nodes or micro-clusters, which equates to memory use,
for MR-Stream (from [155]), DenStream and CEDAS. CluStream is not shown as it uses
a maximum number of micro-clusters set by the user. CEDAS shows the lowest memory
use.
5.3.9 Data Mining of Atmospheric Data Streams Using CEDAS
In this section CEDAS is applied to data from the Kings College London Air Quality
Website [50]. The data is from one monitoring site, Westminster Marylebone, and 2
dimensions are used, labelled NOx, PM10. Here and throughout, NOx is defined as the
reactive oxides of Nitrogen, primarily NO and NO2, and PM10 is defined as the mass
concentration of microscopic airborne particles with aerodynamic diameter of 10µm or
above. The data, which is recorded operationally to monitor breaches of air pollution
legislation [130] and to inform the public of adverse air pollution conditions, is captured
at 15 minute intervals and ranges from 1st January 2010 to 30th December 2014 for a
total of 87,600 samples. This data is used to test CEDAS ability to differentiate short and
long term anomalies and follow the temporal drift of real data.
To allow for clustering to take place the data is normalised to a suitable range
relative to the micro-cluster radius, r0. Here the range was based on the data available
in the dataset and scaled to 0− 1. The data had an actual range from min = 7.200 to
max= 1,447, ppbv (parts-per-billion by volume) for NOx and min=−0.9, max= 422.8
(µgm−3) for PM10 and so predicted ranges of 0 to 1500 and 0 to 200 respectively were
used. The scaling introduced by this normalisation has an effect on the local density,
joining and separation of micro-clusters and so expert knowledge is required to find
suitable values for scientific research involving the cluster results.
Anomaly detection differs between long-, medium and short-term analysis and how
CEDAS copes with such variation is shown. To demonstrate this 'Short Term' is defined
as 7 days and 'Medium Term' as 28 days and 'Long Term' as being one year. The decay
values used correspond to the number of data samples collected in the respective time
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period. For the radius a value of 0.05 is used. This value is arrived at by looking at
historical data and estimating the distance from the main natural cluster to data that would
be considered an outlier. The definition of what is considered different enough to be an
outlier is at the discretion of the expert user. The analysis carried out here is robust to a
range of radius values with little change in the macro-clusters or their visual appearance.
All data space regions containing data are of interest, including single outliers and so the
minimum threshold is set to 1.
The data used was collected between 2010 and 2014 inclusive. The data was presented
to the CEDAS algorithm sequentially, in NOx, PM10 pairs, to mimic an online data stream.
The micro-clusters were plotted and the transparency of the micro-clusters set according
to the value of the Energy in each. In this way if anomalous data appears for a short
period of time the cluster adjusts, but it fades over the subsequent time period providing
an online visualisation of the Energy of the micro-clusters. This provides a clear visual
indication of CEDAS adapting to the changes in the data stream and following long term
and short term drift. By using different decay times different clusters are created and this
is shown to be useful to investigate different time periods for drift, shift and anomalies.
The Subsection 'Short Term Drift and Anomalies' the use of a short decay period is
demonstrated to reveal short term data drift that would be disguised in medium term decay
periods. Subsection 'Medium Term Drift and Anomalies' describes the use of medium
term decay periods to investigate possible seasonal variations. Finally, in Subsection
'Long Term Drift and Anomalies' demonstrates how medium term decay periods can be
used to investigate long term variations. Visual indications of how CEDAS reacts to the
evolving data stream are used to demonstrate how the technique can add value for the
expert user. Potential numerical analysis of the clustering results is discussed in Section
5.4 Conclusions.
Short Term Drift and Anomalies
Using a decay period, as a number of samples, equivalent to 7 days of data changes in
NOx and PM10 over time can be detected. Sample plots are shown in Figure 5.16 (a)-(c)
showing the cluster analysis at 3 different dates for the preceding 7 days. The data for
the preceding 28 day period, for the same dates, is shown in Figures 5.16 (d)-(f).
The 7 day period preceding 24/03/11 is markedly different from the 7 day period
preceding 06/02/11. Despite these differences in the 7 day data, by comparing the plots
(d)-(f) it can be seen that, overall, for the preceding 28 day periods the spread of data
values has been more consistent. The data shown in the black and green clusters of the 7
day analysis in 5.16 (b) may be considered anomalous for that week, but in Figure 5.16
(e) it is shown not to be unusual over the preceding 28 day period. However, data such as
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 5.16 Sample plots of short term decay periods (a)-(c) and medium term decay periods
(d)-(f). The short term variations indicated in (a)-(c) show the data varies over different 7
day periods. The medium term variations in (d)-(f) show that the data over the 28 day
periods is more consistent and disguises the 7-day variation.
that in the yellow and magenta cluster of 5.16 (b) is seen to still be anomalous over the
28 day period, Figure 5.16 (e), where the clusters are now coloured khaki and blue.
This demonstrates that, by selecting suitable decay periods, the clustering results from
the proposed algorithm provides relevant analysis of how data behaves over different
time periods and how CEDAS can follow these changes in a fully online manner.
Medium Term Drift and Anomalies
The plots in Figure 5.17 are the cluster results for a 28 day decay period taken at different
dates throughout the year. Over the 5 year period of the data streams this approximate
pattern is repeated each year. The primary variation is not in the maximum, minimum
or range of either NOx or PM10 but rather in the range of the PM10 : NOx ratio. This is
particularly noticeable when comparing, e.g. March and July where at any given value
of NOx the range of PM10 values is greater in March. Anomalous data can also be seen
in March indicating that some unusual events are present.
This demonstrates the ability of CEDAS to follow such seasonal drifts, if they exist,
and find data that is anomalous within that local time frame.
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(a) Jan 2011 (b) March 2011
(c) July 2011 (d) Oct 2011
Fig. 5.17 Plots of CEDAS clustering for a 28 day decay period showing a variation of
the data spread at different dates during a single year.
Long Term Drift and Anomalies
For long term changes, i.e. changes across years, the data could be analysed in multiple
ways. For example, the data could be clustered on the full 365 day decay period. However,
as has already been indicated in the Subsection 'Medium Term Drift and Anomalies' there
are variations within that year which may be hidden in the way described in Subsection
'Short Term Drift and Anomalies'. With this information it is reasonable to consider an
analysis of 28 day decay periods, at the same date, for subsequent years. Examples of
these cluster results are provided in Figure 5.18 and shows the results for data of the 28
days preceding 01/04 for the years 2010-2015.
The shape of the main cluster can be seen to vary between years indicating the
changes in data values. Anomalies are indicated and are for the particular month and
year under consideration. In all cases some relatively minor anomalies with values that
are slightly different from the main cluster can be seen. These could be symptomatic
of the data undergoing normal drift and changes. March 2012, however, shows some
more extreme anomalies, shown in blue and green, with particularly high PM10 values.
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(a) March 2010 (b) March 2012
(c) March 2013 (d) March 2014
Fig. 5.18 Plots of CEDAS clustering with a 28 day decay period showing variation of the
data for March over a 5 year period.
These anomalies detected in March 2012 were not measured in any other year. This
demonstrates how CEDAS may be used to analyse yearly changes, i.e. long term shifts
in data and find anomalies independent of drift.
5.4 CEDAS Summary and Conclusions
A new, fully online clustering technique for clustering data into arbitrarily shaped clusters
is proposed. In Section 5.3.3 the algorithm has been described. The technique has been
applied to the various data sets described in Section 5.3.5 and the results presented
and discussed. In this section the results are summarised together with appropriate
conclusions.
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5.4.1 Technique Validity
Section 5.3.6 demonstrates the ability of CEDAS to accurately divide and merge evolving
data streams where appropriate demonstrating the validity of the technique. The proposed
algorithm is also shown to be robust to noise.
5.4.2 Cluster Quality
In Section 5.3.8 the proposed algorithm is compared to CluStream, DenStream and
MR-Stream and demonstrated that in the tested scenarios CEDAS performed as well as,
or better, than all three alternatives. Including the additional accuracy measure provides
evidence that the mean cluster purity measure is, in the case of CEDAS, a fair measure
of the cluster quality.
5.4.3 Computational Efficiency
When working with stable data-streams with few micro-clusters, DenStream and CluS-
tream approach the speed of the newly proposed technique. However, when the data
stream evolves more rapidly, or there are a higher number of micro-clusters, the offline
portion of combined online/ offline techniques becomes a limiting factor and CEDAS
becomes significantly faster. In the case of low dimensionality and where the second
stage, offline, technique is not required often then DenStream and CluStream may also be
faster. However, this precludes these techniques from being considered as fully online. If
excessive periods of time are allowed between second stage clustering important clusters
and their information may go unnoticed. By being fully online the proposed technique
will not suffer from this limitation. It should also be noted that CluStream finds only
hyper-elliptical and not arbitrarily shaped clusters.
5.4.4 Memory Efficiency
In general, the similarities in the micro-cluster stage means there is a similarity between
memory use for CEDAS, DenStream and CluStream. For micro-clusters of a similar size
the number will be similar for each technique. MR-Stream is highly memory intensive,
not only does it store data for all the cluster nodes, but also for those nodes on the higher
plane. MR-Stream claims to use this information to reduce the calculations required for
the second stage clustering. However, in the case of a highly populated data space this
will result in an increase in memory storage and calculations as a high proportion of the
nodes and their parents need to be stored and visited during the second stage clustering.
In an effort to reduce the memory requirements MR-Stream prunes nodes with a low
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density, however this implies a possible loss of data without regard to its relevance to the
current state.
5.4.5 Dimensionality
The proposed algorithm has a linear complexity and time penalty relative to the number
of data dimensions. DenStream and CluStream have a similar linear complexity and
time penalty, however, it is shown in Section 5.3.8 that the penalty is lower for CEDAS.
MR-Stream has penalty of nDH for dense data space rendering it more suitable to low
dimensional sparse data, particularly when considered with the memory requirements.
5.4.6 Decay Time and the Number of Micro-Clusters
The proposed algorithm has a linear time penalty related to the number of micro-clusters.
This is common to all two stage clustering techniques, including those alternatives
discussed previously. In cases where the data is fairly static in the data space this has
little relevance, however, if the data samples are continuously drifting through the data
space there is a relationship between the speed of drift and the number of micro-clusters
exists. The maximum number of possible micro-clusters are present when each micro-
cluster contains Tmin data samples and the number of micro-clusters is given by equation
5.4.
number o f micro−clusters = Decay
Tmin
(5.4)
Thus the worst case is a linear relationship between the decay time and the number of
micro-clusters and so it follows a linear relationship between the processing time and the
decay period. In practice data streams that drift at such a high rate are likely to be rare
and may require a different type of analysis in any case. In the opposite extreme of fairly
static data the number of micro-cluster will vary little and no time penalty results from
an increase in decay time.
5.4.7 Anomalies, Drift and Time
Sections 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 discuss the ability of the proposed algorithm to cope with drift
and anomaly detection in real data streams. In both these sections CEDAS proved
capable of accurately detecting anomalies within the defined time periods demonstrating
possible applications in network security and atmospheric science research. The results
in Section 5.3.8 demonstrate how CEDAS could be used to automate detection across
multiple dimensions that cannot be easily visualised, whereas Section 5.3.9 presents a
visualization for primary interpretation by the user.
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Table 5.6 Summary of clustering techniques required to meet the defined atmospheric
science challenges. [1] CODAS will perform spatial separation only.
Challenge Online Offline On \Offline Arbitrary
Shapes
Technique
1 Y Y Y CEDAS, DDCAS
2 Y Y Y DDCAS, CODAS, CEDAS
3 Y Y Y CEDAS
4 Y Y Y CODAS1, CEDAS
5 Y Y DDCAS
6 Y Y Y CODAS, CEDAS
7 Y Y CEDAS, CODAS, DDCAS
8 Y Y Y DDCAS
5.4.8 Summary of the Benefits of CEDAS
Clustering of Evolving Data Streams into Arbitrary Shapes has been demonstrated to
be a robust and accurate technique with linear complexity across both data stream size
and data stream dimensionality. It is a fully online technique providing constant and
immediate access to the clustering results as they change with each data sample. This
technique has been applied to real life datasets and shown to produce useful insights
into evolving data streams. It is intended to be used with a decay period to reduce the
importance of older data, however, if the decay period is set to zero then the results
become the same as CODAS.
The ability to perform fully online clustering is an important step towards solving the
Atmospheric Science data challenges set in chapter 2 by addressing the clustering issues
discussed in chapter 3. In chapter 6 CODAS and DDCAS are brought together in some
demonstration software illustrating possible uses for the novel data mining abilities they
provide.
5.4.9 Overall Summary Of Online Clustering Techniques
To review the goals of the online clustering algorithm research, Table 5.6 lists the
clustering algorithms that will be used, and how, in the RASCAL software proposed
in chapter 6. This table also include the the offline algorithms from Chapter 4 and the
online algorithms developed in this chapter, to show that solutions to all the challenges
introduced have been achieved.
Chapter 6
Online Real Time Atmospheric Science
Cluster Analysis with Offline
Compatibility
6.1 Background of RASCAL
The spatially inhomogeneous and temporally intermittent fluid mixing of air, combined
with localised sources and sinks of sensible heat, latent heat and trace gases, typically
results in variability within regions, atmospheric 'compartments' (the boundary layer, the
free troposphere, maritime air, etc.), together with more-or-less sudden changes between
these atmospheric regions compartments. The edges of what could can be considered
homogeneous air parcels are rarely clearly defined, and this is true whether we think of
edges in physical (3D) space or in hyper-dimensional data space. Therefore, the result
is a cloud of 'similar' measurements that seek to describe these air parcels, which are
similar but not identical, and this 'fuzzy' similarity is ideal for cluster analysis.
Although it is not novel to apply clustering algorithms to atmospheric data of one kind
or another [33, 28, 127, 41], the assumptions underlying such clustering have not always
been made explicit, and methods for on-line clustering have not been available. On-line,
or real-time, methods are necessary for time-critical applications such as natural hazard
monitoring [66, 142] and pollution threshold exceedances prompting public health alerts
[111, 72, 17]. There has been less consideration in the atmospheric science community
about real-time adaptation of measurement or monitoring schedules, from stationary
or mobile measurement platforms, but the advent of large robotic aircraft capable of
returning data to ground stations at rates approaching megabits per second (up to 3Mbs
during 3 coordinated flights during the CAST campaign [75]) prompts considerations of
how to help the Mission Scientist when confronted by such a data torrent.
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Fig. 6.1 RASCAL operating screen showing (1) trace plot, (2) map plot, (3) online
clustering and (4),(5) offline clustering.
Real-time Atmospheric Science Cluster AnaLysis (RASCAL) is a demonstration
of just such an aid. There are two versions, utilising the different, compatible online
and offline clustering techniques developed in the earlier chapters. 'RASCAL' is an
online version to demonstrate the functionality as appropriate for use in-flight, in real
time, and there is an accompanying offline version 'RASCAL Offline' which allows for
reproducing the same analysis offline, post-flight. The main text of this chapter will deal
with the on-line version, followed by a separate Subsection on the offline version. The
offline version was developed after feedback from atmospheric scientists on the online
version and incorporates many upgrades to its user interface, although the underlying
functionality of the clustering is unchanged except for, where appropriate, the use of
offline clustering techniques.
This chapter introduces a software framework to enable Mission Scientists to explore
data streams in real time during sorties. This framework assists in-flight identification
of data of interest and immediate feedback for adapting the current flight path or for
future flight planning. The basic analysis provided at this stage runs in real time (>1Hz
sample rate) without parallelization for multiple processor cores and the computational
and memory efficiency ensures that there is potential for future inclusion of basic on-
line chemical modelling and/ or data analysis to provide further contextual information.
The techniques demonstrated can function with any available chemistry or flight data,
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although some may require basic pre-processing such as normalization, from a pre-
determined range, to scale different measurement scales appropriately. These data
streams are usually selected pre-flight but a combination of the techniques in this thesis
to allow full in-flight flexibility will be discussed.
Figure 6.1 show the main RASCAL data visualizations and these are:
1. Trace Plots: real-time trace plots of a number of data streams, typically these
would include flight altitude, ozone, water vapour but any available data stream
can be included. Groups of data can be selected by the user in this plot.
2. Map Plot: a map window provides a basic map, linked from Google Earth, that can
be panned and zoomed and can be overlaid with additional data. The demonstration
includes:
(a) Flight Path: a real-time plot of the flight path, coloured according to data
group (see 1)
(b) Fire Data: This can be either near real time data or non-live archive data as
used here downloaded from the EOSDIS FIRMS website, [117]. The data is
used in the GIS Shape file format, [52], and is imported at run time. Visibility
of this data is selectable and can be filtered by the confidence level contained
within the shape file as to whether it is a genuine fire as opposed to another
type of heat source. The MODIS FIRMS approach is described in [65, 64]
3. On-Line Cluster Plot: On-line clustering of pre-selected data streams is performed
using the CODAS clustering algorithm, [81], and the results plotted.
4. Off-line Clustering of the pre-selected data streams is performed using a modified
DDC clustering algorithm, [80]. The results are plotted and, if data groups are
selected (see 1), then clusters are coloured to match the selected groups.
5. Off-Line clustering of selectable data streams. Off-line clustering is performed
on data streams selected from drop down menus and the results displayed. Any
available data stream can be selected. If data groups are selected (see 1) then
clusters are coloured to match the selected groups.
The rationale for the outputs described above is discussed through the rest of this
chapter, which is structured as follows. Section 6.1.1 introduces the key terms used
throughout this chapter. Section 6.2 provides an overview of clustering techniques and
Alpha Hulls, while Section 6.2.1 describes the specific techniques used in RASCAL.
An overview of the use of RASCAL is given in Appendix F, and the methodology
used to demonstrate the software is given in Section 6.4. Examples of typical in-flight
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information that could be gleaned from RASCAL are given in Section 6.5. The discussion
in Section 6.6, considers the benefits of the current RASCAL implementations while
the Future Work in Section 6.8 considers some of the possibilities for the future of this
type of software aid. Finally we summarise the work to date, its limitations and future
possibilities in Section 6.9, Conclusions.
6.1.1 Terminology
1. Age: the age of a cluster is the time (i.e. number of data ingestions) since the
cluster was last updated. Clusters which have not been updated for some period,
determined by parameters in the ageing algorithm, can be winnowed out of the
cluster list. Ageing is, therefore, a useful way of preventing the number of cluster
growing indefinitely over time as well as providing a diagnostic of change in
cluster patterning over time.
2. Clusters: Groups of data created by their similarity either directly to each other,
or by being linked through a chain of data with local similarity. The techniques
discussed here are CODAS, CEDAS and DDCAS as described in the earlier
Chapters 5.2, 5.3 and 4.4 respectively. Although this has been defined earlier it is
repeated here to clarify the difference from data groups.
3. Data Groups: Groups of data defined by the user, typically through selection
of data in any of the visualization windows. Data Groups are therefore distinct
from clusters by virtue of being user-defined rather than algorithm-defined. When
examining data that is similar in nature, and therefore forms a cluster, it may be
useful to separate these data into groups by reason of spatial, temporal, or other
separation known to, or observed by, the user.
4. Alpha Hull: first defined by [48], alpha hulls are a technique for creating an area
enclosing a set of points whereby the minimum distance between any two points is
a function of α . The α parameter allows for concave shaped regions by providing
a lower limit on the internal chord length between samples.
6.2 Clustering and Visualisation Techniques Used in
RASCAL
Although an overview of clustering has been given previously this section provides both
a re-cap and more detailed analysis of clustering for use in the RASCAL software. The
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analysis of the requirements here is much more focussed on Atmospheric Science and
how the techniques can be applied together with the benefits they can bring.
Cluster analysis is the grouping of similar data based on the data alone with no user
defined limits to each cluster dimension such as we find with classification techniques.
There are a number of different underlying methods typically based on data-space
distance measures [105, 163, 108], density [80, 53, 37], distribution [57] etc. and many
further developments of these exist. Some of these techniques discover the clusters, some
force the data into a set number of clusters. Some are based on assumptions of cluster
shape, hyper-ellipses being the most common, while others will discover arbitrarily-
shaped groups. In most cases the cluster technique will group the data samples provided
and provide these data groups as the results. However, with discrete sampling of a
continuous system, such as that found in atmospheric science, it could be advantageous
to provide the results as 'cluster regions' describing where the data between the samples
may also lie in the data space, i.e. a single data sample is taken to represent the data in a
local region, however the data in that region is unlikely to be identical and so a region of
data space is used to allow for such local variations as may occur. For techniques that
provide groups of data as results this would require an additional layer of calculations to
provide the regions surrounding the data.
Clustering has been used as a data mining tool in atmospheric science in areas such
as clouds [70], ozone measurements [103], classification of climate regions [168] and
investigations of climate station siting [139] all of which used hyper-ellipsoidal off-line
clustering of data.
6.2.1 RASCAL Clustering Requirements
This subsection considers the key features required of the clustering techniques to be
used in the RASCAL software and describes the reasoning behind their choice.
Arbitrarily Shaped Clusters
The nature of the atmospheric data suggests that it is likely to form arbitrarily shaped
clusters rather than hyper-ellipsoids, particularly when flight patterns move through
different air parcel compositions, or if we include spatial co-ordinate data. Consider such
atmospheric composition changes as may result from a pollution source or local variation
in land use type. Initially we have a hyper-elliptical pocket (or air parcel) of distinctly
unusual chemistry surrounded by 'standard' chemistry for the region. Atmospheric
stirring and mixing will spread the pollution unevenly in physical space due to local
air currents giving an outer region of normal air, and inner region of polluted air and
a meandering border region chemistry between the two. Over time these variations
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in atmospheric chemistry will spatially drift in physical space forming 3-dimensional
shapes (e.g. [36], Section 2.6). Furthermore, during these movements in physical space
the polluted air will come into contact with surrounding air of different composition
from the initial surrounding air resulting in new types of chemistry at the interface (e.g.
[148]). One can make a similar argument for the deformation of clusters in chemical-
composition-space, as a result of the non-linear chemistry occurring within the 'pocket'.
Even when the chemistry alone, without spatial data, forms hyper-elliptical clusters under
normal conditions the evolution of one or more chemical species may alter the readings
to produce distinctly non-hyper-elliptical cluster shapes. Figure 3.1 shows illustrative
examples of the differences between clusters results from common types of clustering
methods. In some cases it would be possible to improve the results somewhat by careful,
application specific, tuning of the ellipse radii however, this requires a priori knowledge
of the expected clustering. The difficulties associated with using distance based measures,
and therefore hyper-ellipses, to represent non-hyper-elliptical shapes will remain.
Common distance based clustering techniques such as hierarchical [109] or subtrac-
tive are not only unsuitable due to the nature of the clusters, but also due to the off-line
method of calculation. Clustering methods that provide for arbitrarily shaped clusters
fall into two broad categories; techniques such as Chameleon, [89], and DBScan, [53],
are limited to offline use and have limitations when used with high dimensional data,
[6]; online techniques for arbitrarily shaped clusters such as DenStream [26], CluStream
[3] or MR-Stream, [155], are actually hybrid online/ offline techniques where 1st stage
micro-clustering is carried out online, but final clustering is offline and on-demand,
effectively restricting their use for constant monitoring of data streams.
Pre-Determined Numbers of Clusters
Setting aside the issue of cluster shape, unless the chemical sources are known and the
chemistry well understood it is impossible to predict the number of clusters that might
exist at any point in time or in any locality. This negates the use of clustering techniques
which require a pre-defined number of clusters. They can either force data that should
be in separate clusters to be assigned to a cluster to which the data do not naturally
belong to or it can force clusters to divide unnecessarily, rendering the results unreliable.
Therefore any clustering technique that require a pre-determined number of clusters such
as k-means and its variants, [105] can be discounted.
On-Line Versus Off-Line Clustering
To deliver useful information to the Mission Scientist in real time the clustering technique
is required to act on data as it is sampled so we require an on-line technique. Few fully
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online techniques exist and, of those that do, most deliver hyper-elliptical cluster shapes,
[3, 15, 26, 47]. On-line techniques for arbitrary shaped clusters are limited to incremental
versions of DBScan or grid based methods such as MR-Stream, [155], or other multi-
stage techniques [26]. Two-, or multi-, stage techniques typically maintain the 1st stage
micro-clusters on-line, but the final stage clusters are produced off-line and on demand.
The final off-line stage is too computationally expensive to occur continually and needs
to be carried out at regular, pre-determined intervals or under a prompt from the Mission
Scientist.
To complement the on-line clustering being displayed the Mission Scientists will
be able to carry out off-line clustering of alternative sets of data. To provide similarity
between the results there is a need to ensure compatibility between the on-line and
off-line clustering techniques, i.e. they should be based on the same principles and
produce results in the same format.
To achieve all these requirements the new techniques presented in this thesis were
developed to achieve the following aims:
1. Low dimensional complexity
2. Low memory requirements
3. Low calculation complexity
4. Online and Offline capability
5. Similarity of clusters between on-line and off-line techniques
6. Compatibility between on-line and off-line cluster descriptions
6.2.2 Advantages Gained by Clustering
Clustering has a number of advantages for online data analysis of Atmospheric Science
data streams; (i) it provides summary information of the data; (ii) allows easy visualiza-
tion; (iii) aids the simplification of subsequent calculations; and (iv) identifies outliers
and anomalies.
Summary Information
In any set of measurements of a dynamical, non-stationary system the measurements
will be at discrete intervals. As such, they are point representations of a continuous
value. Had the measurements been taken at a slightly different time the results would
have varied slightly. It is not unreasonable to assume that measurements within a certain
range could all have been possible. Using clustering we can summarise a region of data
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space within which any of the possible measurements would lie. Such data-space regions
need not be data-space-filling: clustering using arbitrary cluster shapes can generate
fractal-like clusters, [82]. Outliers are automatically displayed as separate clusters, or
may be removed.
Visualization
Having clustered the data into a region within which subsequent data samples are
expected to be found it is a simple exercise to visualize this region. We can create a
coloured, transparent 'patch' for each cluster providing easier to interpret visualisations.
This is best used in 2D data space although it has some advantages in 3D as well. The
two dimensions can be individual data dimensions or composites, similar to those in
principal component analysis. Beyond two or three dimensions alternative visualization
techniques are required or the use of automated cluster interpretation techniques may be
necessary.
Calculation Simplicity
By clustering data samples into separate groups the data can be represented by a reduced
number of points, or even a single point to represent a much greater number. This has
clear implications for any future additional chemistry analysis that may be implemented,
see Section 6.8.10. Reducing the number of calculations can simplify analysis to a level
achievable by computer, or even expert user, in real time.
Identification of Outliers and Anomalies
Clustering of data into groups of similar data also has the inverse effect of identifying
data that are either in small outlier groups or are single points. Outlier identification is
useful in two key areas: identification of invalid data due to instrument failure or readings
during calibration; and, importantly, identification of data that does not fit the typical
profile of the rest of the data. The use of arbitrarily shaped clustering also allows the
identification of unusual drift and shift in data as the cluster shape alters. Using summary
information to speed up data analysis allows for faster exploratory analysis, rather than
relying exclusively on posterior hypothesis-driven analysis [42].
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6.3 Clustering Techniques Used in RASCAL
6.3.1 Data Density based Clustering (DDC)
Data Density based Clustering is described in detail in Chapter 4.2 and is a technique
designed for computational and memory efficiency. Two implementations have been
developed, Data Density based Clustering (DDC), which is utilised here, and Data
Density based Clustering for Arbitrary Shapes (DDCAS), which has been developed
for future inclusion. In the DDC implementation here the clusters are hyper-circular,
the cluster information consisting of one cluster centre and a radius. All the data in a
group are considered to define a macro-cluster allowing separate of groups of data to be
displayed with clarity. The technique is off-line and requires an initialisation parameter,
known as the initial radius r0, and defined in the initialisation screen. The technique is
robust to variations in r0 due to the elimination of outliers and the in-process adaptation
of the radius to the actual data spread.
DDCAS, Chapter 4.4, is a two stage technique built on a simplified DDC in which
this simplified DDC creates hyper-spherical micro-clusters which are then joined in a
secondary process to form the macro-clusters of arbitrary shape. DDCAS macro-clusters
consist of a list of connected micro-clusters each of which is defined by a centre and
a common radius. This technique is also off-line and uses the same initial radius, r0,
parameter. DDCAS is also robust to variations in r0 due to the elimination of outliers
and the in-process adaptation of the radius to the actual data spread. DDCAS has been
developed to allow clustering of historical data to be followed by on-going on-line
clustering using CODAS or CEDAS, however, this has not been implemented at this
stage.
6.3.2 Clustering of Online Data-streams in Arbitrary Shapes
(CODAS)
Clustering of Online Data streams in Arbitrary Shapes (CODAS), detailed in Section
5.2, was developed to address the typically exponential complexity of on-line clustering
algorithms to multi-dimensional data. CODAS is a two stage algorithm, the first creating
hyper-spherical micro-clusters, the second joining these micro-clusters to form macro-
clusters. In its full form the algorithm requires two data based user parameters, an initial
radius r0 and a minimum number of data samples Tmin that must lie within that radius for
a micro-cluster to form. In practice in RASCAL we typically use a value of 1 for Tmin to
include all possible micro-clusters.
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As further data arrives in the data stream the samples are either added to existing
micro-clusters, or are available to form new micro-clusters. If the data is added to a
current micro-cluster the micro-cluster centre may adjust to better represent the data
contained within it. In CODAS the micro-clusters do not age and remain throughout the
analysis providing a historical record of data from the initial stages of the flight.
6.3.3 Clustering of Evolving Data-streams in Arbitrary Shapes
(CEDAS)
Clustering of Evolving Data streams into Arbitrary Shapes (CEDAS), detailed in Section
5.3, was developed for use over extended time periods. In its full form the algorithm
requires two data based user parameters, an initial radius r0 and a minimum number
of data samples m0 that must lie within that radius for a micro-cluster to be considered
for merging into a macro-cluster. With extended flight times potentially extending over
multiple days, details such as repetitive temporal changes in data may not be apparent
if the data falls in the same data space as previous time periods. The ability to 'decay'
the importance of older data therefore becomes significant to allow visualization of
recent data. The CEDAS algorithm is interchangeable with CODAS receiving data and
returning results in an identical format. For the demonstration in this Chapter CODAS is
used due to the short term nature of the flight data used.
6.3.4 Alpha Hulls
The cluster techniques used in RASCAL provide regions within which the data have
been observed. In the case of two stage clustering such as CODAS we have a number of
micro-cluster centres and radii. When plotting these for visualisation the micro-clusters
are coloured according to the macro-cluster they form. Transparency is used to aid
visualisation where clusters from different data groups overlap some of the same data
space. Plotting these micro-clusters achieves a display similar to that shown in Figure
6.2c. This can be confusing to the eye, especially when multiple clusters are shown in
different colours and shades. To overcome this a technique known as Alpha Hulls [48] is
used to encompass the micro-clusters. Alpha hulls are distinguished from convex hulls
[71] by an additional 'alpha' value which relates to the minimum internal radius of the
hull edge.
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(a) Raw Data (b) DDC Alpha Hull
(c) CODAS Micro-Clusters (d) CODAS Alpha Hull
Fig. 6.2 Plots of the visualization of cluster stages for DDC and CODAS. In plots b and d
the data samples have been included to illustrate the alpha hull fit, these are not normally
displayed. In on-line mode this data is no longer available.
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6.4 Methodology
To test the use of the RASCAL software it is applied to a dataset from the South AMerican
Biomass Burning Analysis (SAMBBA) campaign, [35, 110]. The SAMBBA data sets
includes readings from a number of core and non-core instruments and numerous aircraft
flight parameters, [23]. For the purposes of demonstrating the RASCAL software the
investigations will be limited to flight B735 as the O3 readings show some unusual spikes
suitable for online investigation.
Also merged in the data stream are model data for CO, Isoprene, NO, NO2, and O3
from CiTTyCat, [132], initialised from the UKCA global chemistry-climate model into
the data set. The model output was at 1 minute intervals at 3.75ox2.5o resolution and we
used linear interpolation between values to provide data of the same time resolution as
the data stream.
These data allow us to demonstrate cases of:
1. Identification of data of interest versus data not of interest.
2. Use of clustering results to identify anomalies.
3. Use of model data output to identify data of interest.
and these are detailed in the following Chapter 6.5.
6.5 Using RASCAL to Investigate Atmospheric Science
Data In Flight
The screen captures used to illustrate the following discussion have been created during
a normal run of the software and can be easily reproduced, no special prior knowledge is
required.
6.5.1 Identification of Data of Interest
There are two aspects to identifying data that may be of interest for adapting a flight
path, or for identifying data for analysis after the campaign. Firstly separating data that is
truly anomalous from that which appears anomalous but is not and, secondly, identifying
multiple regions of data that have similar anomalous characteristics. These are illustrated
in figure 6.3.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 6.3 RASCAL screen views showing (6.3a) The early part of the flight with no signif-
icant anomalies and measurements falling with a range of standard values. (6.3b) Two
data regions in similar locations relative to O3 spikes. The red data shows abnormal levels
of acetaldehyde in the cluster plot. (6.3c) Two data regions with abnormal acetaldehyde
levels in the cluster plot. We also see their location on the flight path and the altitudes
marked in black on the trace plot.
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Using RASCAL Clustering for Differentiating True Anomalies
Figure 6.3a shows the data with no significant anomalies. The cluster plot (lower left)
shows a consistent data region within which all the samples so far have been measured.
Later in the flight this cluster plot starts to show an unusual bulge as seen in figure
6.3b. The cluster plot is automatically re-scaled to include all the data in the plot and a
significant 'tail' of data can be seen bulging out to the right. By selecting data in the trace
screen the data shown in red can be identified and shown to be consecutive. Looking
at the trace plot (top) this data can be seen after a significant spike in O3. Immediately
after the next spike and before the following one is a similar region coloured magenta.
However, when the group cluster plot (lower right) is examined it can be seen that
whereas the red region constitutes the bulge, the magenta region has measurements in
the normal region.
Using RASCAL Clustering to Identify Multiple Anomalies of Interest
Still later in the flight it is noticed that a second bulge begins to appear, also related
to an O3 spike as shown in figure 6.3c. This time the acetone values are higher than
the previous bulge, however, they remain consistent with normal values and it is the
acetaldehyde measurements that increase. In this image the two regions are identified
as red and magenta. These data values are shown in the lower-centre cluster plot. This
time the map view of the flight path is also shown and the two data regions can be seen
separated in time, however, due to the flight path they are somewhat physically closer
than might be expected. The trace plot, where the altitudes are indicated by the black
lines, shows that the magenta region is at a lower altitude. This is consistent with a plume
of air, rising in height and drifting geographically with a slow loss in, or mixing out of,
acetone as it does so.
Using Selectable Data Clustering for Additional Information
Having identified multiple regions of anomalous data further exploration of these regions
can be carried out using DDC clustering on alternative selected data streams. Using
the drop down menus to the right side of the lower-right plot, see figure 6.4, DDC is
performed on any pair of data sets. Figure 6.4 shows the resulting plot from selecting
Acetaldehyde and MVK-MACR (i.e., the signal derived from proton-reaction mass
spectrometry corresponding to methyl vinyl ketone and methacrolein, first-generation
reaction products of the biogenic hydrocarbon, isoprene). In the cluster plot on the
lower right it is seen that both the regions have raised levels of both MVK-MACR and
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Fig. 6.4 Using selectable data-stream clustering to explore data streams. By selecting
suitable data streams from the drop down menus we can apply clustering to MVK-MACR
and Acetaldehyde. The display shows that the two selected data regions, red and magenta,
both have raised levels of MVK-MACR and Acetaldehyde.
acetaldehyde. These parameters are known to have a correlation with biomass burning,
[166, 78, 39].
It can also be seen from the flight path that the magenta region is at lower altitude
and appears to be geographically narrower than the higher altitude red region. These data
appear consistent, therefore, with the spread of pollutants as a biomass burning plume
rises and drifts.
6.5.2 Using Model Outputs to Identify Data of Interest
In figure 6.5 the output from the CiTTyCAT Lagrangian model ([96, 132]), has been
used to demonstrate the use of RASCAL with model data. The trace plots are used to
compare the CiTTyCat model output, dashed line, with the actual instrument reading,
solid line, for O3 and indicate three sets of data for further investigation. The solid green
line is the flight altitude.
Red Data Region
Where the data is highlighted in red, the model outputs bears little relation to the actual
readings. Whereas, generally, throughout the flight the model values rise and fall in
approximate synchronization with the readings, in the red zone the model predicts a large
drop in O3 despite the rising altitude. Overall, throughout the flight there is a general
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Fig. 6.5 Identification of Further Regions of Interest: RASCAL screen view showing
model data comparison where the regions in red and black indicate where the model
prediction is incorrectly predicting dips in O3 and magenta where the model accurately
predicted narrow spikes in O3
tendency for the model output to become closer to reality suggesting the red anomaly
may be caused by the initial model parameters. CiTTyCAT is a research modelling tool;
for operational mode it would be a straightforward extension of the software to provide
on-the-fly skill metrics.
Numbered Spikes
Where the data is indicated with numerical values the model (subscript 'm ') has predicted
spikes in O3 approximately the matching instrument readings (subscript 'i '). The region
highlighted in magenta (labels 4-6) shows spikes with a good temporal match to the
readings and, in one case a good match in magnitude.
Dark Green Data Region
In the dark green data region, from time code ≈ 55,000, the model is predicting a drop
in O3 where the actual readings show a spike. Other than this, the model is still providing
a reasonable match to the overall profile of the instruments. Although there is some
temporal shift for most of the spikes, and the scaling and the amplitude of the peaks may
be different, the general shape of the profile is similar from the red region up until this
point. This indicates some data worthy of investigation as it may be, for example, an
unknown, unexpected cause for the actual chemistry change, or some accumulated error
in the model output.
6.6 Discussion
RASCAL is a core basis on which to build future on-line analysis tools. This Chapter has
demonstrated how basic clustering can help identify data of specific interest for further
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analysis. This can be carried out in-flight or post flight. Clustering groups of similar data
together can reduce the amount of data required for analysis by representing the data in a
more concise manner, simplifying and speeding up the analysis.
Sections 6.5.1 demonstrated how RASCAL could aid atmospheric scientists in iden-
tifying anomalies of interest and also in finding multiple groups of data with similar
anomalies. Identifying this data in real time has a number of uses including possible
flight re-routing and for indicating data to analyse prior to planning the next flight.
It can be argued that the data of most interest are those which are the result of
unexpected anomalies. Data which behaves as expected may reinforce current thinking
and analysis but is unlikely to add new insight. Data which is unexpected however may
provide information key to new understanding or to improve current knowledge. With
current post campaign analysis the available data relating to these anomalies may be
limited if they are not identified and explored in-flight. With on-line techniques indicating
when abnormal data is encountered, re-routing, or appropriate planning for the next flight
could enable additional data to be gathered for detailed analysis later.
Section 6.5 also demonstrates how RASCAL can go beyond finding anomalous data
and also provide deeper insight into the possible causes of these anomalies by clustering
data from other chemical species.
It has been demonstrated how RASCAL can help to identify further instances of
similar anomalies. Identification of these anomalies has demonstrated how the path
of possible plumes of pollution from biomass burning can be traced. Having traced
the path of the plume at two altitudes it is possible to narrow down locations for the
plume at higher altitudes thus aiding future flight planning. It may even be possible,
using arbitrarily shaped clustering, to make first estimates of atmospheric dispersion
characteristics based on the macroscopic shape and/ or fractality of the cluster in physical
space.
Section 6.5.2 illustrates how RASCAL can be used in conjunction with model data to
compare the model outputs with actual measurements. How well the model predicts the
real data can be seen in real time providing rapid feedback to modellers and strengthening
the rationale for their participation in field intensives. Again, this can be used to guide
current and future flight plans to gather more data in regions that are of most interest,
whether this is where the model is good or poor, thus providing more useful data for post
flight analysis.
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6.7 Development of RASCAL for Offline Cluster
Analysis
The version of RASCAL described in the preceding sections is designed for online use
during data gathering missions. In practice RASCAL exceeds the required data sampling
rate however it processes the data sequentially on arrival. When working with large
datasets such sequential techniques become prohibitive for use in an offline environment.
In consideration of the need to reproduce the same clustering analysis results offline and
alternative software has been developed, known as RASCAL Offline. In this version,
rather than processing the data sequentially, the whole data set is loaded and processed at
once.
While much of the processing such as the trace plots, or mapping and flight path
information display remains the same, the clustering algorithms are required to function
offline, on the complete dataset. The proposed offline version of RASCAL therefore
requires that the offline clustering algorithms produce similar results to the online
algorithms they replace. DDCAS (Chapter 4.4), when used with a fixed radius, should
produce similar results to both CODAS and CEDAS and we investigate that in this
section.
To demonstrate the similarities the SAMBBA B735 data is used to produce plots of
the clustering results for each technique at the key anomaly identification stages detailed
earlier. Stage 1 approximates typical data for the flight, Stage 2 after identification of
the first anomaly and Stage 3 at the end of the flight, including the second anomaly.
Sample plots for each technique are shown in Figure 6.6 for visual comparison of the
output. Figure 6.7 shows alpha hulls covering the data assigned to the largest cluster.
Visually they are similar at each stage and to measure the similarity of the results they
are analysed using various standard properties and shape factors of the enclosed data
space. The properties and shape factors are given in Table 6.1. The similarity of the
centres of the hulls indicate a similar location in the data space while the other properties
indicate the shape similarities.
With such similarities of results DDCAS is used to replace CODAS and CEDAS in
the RASCAL Offline software to allow rapid reproduction of the analysis offline. This
allows the mission scientists to produce additional analyses of data of interest that may
not have occurred in flight and also to reproduce plots and visualization for presentation
and discussion.
The similarity of the both the results and the data structure of the techniques is also
an indication that DDCAS is compatible as a first pass technique to cluster historical
data. These results can then be acted on directly by CODAS or CEDAS for continued
online analysis.
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(a) DDCAS Stage 1 (b) CODAS Stage 1 (c) CEDAS Stage 1
Fig. 6.6 Clustering technique outputs of the B735 flight showing clustering of typical
data.
(a) Stage 1 (b) Stage 2 (c) Stage 3
Fig. 6.7 Alpha hulls of the data assigned to the main cluster at the 3 stages of B735
analysis. Stage 1 shows typical data, stage 2 is after identification of the first anomaly
and stage 3 at the end of the flight after discovery of the second anomaly. The three
techniques are overlaid in each plot to indicate the similarity.
Table 6.1 Shape factor information to compare DDCAS, CODAS, CEDAS
Stage Techn- Centre Perim- Area 2nd moments Elong- Compact-
ique eter I2 ation ness
1
DDCAS 0.172 1.142 5.842 1.264 0.089 0.097 0.913 1.937
CODAS 0.173 1.136 5.512 1.249 0.090 0.104 0.865 1.806
CEDAS 0.169 1.137 6.011 1.300 0.093 0.104 0.895 1.925
2
DDCAS 0.283 1.156 6.441 1.913 0.096 0.141 0.684 3.410
CODAS 0.287 1.145 6.604 1.900 0.100 0.146 0.679 3.250
CEDAS 0.268 1.158 6.906 1.721 0.098 0.141 0.693 2.642
3
DDCAS 0.286 1.161 6.716 1.914 0.096 0.142 0.674 3.398
CODAS 0.288 1.146 6.604 1.900 0.100 0.145 0.692 3.262
CEDAS 0.269 1.159 6.906 1.721 0.098 0.141 0.694 2.651
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6.8 Future Developments
6.8.1 Off-Line RASCAL Analysis
Section 6.7 covers the basics for the offline version of RASCAL. The speed of analysis
of offline data sets is not only useful for repeating previous in-flight analysis, but also
for further data exploration. The offline version also provides a base for software
development. Suggestions can be easily incorporated and the effects of additional
software controls, analysis techniques or visualization methods .
6.8.2 Archiving Analysis Results
After carrying out analyses there is no ability to save the details such as the start and end
time codes, chemistry used, flight location etc. Although screen captures, or pen and
paper could be used to record this a single button should be available to save the current
state to file. It could then be retrieved so post-flight analysis can more easily reproduce
the same results. Feedback from the Atmospheric Science community on what and how
best to record such data would be valuable.
6.8.3 Multi-Dimensional Cluster Display
Demonstrating the potential of RASCAL required a clear, easy to understand display of
the clustering results. To achieve this 2 dimensional clusters are used. The clustering
techniques used here are largely dimensionally independent, or exhibit linear complexity,
[81, 82], meaning many more than 2 instrument data streams could be used for clus-
tering. Displaying these clusters in an easy to understand format will require different
visualization techniques [29, 99] or by the extraction of information for visualization
[90].
6.8.4 Clustering of Evolving Data streams in Arbitrary Shapes
Implementing Clustering of Evolving Data streams in Arbitrary Shapes (CEDAS) [82]
into RASCAL will provide additional options for online clustering. Although the
anomalies illustrated above can be found with CODAS due to their different locations in
data space CEDAS would also be able to find and visualise them due to their temporal
difference. Thus CEDAS would add the ability to distinguish anomalies with the same
data values, at different times during the flight.
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6.8.5 Shading of Micro-Clusters by Data Density Instead of
Alpha Hulls
Current visualisation of the data clusters is focused on the location of the data in data
space only. Thus clustering and alpha hulls to 'draw round' the data are used. This hides
any information relating to the amount of data within the alpha hull. Future work should
investigate shading the alpha hull in relation to the amount of underlying data, similar to
the diagram shown in Figure 6.2c.
6.8.6 Data Group Selection Improvements
Data selection is only available on the trace plot screen. This can make it difficult to find
the relevant data, especially at a later date. Future versions should allow selection of the
data in any of the plot windows. (This has been implemented in the offline version of
RASCAL). For example, for the bulge in the cluster plot discussed in Section 6.5.1 it
would be useful to select the bulge and see where the data lies on the trace plots and
flight path.
6.8.7 On-Line / Off-Line Clustering Combination
CODAS provides on-line clustering of the data stream, DDC provides off-line clustering
of all the data received so far. As it stands it is not possible to change the on-line
clustering to an alternative set of data streams. If this were done the clustering would
start at the time of change and would not include any earlier data so losing information
for a period of time. Were DDCAS to be implemented here it would provide results in a
format compatible with CODAS and CEDAS. A hybrid algorithm could be developed
such that when the data streams are changed DDCAS is invoked to provide clustering of
the relevant archived data followed by CODAS or CEDAS to provide on-line updating
of these clusters.
6.8.8 Additional Map Data Overlay
Additional map overlays can be developed to add data from any applicable source that
would be of interest. This could include such things as population areas, known pollution
sources or different types of vegetation etc.
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6.8.9 Live Data Feed and Integration
RASCAL currently loads a data file containing the instrument measurements. This data
is fed to the RASCAL analysis routines one sample at a a time to simulate a live data feed.
To work in the field a method of interfacing with the on board instruments is required.
Liaison with the climate teams responsible for the instruments is necessary to develop a
preferred technique and common interface between all the instruments and RASCAL.
6.8.10 On-Line Chemistry Analysis
The algorithms in RASCAL have been designed to minimise processing time in a typical
PC and have not been optimised, or parallelized, for speed yet utilise around 20% of the
total processing time available to a corei7 processor. Therefore there is spare computing
capability which could be used for more detailed chemistry analysis. Development
of a common interface between plug-in type sub-functions would allow independent
development of such analyses.
6.9 Conclusions
This Chapter has demonstrated RASCAL software with on-line and off-line cluster analy-
sis of data streams. It has illustrated some of the benefits of the techniques, demonstrating
how they can improve data collection by using the RASCAL results to alter flight paths
or to feed in to future flight plans. The historical nature of the plots throughout the flight
and the repeatable cluster analysis, supports multiple Mission Scientists which could be
important on extended sorties such as those of the Global Hawk (e.g. [85]). Handover
is enabled by allowing a new shift to re-analyse previous data and also to display the
geographical source of the data and to compare this with map overlays showing additional
information from alternative databases, e.g. data from the FIRMS ([51, 117]) database
can be used to indicate possible biomass burning sources. The techniques involved
allow on-line analysis to inform Mission Scientists in real time of significant anomalies
identifying data of interest for future detailed investigation (and false alarms that can be
safely ignored).
The information from RASCAL can feed in to flight planning improving the nature
and quality of data gathered during campaigns. By improving the data collection to
maximise the data most relevant to the campaign target investigation, post-campaign
analysis will be enhanced by the availability of a greater amount of more relevant data
maximising the potential return on investment for campaigns.
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The memory and computational efficiency of RASCAL indicate its suitability as a
basic framework upon which future on-line atmospheric science analysis can be built.
It is intended that future collaborations between computer scientists and atmospheric
scientists will develop a suite of on-line techniques that can further enhance and improve
data analysis in the 'Big Data' era for atmospheric science.
Chapter 7
Summary, Conclusions and Future
Work
This chapter is divided into three sections. First, in 7.1, Research Summary, the research
is summarised considering the initial research proposal, Advanced Analysis and Visual-
ization Techniques for Atmospheric Science. Following this, the 'Conclusions ' Section
7.2 considers each clustering algorithm, and the RASCAL demonstration software indi-
cating the progress and contributions made by each. Finally, Section 7.3, 'Future Work ',
suggests possible directions for future research arising from the work in this thesis. This
includes work outside of the area of initial research proposal.
7.1 Research Summary
This thesis has introduced a suite of novel clustering algorithms specifically targeted at
aiding mission scientists on data gathering campaigns. The proposed algorithms address
different aspects of the challenges faced and together provide the solutions demonstrated
in the RASCAL software. Not all of the developed algorithms are directly applicable to
the final solution, but were part of the research path and have specific uses of their own.
The benefits of each can be summarised as follows:
• DDC is an offline, recursive density estimation based technique for discovering
hyper-elliptical natural clusters. If the natural clusters are not hyper-elliptical, then
they will be divided into hyper-elliptical parts. It requires a single parameter to
operate, an initial estimation of the cluster axes dimensions. The dimensions of the
final clusters are adjusted to best suit the data and it provides high purity and high
accuracy results. It is capable of separating outliers into separate small clusters to
aid identification of different types of anomaly.
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• DDCAR is also an offline technique and uses a data density based technique for
estimating the initial radius required for DDC. This removes any user interaction
and results in a fully autonomous technique. The work described here is limited to
hyper-elliptical clusters only.
• DDCAS is the third offline technique and extends the DDC algorithm to a two stage
process that first discovers hyper-elliptical micro-clusters and then merges these
to form macro-clusters. By adapting the micro-cluster radii the technique builds
macro-clusters consisting of a chain of variously sized micro-clusters allowing
arbitrarily shaped natural clusters to be accurately represented.
• CODAS is an online clustering algorithm that places data from data-streams into
arbitrarily shaped clusters. This technique is a dynamic technique in that the
clusters can move and adjust their size, however they do not fully evolve.
• CEDAS is a fully evolving, online clustering technique for clustering data into
arbitrarily shaped clusters. CEDAS clusters are updated with every sample, rather
than periodically as with hybrid online/ offline techniques. By using a decay period
over which the data remains relevant the clusters are fully evolving, changing size,
shape and position and being removed or created if required.
The algorithms have been tested on a range of applications and shown to be effective,
particularly in respect to their intended role in the analysis of atmospheric science data
streams.
The DDC, DDCAS, CODAS and CEDAS clustering algorithms have been imple-
mented into the RASCAL software to demonstrate how they can aid missions scientists
in discovering anomalies, specific targeted pollution and other variations in atmospheric
chemistry. Applications such as this can contribute to improvement in flight planning,
data collection, tracking of pollution plumes and the evaluation of climate models. Out-
side of atmospheric science, the new clustering algorithms present a novel contribution
to the science of machine learning.
7.2 Conclusions
During the initial research the requirements for utilising clustering for online analysis of
atmospheric data streams were proposed and these are detailed in chapter 3.2. As these
developed it became apparent that no current single, or multiple clustering algorithms
could achieve all the goals. The research then focussed on proposing novel algorithms
which were designed, from the outset, to work together in a cohesive manner to create
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a suite of clustering algorithms functioning in a similar manner, or based on similar
underlying principles.
The previous section outlines the algorithms themselves, whereas this section high-
lights their novelty and contribution to the field of unsupervised learning and their
application to different fields of research, and atmospheric science in particular.
7.2.1 Novel Offline Clustering Solutions
Data Density Based Clustering (DDC)
Data Density based Clustering (DDC) provides a high speed, density based clustering
algorithm, requiring no a-priori knowledge of the number of natural clusters, and intuitive
selection of its parameters given expert knowledge of the field of application. Such
expert knowledge consist of simply deciding on the minimum data density that would be
considered part of a cluster and not general background noise or outliers. DDC can be
set to cluster all data, leaving outliers in 'small' cluster, or to leave all 'small clusters' as a
set of outliers. This ease of use makes DDC a useful addition to the field of offline data
clustering.
As evidenced by its ability to continue to generate clusters after the data from cluster
one has been removed, DDC can work effectively on sub-sets of the full data set. Thus
clustering could be effectively parallelized to work with big data by dividing the data
space. This is easily demonstrated, however, in cases where the sub-divisions split a
natural cluster work should be carried out on ways to effectively merge these. An easily
parallelized, high speed, data driven clustering algorithm is also a novel addition to the
clustering field, however fully implementing such an approach was not carried out and
so this will appear in the ’future work’ section in more detail.
Data Density Based Clustering for Arbitrary Shapes (DDCAS)
Data Density Based Clustering for Arbitrary Shapes (DDCAS) extends DDC to work
with natural clusters of any shape. It consistently outperforms other, popular algorithms
for arbitrarily shaped groupings, either by speed, accuracy, memory use or a combination
of the three. User input is minimal, requiring only knowledge of the maximum data
density of background noise, or outliers such that an expert would not consider that data
part of a natural cluster or the minimum gap required between two clusters for them
to be considered separate. This is fairly intuitive, with knowledge of the data source.
DDCAS can also be used to cluster outliers either as a single group of all outliers, or as
'small clusters' of outliers. This generates additional information about the outlier data
many other clustering algorithms do not find. The combination of intuitive use, speed,
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accuracy, memory use and additional information available regarding outliers are a novel
addition to the field of clustering of arbitrarily shaped clusters.
A further benefit of the DDCAS algorithm is that it produces micro-clusters and
clusters in the same manner as CODAS and CEDAS, see later. CODAS and CEDAS are
online algorithms and as such may be sensitive to the data order. In particular, online
algorithms have no knowledge of historical data from before the algorithm is initiated.
DDCAS can be used to prime CODAS and CEDAS using recent, historical data. This
priming is much faster than, e.g. running the online algorithm over the historical data.
Once primed, the online algorithms produce accurate cluster results immediately they are
initiated. With large, or temporally extensive data sets this can reduce the time to results
by orders of magnitude. This is an important, novel contribution allowing clustering to
be achieved in data streams in a way not previously achievable.
Autonomous Clustering (DDCAR)
Data Density Based Clustering with Automated Radii (DDCAR) is a step to a fully
autonomous, data driven clustering algorithm requiring no user input. This is the first
algorithm to demonstrate full autonomy, albeit on hyper-elliptical clusters only at this
time. Full automation of unsupervised learning is a major contribution to machine
learning and this initial success should be developed further.
7.2.2 Novel Online Clustering Solutions
Dynamic Clustering (CODAS)
Clustering of Online Data-streams into Arbitrary Clusters (CODAS) is a fully online,
data density based clustering algorithm. While many online algorithms for arbitrarily
shaped clusters are, in fact, two stage algorithms consisting of online micro-clustering
combined with offline macro-clustering, CODAS is fully online providing up to date
clusters with each data sample from a dynamic data stream. It is this fully online state
that creates the contribution to the field of online clustering.
Evolving Clustering (CEDAS)
Previous online methods utilize an online micro-structure update, but use offline macro-
structure generation. Thus the results only reflect the true cluster state at the instant they
are generated. Increasing the rate of macro-cluster generation in these algorithms slows
them to a level that is impractical for many uses. Clustering of Evolving Data-streams
into Arbitrary Clusters (CEDAS) provides the first known algorithm to provide full online
clustering for arbitrarily shaped clusters.
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7.2.3 Applications of Novel Clustering Algorithms
The primary focus of this thesis was the development of an online system for use in-
flight during atmospheric science data gathering missions. This is demonstrated and
discussed in earlier chapters. Although it remains to be tested in the field, the RASCAL
software demo allows for in-flight detection on anomalous data to aid decision making,
flight planning and to target specific data of interest. This could make a significant
improvement to the quality, relevance and detail of data gathered on a per-flight and
per-campaign level.
Consideration should also be given to possibilities of abuse of such a system whereby
targeting specific data could be used to artificially skew results. As such research into
the practical and ethical use of such a system should take place.
7.3 Future Work
The potential future work can be divided into three distinct sections, that of algorithm
development, Section 7.3.1, that of atmospheric science, or other software applications
directly related to the research proposal, Section 7.3.2 and other applications. Such
alternative applications for future work include Autonomous Detection, Section 7.3.3,
climate model comparison and 7.3.4 and complex system analysis, 7.3.5.
7.3.1 Algorithm Development
Autonomous Clustering
The DDCAR algorithm, in particular, has scope for future development. The research
goals did not call for full autonomy and so the work did not move beyond the feasibility
stage. Further work into better radius estimation techniques could yield improved results.
Online and Offline Compatibility
The implementations of DDCAS, CODAS and CEDAS are all designed to produce cluster
results in the same format. If DDCAS is used with a fixed micro-cluster radius, such as
that used for CODAS and CEDAS, then the resulting algorithm could be considered to
be their offline equivalent. The techniques employed for micro-cluster definitions and the
agglomeration of these into macro-clusters indicates that the cluster results are directly
compatible. Future work could extend the work presented here to investigate the validity
of the cross-over of these technique and how they offer new opportunities in mining data
streams. In particular DDCAS could be used to quickly cluster historical data such that
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online techniques can take over and continue updating the cluster results. This provide
opportunities for rapidly moving between data streams.
Algorithm Parallel Processing
The offline algorithms work in such a way that suggest they are suitable for use in a
highly parallel processing environment. Either division of the data followed by merging
of the clusters, or possibly data space sub-division may be suitable. Similarly, the
online algorithms may also function in a parallel processing environment with each data
sample being processed by a different node into the micro-clusters and the macro-cluster
structures also being processed in parallel. Parallel processing would provide a significant
increase in processing speed, but presents its own challenges for future research.
Autonomous Decision Making
The applications considered here add value to the data streams to enhance the expert users
decision making. These decisions are based on visual cues provided by visualization of
the clusters. The information contained within these clustered could be considered for
the suitability of autonomous decision making.
7.3.2 Software Application Development
RASCAL Software
Future work on the RASCAL software holds a number of possibilities. Improvements to
the software itself with regard to feedback from mission scientists and other users. Imple-
mentation of the offline to online crossover just mentioned would provide considerable
flexibility. Perhaps the most important development for future work is further testing
across historical data sets together with testing of the software by mission scientists on
data gathering missions, data streams from monitoring sites or other applications.
The techniques have been applied to a variety of atmospheric science ‘big data’,
uncovering hard-to-find anomalies and subtle changes in atmospheric composition.
Moving beyond these proofs-of-concept, there is the opportunity to automate such
detections, allowing more complex analysis of very high-dimension, hard to visualize,
relationships (i.e., 10s to 100s of chemical dimensions) in atmospheric chemistry.
The clustering algorithms, and the RASCAL software, have been designed for
applications in atmospheric science in the context of this thesis. Future work should
consider that the algorithms work on data streams and these could originate from many
different sources. Applications of the work to other disciplines should be considered,
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for example machine condition monitoring, object tracking or social and behavioural
sciences. In addition there are applications in complex systems, discussed later.
7.3.3 Autonomous Risk Assessment
Investigation of the use of the cluster results for autonomous detection of changes in
atmospheric composition, and of variance from predictive models for the assessment of
environmental risk should be investigated. In the context of this thesis, human visible
variations in cluster results are frequently seen indicating anomalies and significant or
unexpected changes in the environment. Macro-cluster analysis in terms of standard
shape factors are able to detect these changes within the limited scope tested here.
Further research could result in fully autonomous detection of atmospheric changes and
environmental risks.
Where the algorithms have been demonstrated in alternative scenarios, e.g. computer
network intrusion detection, they may also provide for autonomous detection and early
warning systems.
7.3.4 Alternative Application - Climate Model Comparison
During the course of researching this thesis some initial tests were done utilizing the
various clustering algorithms to analyse the variations between climate models. A quick
demonstration showed that clustering could be used to compare the models in a spatio-
temporal manner not feasible before. This analysis could form the basis for improved
model predictions by best model selection, or as an ensemble technique for improving
results. This work has formed the basis for a pilot study under the Research on Changes
of Variability and Environmental Risk (ReCoVER) project for which funding has been
awarded.
7.3.5 Alternative Application - Complex System Analysis
The two stage techniques, DDCAS, CODAS and CEDAS provide additional information
on the data that has yet to be explored. In particular the graph theory utilised in CEDAS
provides insights into the underlying complex dynamical system. This thesis only begins
to scratch the surface of the potential in the techniques. By storing cluster information
in the form of graphs of micro-clusters, the rich literatures in graph theory and fractal
geometry can be applied. The edge information, the number of samples within the micro-
clusters, and the hyper-dimensional space-filling behaviour of the clusters may all be
used to uncover hidden properties of the data streams. These investigations make possible
comparisons across different models as well as comparing them with measurement data.
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This same, climate data based argument can also be applied to streams of data from
any complex system and may have a much wider range of applications suitable for
investigation.
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Conference Papers
The following papers were submitted to peer reviewed conferences and published in the
conference proceedings.
R. Hyde and P. Angelov, “Data density based clustering,” in 2014 14th UK Workshop
on Computational Intelligence (UKCI), 2014, vol. UKCI 2014, no. Ddc, pp. 1–7.
The initial concept was provided by Plamen Angelov. Design of experimental work
was by Plamen Angelov and Richard Hyde. The algorithm and test software, carrying
out of experimental work and results were the work of Richard Hyde. The first draft of
the paper was authored by Richard Hyde and the final paper was the work of Richard
Hyde and Plamen Angelov.
R. Hyde and P. Angelov, “A Fully Autonomous Data Density Based Clustering Tech-
nique,” in 2014 IEEE Symposium on Evolving and Autonomous Learning Systems
(EALS), 2014, pp. 116–123.
The initial concept, design of experimental work, algorithm and test software, experi-
mental work and results were the work of Richard Hyde. The first draft of the paper was
authored by Richard Hyde and the final paper was the work of Richard Hyde and Plamen
Angelov.
R. Hyde and P. Angelov, “A new online clustering approach for data in arbitrary shaped
clusters,” in 2015 IEEE 2nd International Conference on Cybernetics (CYBCONF), 2015,
pp. 228–233.
The initial concept, design of experimental work, algorithm and test software, experi-
mental work and results were the work of Richard Hyde. The first draft of the paper was




R. Hyde, P. Angelov, A. R. MacKenzie, and N. R. P. Harris, “Supporting Mission
Scientists in the Face of Atmospheric Data Torrents,” Bull. Am. Meteorol. Soc., p.
Submitted June 2016.
The initial concept, design of experimental work, algorithm, and demonstration
software, experimental work and results were the work of Richard Hyde. The first draft
of the paper was the work of Richard Hyde and Rob MacKenzie. The submitted paper
was the work of all the authors. (After completion of this thesis, this paper was rejected
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as not consistent with the remit of BAMS and is currently being re-written for submission
to an alternative publication.)
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Appendix A
DDC Algorithm
This appendix provides the mathematical steps of the algorithm, as implemented in
Matlab, for the experiments in this thesis. These steps are not intended to represent the
most computationally efficient method of implementing the algorithm but to implement




µ j the vector of the mean of cluster j
µ jd dimension d of the mean vector of cluster j
σ({C j}) standard deviation of the set of clustered data {C j}
{C j} the set of members of cluster j
{C jd} the set of dimension d of the set of members of cluster j
{Data} the set of remaining un-clustered data, initially the full data set
Di density of sample xi
d number of data dimensions
i generic index
j index of next cluster to be created
k generic index
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N the number of data samples
r0 initial radius of the clusters, may be the same for each axis or a vector individual
values for each axis
r jd radius of cluster j in dimension d
xi data sample i
xid dimension d of data sample i
X0 Global Scalar product
Xl Local Scalar product
Input: {Data}, r0
Initialization:










3: j = 1
4: while {Data} ̸= /0 do
Find Global Densest Point, Assign Data to Cluster, Remove Outliers
5: for ∀xi ∈ {Data} do
6: Di = 11+∥xi−µ0∥2+X0−∥x0∥2
7: end for
8: µ j = xargmaxNi=1Di










10: {C j} ∋
∥∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ j∥∥< (3×σ({C j)})
Find Local Densest Point, Assign Data to Cluster, Remove Outliers:




(xi ∈ {C j})





13: for ∀xi ∈ {C j} do
14: Di = 1
1+∥(xi∈{C j})−µ0∥2+X0−∥(xi∈{C j})∥2
15: end for
16: µ j = xargmaxNi=1Di











18: {C j} ∋
∥∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ j∥∥< (3×σ({C j}))
Adjust Radii to Match Farthest Cluster Data in Each Axis, Assign Data and
Remove Outliers
19: for k = 1 to d do
20: r jk = max(∥(xik ∈ {C jk})−µ jk∥)
21: end for










23: {C j} ∋
∥∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ j∥∥< (3×σ({C j}))
Adjust Radii to Match Final Data Assignment
24: for k = 1 to d do
25: r jk = max(∥(xik ∈ {C jk})−µ jk∥)
26: end for
27: {Data}= {Data}−{C j}
28: end while
End of Base Algorithm
Merging of Clusters if a cluster centre is within another cluster ellipse.
29: Merged = 1
30: while Merged = 1 do
31: Merged = 0
32: for i = 1 to j do









36: µi = xi
37: ri = max(xi−µi)







This section provides the algorithm for the radius estimation performed by DDCAR
only. The radii resulting from this algorithm are used to feed into the DDC algorithm
given in Appendix A so this will not be reproduced here. The mathematical steps of the
algorithm, as implemented in Matlab, for the experiments in this thesis are given and are
not intended to represent the most computationally efficient method of implementing the
algorithm but for clarity.
d - data dimension index
{Did} – the density of data sample xi in dimension d
{Data} - the set of all data
δ - mean density change
δ in – smoothed value of previous n density changes up to sample i
i - generic index
j - index of selected sample to use for radius estimation
µ0d Global Mean in dimension d
µ j – the mean of cluster j
N – the number of samples being considered.
n – the number of density changes to use for smoothing (see Section 4.3 for
explanation)
rd – the radius estimation in dimension d
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xid – value data sample i in dimension d
X0d Scalar product in dimension d
Input: {Data} n ∈ {n|10 < n < 75}
1: ∀d










4: Did = 11+∥xid−µ0∥2+X0−∥x0∥2
5: {D}= {Did|D(n+1)d > Dnd}










8: j = argminNi=1(δ in > δ )
9: rd = µ0d− x jd
Appendix C
DDCAS Algorithm
This section provides the algorithm for Data Density based Clustering into Arbitrary
Shapes (DDCAS). The mathematical steps of the algorithm, as implemented in Matlab,
for the experiments in this thesis are given. These steps are not intended to represent the
most computationally efficient method of implementing the algorithm but to implement
a clear technique with all the steps clearly separated.
{C j} - the set of data in cluster j
d - data dimension index
{Data} - the set of all data
g - macro-cluster number
i - generic index
j - index of a micro-cluster
k - generic index
µC - micro-cluster
µ0d - Global Mean in dimension d
µ j – the mean of cluster j
N – the number od data samples in {Data}
{Ok} - the set of data in outlier cluster k
r0 - the vector of initial radii
r j – the vector of radii of cluster j
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Tmin - minimum threshold below which a micro-cluster is considered to be noise
or outliers
xid – value data sample i in dimension d
Input: {Data}, r0, Tmin
Initialization:
1: j = 0 {micro-cluster index}
2: k = 0 {outier-cluster index} Main Function
3: while {Data} ̸= /0 do
Find Global Densest Point (closest to the Data mean), Assign Data to µC
4: j = j+1 {Increment candidate µC number}
5: µ0 = mean{Data}
6: i = argmin(∥xi−µ0∥)
7: µn = xi {set candidate µC centre}
8: r j = r0 {set candidate µC radius}
9: {C j} ∋ ∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ j∥< r j {Assign data}
10: {C j} ∋
∥∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ j∥∥< (3×σ({C j)}) {Remove Outliers}
11: r j = mean{∥C j−µ j∥} {set radii to mean distance to members}
12: µ j = mean{C j} {move centre}
13: {C j} ∋ ∥(xi ∈ {C j})−µ j∥< r j {re-assign data to new centre and radii ellipse}
14: {Data}= {Data}−{C j} {Remove {C j} from Data set}
15: if |{C j}|< Tmin then
16: k = k+1
17: {Ok}= {C j} {assign {C j} to outlier cluster}
18: j = j−1 {decrement µC number}
19: end if
20: end while
Assign Mc numbers to µC by merging
21: g = 1
22: for j = 1 to i do
23: for k = i to i do
24: if r j + rk < 2r0 then
25: if g j then
26: gk = g j
27: else
28: g j = g
29: gk = g








This section provides the algorithm for Clustering of Online Data into Arbitrary Shapes
(CODAS). The mathematical steps of the algorithm, as implemented in Matlab, for the
experiments in this thesis are given. These steps are not intended to represent the most
computationally efficient method of implementing the algorithm but to implement a clear
technique with all the steps clearly separated.
{C} - the set of all micro-clusters
Cmin - the minimum membership for a micro-cluster to be considered for merging
{Cµ} - micro-cluster centre, Cµ(i) micro-cluster information of micro-cluster i
{Cr} micro-cluster radius
{Cn} - number of micro-cluster members
{CM} - micro-cluster macro-cluster assignation
D - distances from new sample to micro-cluster centres
∆ - flag for updating orphan macro-clusters
i - generic index
{I} - set of intersecting micro-clusters with indices {I}(i) where i is: 1 - previous
intersections; 2 - current intersections; 3 - new intersections; 4 - orphans that no
longer intersect the changed micro-cluster’s macro-cluster
j - generic index
k - index of changed micro-cluster
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µ0d - Global Mean in dimension d
µ j – the mean of cluster j
N – the number of macro-clusters
M - macro-cluster number
x - data sample
Input: r0, Cmin, x, C
Initialization:
1: N = |{C}| {count number of micro-cluster}
2: if N < 1 then
Set up first micro-cluster
3: Cµ(1) = x
4: Cr(1) = r0
5: Cn(1) = 1
6: CM(1) = 1
7: else
Main function
Assign data sample to micro-cluster
8: D = ∥x−{Cµ}∥ {Distance from sample to micro-cluster centres}
9: i = arg[min(d)] {Find index of closest micro-cluster}
10: if Di < r0 then
If sample is within a micro-cluster, then up date the micro-cluster
11: k = i {Record index of changed micro-cluster}
12: Cn(i) =Cn(i)+1
13: if D(i)> 0.5× r0 then





17: N = N+1
18: Cµ(N) = x
19: Cr(N) = r0
20: Cn(N) = 1
21: CM(N) = N
22: end if
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{Update new micro-cluster intersections}
23: if k and CN(k)>Cmin then
{If a micro-cluster has changed and is above the minimum threshold}
24: {I1}= arg[CM =CM(k)] {Find all the previous intersections}
25: {I2}= arg[∥Cµ(k)< 1.5× r0] {Find all current intersects}
26: if {I1} ̸= {I2} then
{If micro-cluster intersects have changed}
27: {I3}= {I2}−{I1} {Find new intersections}
28: if |{I2}> 0 then
29: M = max{CM(CI3)} {Find max macro-cluster number of intersecting
micro-clusters}
30: if {I3}= /0 then
{If the changed micro-cluster has no intersections}
31: CM(k) = max{CM}+1 {Assign new macro-cluster number}
32: else








{Update any micro-cluster that have separated from a macro-cluster}
40: {I4} = {I1}− [{I2}+ {I3}+ k] {Find any micro-clusters that were previously
intersected, but are no longer intersected}
41: if {I4} ̸= /0 then
{Update all to new macro-cluster number}
42: ∀i ∈ {I4}
43: M = max{CM}+1
44: ∆= 1
45: while ∆= 1 do
46: ∆= 0
47: j = argi[∥{Ii}−{I1}∥< 1.5× r0]
48: if | j|> 0 then
49: ∆= 1








This appendix provides the detailed algorithm for CEDAS. The mathematical steps of
the algorithm, as implemented in Matlab, for the experiments in this thesis are given.
These steps are not intended to represent the most computationally efficient method of
implementing the algorithm but to implement a clear technique with all the steps clearly
separated.
Cµi - micro-cluster
′i′ data structure containing:
Cµi (Centre) - vector ∈ IR with length = number o f dimensions, micro-cluster ′i′
centre co-ordinates
Cµi (Count) - integer, number of data samples that have been assigned to micro-
cluster ′i′
Cµi (Macro) - integer, micro-cluster
′i′ macro-cluster membership
Cµi (Energy) - Energy ∈ IR, current value of assigned to micro-cluster ′i′
Cµi (Siblings) - vector o f integers, list of
′Sibling′ micro-clusters linked to micro-
cluster ′i′
Cµ for all the above, but without subscript refers to all micro-clusters
di - ∈ IR, distances from new data sample to the micro-cluster centre i
dmin - ∈ IR, distance to the nearest micro-cluster centre
{D} - vector o f integers, set of indices of dead micro-clusters. (For the decay
process described here this is a vector of length 1).
Decay - ∈ IR, rate at which Cµi (Energy) is reduced
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G - temporary variable for re-assigning macro-cluster numbers
i - integer, index value
Nc - integer, number of micro-clusters
r0 - ∈ IR, micro-cluster radius, user input
x - vector ∈ IR with length = number o f dimensions, current data sample
u - integer, index of updated or created micro-cluster
Input: x, R0
Initialization:
1: while x ̸= {} do
2: if Cµ = /0 then
3: Cµ1 (Centre) = S
4: Cµ1 (Count) = 1
5: Cµ1 (Macro) = 1
6: Cµ1 (Energy) = 1
7: Cµ1 (Sibling) = 1
8: Nc = Nc+1
9: u = Nc
10: end if
Update Micro-Cluster:
11: u = 0
12: dmin =
∣∣∣∣x−Cµi (Centre)∣∣∣∣min
13: if dmin < r0 then
14: i = argminKj=1{d j}
15: Cµi (Energy) = 1
16: Cµi (Count) =C
µ
i (Count)+1
17: if di(min) >
R0
2 then






22: Cµ1 (Centre) = x
23: Cµ1 (Count) = 1
24: Cµ1 (Macro) = 1
25: Cµ1 (Energy) = 1
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26: Cµ1 (Sibling) = 1




30: {D}= f ind(Ci(Energy)< 0)
31: if {D}= /0 then
32: return
33: else
34: for all Di:
35: delete CµDi
36: delete C(Sibling) = Di
37: Cµi (Sibling)> Di =Ci(Sibling)−1
38: Nc = Nc−1
39: end if
40: if u ̸= 0 then
41: dui =
∣∣∣∣Cµu (Centre)−Cµi (Centre)∣∣∣∣
42: { j}= f ind(Du j < (1.5× r0))
43: Cµu (Sibling) =C
µ
u (Sibling)∪{ j}
44: G = min{CCu(Sibling)(Macro)}
45: Cµu (Macro) = G
46: CµCu(Sibling)(Macro) = G
47: end if
Housekeeping: Reassign Macro Cluster Numbers
48: Cµ(Macro) = 0
49: G = 0
50: for i = 1toNc do
51: if Ci(Macro) = 0 then
52: G = G+1













This Appendix provides an overview of the operation of the Real-time Atmospheric
Science Cluster AnaLysis (RASCAL) software. The software is intended to demonstrate
the capabilities of the techniques employed, typical use-age and the type of output
produced.
F.1 Overview
RASCAL in its current form runs in a simulated real-time environment using data
stored in a simple comma-delimited (csv) format text file. The data is loaded and then
presented to the RASCAL analysis routines 1 sample vector at a time thus simulating a
live data feed. The data and analysis are presented in a number of graphical windows for
interpretation by the expert user (Mission Scientist). The data to be traced and monitored
are fixed at the start of the flight and cannot currently be changed in-flight. The selectable
data clusters can be changed in flight and the data overlays on the flight map can be
switched on and off or adjusted. When data groups are selected data is displayed in all
windows in the colour corresponding to the data groups.
F.2 RASCAL Initialisation
The initialisation screen for RASCAL has 3 distinct sections as indicated in Figure F.1.
Section A contains parameters relating to the initial state of the plots and the data to be
monitored throughout the flight. Section B allows selection of the data streams to be
used for the flight path and timing. Section C contains relevant parameters related to the
clustering algorithms and alpha hull displays. The values in section C would not normally
be adjusted by a lay-user and should not be modified without a firm understanding of
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Fig. F.1 RASCAL initialization screen showing (A) trace plot information, (B) flight
information and (C) clustering and visualization parameters.
the related techniques. For detailed information about these parameters, see the relevant
Chapters on the respective clustering techniques.
F.3 Set Up and User Parameters
The parameters in Section (A) of the initialization screen are largely self-explanatory.
The first first relates to the initial length of the plot tracing the chemicals selected below.
The trace plot always tracks the aircraft altitude. The starting sample off-set value relates
to testing the software on data from a stored file. In many cases the data collections starts
long before take-off and so a large amount of irrelevant data may be included. This offset
allows for by-passing that data for the sake of convenience.
The next two selections are the chemistry to trace during the flight. The chemistry
that is selected for monitoring in the next two menus is that chemistry that will be
continuously clustered, online, using CODAS (or CEDAS if implemented later). The
chemistry that is monitored may be the same as that which is traced if required.
Section (B) allows for selection of the various aspects of the flight data as different
data sets, or aircraft equipment, may label these variables differently.
Section (C) allows for varying the parameters of the cluster analysis and alpha hulls
used for visualization. For a detailed explanation of these see the relevant Chapters
pertaining to each technique.
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Fig. F.2 RASCAL operating screen showing the items discussed in section F.4
.
F.4 RASCAL Operating Screen
This section provides a detailed description of the various parts of the RASCAL main
operation screen, i.e. the screen visible to the mission scientist throughout the flight.
1. Pause Button: Pauses the data collection and analysis. This is used for pausing the
display for discussion and screen captures.
2. Zoom and Pan Buttons: Some windows can be zoomed with a mouse scroll wheel
button. Using these buttons allows pan and zoom on any window.
3. Exit Button: Halts all analysis and exits immediately
4. Trace Plot Window: Shows the on-line trace data.
5. Data Selection Buttons: When data of interest appears these buttons can be used
to select data in the trace plot window to form groups. Any analysis carried out
on these groups is coloured to match and the flight path colour is also changed to
illustrate the data source.
6. Trace Plot Title: Title of the trace plot showing the names of the tracers selected.
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7. Trace Plot Scales: The names of the tracers and the scales are coloured indepen-
dently for clarity. These colours do not match the trace lines as the trace lines are
coloured by group (see 5). The scales automatically adjust to include the displayed
data.
8. Altitude Scale: The scale for the flight altitude. This automatically adjusts to the
displayed data.
9. Time Scale Axis: Shows the time scale as selected in the set up screen.
10. Map Window: A display of the map region. This is dependent on the intended flight
area initially but can be panned and zoomed. Maps are downloaded from Google
and require an internet connection. Off-line maps could be easily incorporated.
11. Map Plot Overlays: Overlays of alternative data sources can be incorporated. Here
we have included fire data from the NASA FIRMS database, [117]. This is not live
data but is downloaded prior to the flight.
12. CODAS Cluster Window: The results of CODAS clustering on the data received
so far.
13. DDC Cluster Window: When data is selected in to groups DDC off-line clustering
can be performed on these groups and is displayed here. The clusters for each data
group are coloured to match the other displays.
14. DDC Update Button: To update the DDC plot this button is pressed. It currently
operates as a toggle button and DDC runs continuously until pressed again. With
large volumes of data this slows down RASCAL and it may drop below real-time
so it is not recommended to run it continuously.
15. DDC on Selected Data Window: This window displays the results of DDC off-line
clustering of the data groups on any data selected in 17.
16. Selected Data Update Button: This button force an update to the DDC cluster
results on the selected data.
17. Data Selection Menus: Drop down menus allow selection of any of the available
data streams.
F.5 RASCAL Offline
This section of he appendix describes some of the enhancements implemented in the
offline version of RASCAL. The operating screen remains essentially the same. The
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underlying changes to the clustering algorithms used are described in Chapter 6.7 and
this section deals with the use of the software. A number of enhancements based on
feedback on the usability have been implemented. In particular these include:
1. Trace Plot Selection: The data used for the trace plots can be selected form the
drop down menus.
2. Trace Plot Colours: for clarity, when no data groups have been selected for analysis
the trace plots are separate colours and match by colours of the drop down menus
for selecting the trace data.
3. Trace Plot Data Selection: Selection of groups of data in the trace plots has been
simplified; left click to add a group edge at the mouse cursor position; right click
to delete the nearest edge to the mouse cursor.
4. Selecting Data for Analysis: data can be selected in any visualization window, not
just on the trace plot by clicking the 'select data ' button and drawing an area in the
windows. Any data sample within the drawn area are selected.
5. Pan and Zoom: all the visualization window can be panned and zoomed.
Further feedback on these changes has been positive and these, together further
enhancements should be implemented in the online version as well in the future.
